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Mr. Haivev Murray,
his Return from Study
under the best teachers In Germany
announces

—

AND

IS

—

He Discourses Sound

Doctrine to a

Large and Enthusiastic Audience.
Camden, Sept. ll.—Messrs. lilainc aud
addressed, Friday evening, the
largest and most enthusiastic audience
ever
Megunticook Hall,
gathered in
Camden, hundreds being unable to gain adGibson

mission. Mr. Blaine made one of his most
po ."erf ul and telling speeches, demonstrating
with the clearest logic that the people should
vote for the Republican party, which, on the
important questions of the tariff, the fisheries, shipping and temperance had done in
the past, and is now doing so much to promote the industries, prosperity and happiness of the State and Nation.
All through
his speech and at the close he was warmly

applauded,

to

Prepared

in

Pupils

Receive

some eloquent passages
stirring
the wildest enthusiasm.
Mr. Gibson of Ohio, in his inimitable way
showed up the bad record of the Democratic
party in a manner to make every Democrat
lllncli of ifc oltc-nwli'fiae

BROWN BLOCK, CONGRESS ST.
sep8
snlw*
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Vejpné OF HEALTH.

Hake the blood pare and you drive sickness away.
Neglect to do so and you must suffer with disease. In
the Summer heat, when your physical powers aro
exhausted and your mental faculties incapable of effort,
Vegetine will give new life to the bloodless Invalid and
Impart vigor and strength to the worn body and
mind. Take it while on your vacation and thus
secure health and pleasure. But if you are unable to
pet α respite from labor, by all means use Vegetine, and
you will greatly lessen the danger from Epidemics
and Fevers. Vegetine possesses in its combination of
roots, barks, and herbs the very elements in which the
diseased blood is deficient It removes the cause of and
and

as a

tonic in Nervous

Debility it has

SOULES PILLS
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AN ARCUS TALE.
The Centlemen Whom the Portland
Paper Stigmatizes as Rumsellers.

eqoaL

The Best
Liver Pills.

Cure Sick Headache. Constipation and Piles.
Are Purely Vegetable, uenllc yet thorough In operation. 2b cents; 6 boxes, $1.00. By Druggists and by
Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston·
FM W& wl y 1 stor4t h parm

mho

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair
ESTABLISHED

Dye.
1831.

Best in the wor d.
HarmleuM Reliable! In.
«tantaneousl No d isappointaient, n<> ridiculous
tint· remedies tlio ill effects of tad dyes ; leaves
the hair soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars sent

postpaid

in sealed

enve-

lope·, on application, men.
tioning this paper. Sold
by all druggists. Applied
•by experts at

THE

Augusta, Sept.—The Kennebec Journal
of Monday will publish a letter from Chairman Manley, in which Mr. Manley says that
the special despatch sent from Augusta to
the Portland Argus and Boston Globe, saying that Mr. Manley issued a letter to the
rumsellers of Augusta to meet at the Republican headquarters, is an infamous falsehood,
as every gentleman who was present on the
evening mentioned knows.
The letter was banded to such prominent
Republicans as lion. Charles E. Nash, Orrin
Williamson, A. 0. Otis, Geo. F. Hawes, Alden Sprague, John L. Stevens, P. C. Doliver,
Geo. E. Macomber, Geo, E. Weeks, S. S.
Brooks, A. S. Bangs, E. C. Burleigh, J. S.
Ilobbs, A. G. Andrews, W. II. Bigelow, Ira
H. Randall, J. Manchester Ilaynes and many
others of like character and standing in the
party.

Wig Factory,

AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LA-

SOEastlOlhSt., N.Y. City.
ecd&wlynrm

BOR FOR THEIR BREAD.— WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.

Bttchdor's
1>13

The peroration was an eloquent appeal to
the young men to ally themselves with the
Republican party, great in its achievements
in saving the country from the destructive
hands of the Democrats, great in financial
policy, in Its promotion of the prosperity of
the laboring classes and its stimulating of
manufactures by the protective tariff, and also in its present and future work.
Mr. Blaine thinks the Republican outlook
is good. He estimates Bodwell's plurality
vote slightly
at 10,000; the Third Party
larger than last election, and predicts the
election of our full delegation in Congress
and Legislature by an overwhelming Republican victory.

MAINE.

WEATHER.

Washington, Sept. 13.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are local rains followed
by slightly cooler weather.
The indications for New England are local
rains, slightly westerly winds.
The following telegram has been received
at the Signal Office :
Washington, Sept. 12.
Observer. Portland, Me.:
5.40 P. M.—Hoist cautionary signal. An
An era of low barometer extendsifrom the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, covering the Lake
regions and reaching as far west as Minnesota, causing brisk to high westerly winds
along the lakes, which will be felt this evening along the Atlantic coast.
ΙΙλζκν.
[Signed]
local wkathkk kjcport.
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A Schooner Towed Ashore.

Newpokt, Sept. 12. The United States
steamer (Dispatch, Commander Emery, arrived this evening, having in tow the abandoned schooner Abbie Dunn of Thomaston,
She found her yesterday about 35
Me.
miles south of Block Island, water logged,
foremast gone, part of mainmast standing,
but the hull in good order. She was beached
at Coddington Cove where she now lies.
Suicide at Belfast.
Belfast, Sept. 12.—William Berry, clerk
of courts, was found dead in his oflice at
noon, having shot himself with a revolver
probably in a|fit of temporary insanity. His
age was about GO years. He was formerly of
Burnham. He leaves a widow and children.
He was the Democratic candidate for reelection to-morrow, and a man much respec-
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W. W. Kichelbekgek.
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Mr. Blaine at Cardiner.

Gabdiner, Sept. 11.—Mr. Blaine spoke
here to-night to a large audience in the uonseam. Mr. J. K. Bodwell and Hon. Seth L.
Milliken then addressed the meeting.
Political Meeting at Bangor.

Clear

x3
xG

..t

trouble at bis residence in Gardiner, Sunday. The deceased was a son of Sir Robert
Hallewell Gardiner, after whom the city
of Gardiner was named. He resided on the
family estate, "The Oaklands," in that city,
lie was born November 3, 1800, and was educated at the celebrated Round Ilill Academy in Northampton, and afterwards was
graduated from Harvard College in the class
of 1830. Among his classmates were Charles
lie was by
Sumner and Thomas C Emery.
profession a civil engineer and was employed
shortly after graduating on a Georgia railroad. Ile married a Miss Jones of Augusta,
Georgia. After an extended travel abroad
he settled in Gardiner, devoting his time to
Mr. Gardiner
the care of his large estate.
was deeply interested in pomology. lie was
many years president of the Maine State
For many years he
Pomological Society.
has made meteorological observations for
Signal Service. At the time of his death the
deceased was treasurer of the Episcopal
He was
Board of Missions for this diocese,
a prominent Episcopalean and devoted much
time and attention to the advancement of

ted.
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that religion.

Place of

Kastpon, Me [29.641
Portland, Me (29.69
Boston, Mass 29.04

Robert H. Gardiner.

GabdineJ!, Sept.
/~i

Observations taken at tlie same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo'ter

a

Banooh, Sept. 11.—The Republicans held
largest rally o£ the campaign at Norombega nail this evening. Hon. A. C. Hamlin
presided. Addresses were made by Hon.
Lewis Barker and Hon. C. A. Boutelle. The
Democratic rally advertised at City Hall was
adjourned without being called to order,
owing to a lack of attendance.
the

News from Bath.

Batij, Sept. 11.—Hon. James W.

AND TI1E LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BREAD.—WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.
A DIABOLICAL CRIME.
A

Switch

Turned and

a

Train

is

Wrecked and One Man Killed.
Springfield, Mass,, Sept. 12.—A diabolical crime was committed at YVestfield Saturday night whereby a brave young engineei
met his death, and his engine was badly
wrecked.
Some unknown scoundrel broke
the lock of a switch about a mile northeast
of the station on the Westfield and Holy ike
branch of the New Haven and Northampton
road with an axe and turned the switcn on
the side track where a number of freight
When the New Haven
cars w ere standing.
excursion train came over the road from
Holyoke about 8.30 this morning it ran on
Engineer George E. Baldwin
the switch.
was killed by the shock, but other trainmen
it is not
and passengers escaped unhurt,
known what the motive was for the crime.
A UNITED STATES SENATOR IS IN
VOLVED IN THIS ELECTION.
Fire at Brunswick.
Brunswick, Sept. 12.—The farm build
M. M. Morse
ings owned and occupied by
fire lasi
on the Bath road, were destroyed by
night, together with all the contents, includ
ing one horse, one cow, 2 hogs and forty
four hens. The cause of the fire is unknown
It

was

insured fur $200.

Wakefiold was nominated as a Republican candidate to the Legislature by acclamation tonight.
Nineteen French Canadians from Brunswick have received natualization papers at
the present tenu of the United States District Court now in session here, and two ap-

plications were put on file 011 which papers
will be issued in two years.
Death of Maine Seamen from Yellow
Fever.

Boston, Sept. 12.—Bark Lizzie Carter of
Bath, Captain Carter, which arrived from
Matanzas, today, with sugar, reports that
while lying at Matanzas lost the first officer,
Samuel Reed ; the second officer, David Livingtone, and two seamen, Thomas W. Reed
and Fred Chapman, from yellow fever. They
all belenged in Maine.
Safe Blown Open·
WATEitville, Sept. It—The store of

J.
W. Bassett of Winslow was entered Friday
night and the safe blown open. Mr. Bassett
had a large amount of
money belonging to
the Maine Central Railroad
Company in his
possession but had placed it elsewhere. The
robberts got small;booty.
A Steam Mill Burned.

Rumfoud, Sept.

11.—The
steam mill
W. E. Mann, at Milton
Plantation, was totally destroyed by fire
about midnight, Friday. Loss, $8,000 ; insurance, 94,000.
owned by L. M. &
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FROM

Beats
The Yankee Sloop Easily
English Cutter Calatea.

the

ated Press Reporters.

The Boston Boat the Superior Craft
in All Kinds of Weather.
Creat Rejoicing in New York
the Modern Athens.

and in

New York, Sept. 11.—Today's race lias decided upon which side of tlie Atlantic America's cup shall stay for at least another year.
It resulted in a glorious victory for the sloop
Mayflower. When she finished this evening
at 0.1.40 the Galatea was nearly two miles
astern. The course was 20 miles to the leeward and return front Scotland Light Ship.
The race was sailed in a breeze that blew
fresh from the northwest for three hours,
then canting to two points to the westward
it fell light, the last hour of the contest being little better than a drift. The Mayflower
only had 8 minutes 20 seconds to spare when
she crossed the finish line, as the time limit
The Galatea
of the race was seven hours.
In
was defeated on every point of sailing.
the run out to the outer mark with the spinnaker set she was beaten 13 minutes 45 secands, and in windward work over half an
hour. There is great rejoicing among yachtsmen here tonight, while the Bostonians are
fairly wild with delight. It was a glorious
morning with a clear sky overhead and a
splendid sailing breeze from the northwest.
When the judge's boat Luckenbach, for the
mira time leic

mver,

rier λ. λ»81

nus

unit*

half an hour earlier than usual, the committee, Messrs. Chase and Robinson, being anxious to start the yachts early from Sandy
Hook. 13y 8.45 the Luckenbach and Scandinavian had taken the Galatea and Mayflower
in tow and were leaving Bay Ridge for the
starting point. As they proceeded the breeze
freshened and there was every indication of
enough wind to furnish a fine day's sport.
Off the whistling buoy at 10.10 the Galatea
was cast off. Her crew soon made sail w hile
the Mayflower's crew did the same, both setting their club topsails. When the judge's
boat ran alongside the Galatea, Lloyds 1'hoenix representing the New York Club, told
the regatta committee that Lient. Henn was
very sick in his cabin, and that he wished
the course to be made 15 instead of 20 miles
so as to be sure and finish within a reasonable time. In case it should fall calm he
wished the Luckenbach to tow the cutter
not
completed
back if the race was
could see a doctor early.
that he
so
Secretary Robinson said he would consult
with Gen. Payn as to the length of the course,
That gentleman when seen said he would
leave the matter in the hands of the committee. They decided that the course should be
southeast 20 miles and steaming back to the
Galatea that course was given them. Capt.
Bradford in immaculate duck trousers and
blue yachting jacket was sailing the cutter.
Beaver Webb looked after the sails while
Mrs. Henn peeped out of the companion way
with an anxious look in her eyes for her
husband's condition alarmed her considerably. On board tli· Mayflower were ex-Commodore Jas. D. Smith, Designer Burgess
and Messrs. Richards, Tams and Willard.
The ship City of Montreal as she passed in
dipped lier colors to the two racing crafts.
At 10.35 o'clock Messrs. Hyslope and Olsen
on board the tug Scandinavian were given
the course and were told to start as quickly
She startas possible and log out 20 miles.
ed from Scotland Lightship at 10.40. The
30
minutes
was
whistle
given
preparation
later when she was hull down. As the race
was to he dead before the wind and the
yachts would carry all light sails the committee thought it best to give a tug a good
start. The fleet of steam and sailing crafts,
nearly as large as that of Thursday, had by
this time assembled near the starting point,
Scotland Lightship. .A score of excursion
with their human
steamers were black
freight of yachting enthusiastists while the
their
each
had
score of tugs
quota of sloop
and cutter partisans.
The breeze was freshening every moment,
and as it was the first time the yachts had
come together where the first half of the
contest was to be sailed to leeward, there
was much discussion as to the probable result. When the starting signal was given at
11.20 o'clock, the Mayflower was iu an excellent position square to the northwest of
the imaginary line drawn between Scotland
Lightship and Luckenbach, lying a cable's
length to the northward of it. Her spinnaker boom was down to port, and thirty seconds after the signal the great sail blossomed out amid wild cheers from thousands
on the Grand
Republic. With the main
boom broad off to starboard, her pyramid of
snowy duck gleaming in the sunlight and
foam at her sides, the Boston beauty dashed
across the line well in the lead. The cutter
was full a quarter of a mile to the westward.
she
came
blew
whistle
the
When
she
till
abeam
with the wind
along
crossed with the lightship close aboard, then
was
sheeted
her
spinnaker
squaring away
out exactly on the line and the third days
battle had begun. The official time of the
1IWJJ1·

r:uiQt*3

11.24.10. The cutter was 1 minute 30 seconds
in the sloop's wake. With a20milerun before
them there was an excellent opportunity to
test their speed. In the steady breeze and
with a very little sea to impede their progress. That a "stern chase is a long one
was never better illustrated than in that 20
mile run. For about 30 minutes the Galatea
had her own way with the sloop, but after
that she was practically out of the race for
the Mayflower was leading her nearly a
mile when half the distance to the outer
mark was covered. The steamboat captains
regarded past warning and kept well away
from the contestants. About 12.30 the outer
mark hove in sight, and in half an hour the
fleet of steamers, numbering 31 in all, had
gathered around it to await the coming
of the yachts. The wind had fallen light
and had canted to a point to the westward.
Down came the two like white winged birds
before the wind. The Mayflower's balloon
jib topsail came in at 1.41-30, Four minutes
her
came
later in
spinnaker and at
1.53 she jibed to the port and came for the
mark close hauled on the starboard tack,
luffing grandly round it a few moments later amid a serenade of steam whistles, the
pride of Boston under three lower sails and
club top-sail began her windward work.
With a lead of nearlv a mile against her the
Galatea gibed at 1.52-30, having doused her
spinnaker three minutes before. The time
of rounding the outer mark with elapsed
time was :
τ rn.
Name.
Elapsed time.
Hi. 55m. OBs.
2h. 10m. 20s.

Mayflower
Galatea

2h. 32m. 25s.
21i, 46ru. 10s.

The sloop had beaten the cutter 13 minutes
and 45 seconds. The Galatea made a very
pretty picture as she laid down to her scuppers, and began her chase to the windward
after the sloop. Both had about the wind
they wanted to carry topsails in.
Capt. Stone put the Mayflower about at
Beaver
1.55 and stood to the northward.
Webb was sailing the Galatea. He reiused
to tack, so at 2.22 Capt. Stone brought the
She was then
Boston sloop around again.
over a mile on the cutter's weather beam.
about
the MayTwo minutes before going
flower took in her club topsail. She carried
her working topsail for a hour, when, the
wind having lightened considerably, she
set her club topsail again and also her baby
jib topsail, the Galatea having set hers
shortly before. Both yachts went about at
the northward. They
4.20 and stood to
were ofF Deal Beach at this time and the
wind was growing lighter every moment.
The Mayflower was lucky enough to hold
the light air under the land, while the
Galatea lav almost becalmed for 40 minutes.
The cutter tackea at 4.37 ana maae a snort
board; for inshore, going about again at
4.45. From here the sail up the New Jersey
As the Mayflower slowly
coast was a drift.
approached the finish the excitement became intense among the passengers on the
steamers. There was no longer any fear
that the Mayflower would be defeated, but
the limit of time, seven hours, had almost
great fear that after
expired, and there was
being near the goal the Boston sloop might
not be able to finish.
Just as all hope was dying out, the breeze
freshened, and with only 8 minutes and 20
seconds to spare the Mayflower shot across
the finish line, close hauled on the port tack,
just as the sun sank to rest in a crimson halo
The shouting and
behind Sandy Hook.
whistling and waving of thousands of handkerchiefs lasted fully ten minutes, the crew
of the victorious sloop waving and cheering
themselves till the yacht was long past the
finish. The Galatea finished 30 minutes 18
seconds after the Mayflower, and was towed
up by the Luckenbach. As she came to
anchor the Mayflower crew gave lier three
rousing cheers, which the Englishmen

answered.
The following shows the record of the
race:
MAYFLOWER.
Start.
H. M. H.

11.22.40

Elapsed

Corr't'a
Time.3

H. M. S.

H. M. S.

11.

6.11.40

6.49.10

«.49.00

Finish.

Time.

M. S.

GALATEA.
Start.
H. M. 8.

Finish.
M. 8.
6.42.58

H.

THE CLOSINC RALLY.

CHARLESTON.

A Cift of S500 to Charleston Associ-

Elapsed
Time.

Corr't'd
Time.

H. M. S.

H. M. S.

7.18.00
7.18.48
11.24.10
Thus the Galatea is defeated by 2!» minutes
29
seconds
9
and
minutes
seconds
48
actual,
corrected time.
Fireworks are displayed tonight on all the
yachts at Bay Ridge.

VOTE FOR THE PARTY THAT PROTECTS AMERICAN LABOR.
GENERAL NEWS.
A cyclone passed through the edge of the
town of Burnside, Conn., Sunday night.
One house was unroofed.
Schooner Moro Castle of Gloucester, Mass.,
has been seized at Mulgrave, N. S., on a
charge of smuggling.
A shoe factory occupied by Myron F.
Thomas in Brockton, Mas3., was damaged
$25,000 to 830,000 by fire last night. :

Services

Ceneraliy Held in the City
Yesterday.

A

Splondld

Chaisleston, Sept. 12.—The weather

was

for t.hft Associated Press.

It is a great pleasure to mo personally to
send this to you, and I trust that it may
come to your men as a tangible assurance of
the profound appreciation which the Associated Press feels for their faithful and admirable work at a time of so much personal
loss and distress.
The gift so appropriately made has been
distributedAmi the News and Courier in acknowledging it tomorrow will say : "It gives
and disus inexpressible pleasure to receive
tribute the handsome gift of the Associated
Press, and to add to it our own public testimony to the loyalty, courage and industry
of the gentlemen through whose efforts and
by whoso work the News and Courier has
continued to be published day after day, and
lias been enabled to be a Beacon light to
this whole community. It is not improper
to mention we are sure that every one connected with the News and Courier has suffered more or less by the Charleston calamity, and this fact will render this gift of the
Associated Press all the more acceptable,
but unless we mistake the men to whoso
useses the gift is dedicated, they will esteem
even more niglily the feeling and conviction
which prompted their gift than they will the

gift itself."

FOREIGN.
A Crand Celebration of Prince Alexander's Fete Day
Excitement in England Over an Order
to Complete IVlen of War.
Alexander's Fete Day.
London, Sept. 12.—Alexander's fete day
was the occasion of great rejoicing at Pliilwere
continued
Festivities
lippopolis.
Bodies of troops
throughout the night.
headed by bands, paraded
through the

town and the streets resounded with the
In the evening a
cheers of the populace.
brilliant display of fireworks was made. At
Varna, prayers for Alexander were offered
in the churches. The Te Deuin was sung at
the Kussian consulate in honor of the Czar.
Only 15 persons were present. Troops were
stationed around the consulate to prevent
disorder. At Sofia six Roumelian regiments
were presented with new colors. Thj colors
bore at the top the Bulgarian Lion, on the
border the motto "God is with us"and in the
After the
corners, Alexander's monogram.
presentation or coUrs the troops were re,
viewed. They made a splendid appearan*3The Nove Kremya of St. Petersburg says,
a great mistake has been committed if either
and
of
Alexander's
celebration
the
an
contained
fete
the Czar's
days
the
it
or
arriéré pen see
presentation
Roumelian
of colors to
regiments was
intended to flatter Alexander, lîussia, it
says, will indicate lier position precisely to
Sobranje at the decisive moment.
Excitement in

England'

Great excitement has been caused at Chatham by the unexpected receipt of urgent orders from the admiralty to expedite the completion of the men-of-war. Kelays of workmen are to be employed day aud night if necessary. This activity is regarded as indicating possible continental complications.
The Morning Post's Berlin correspondent
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tljat Austria will oppose any attempt
by Russia to encroach upon the liberties of
the lialkaus. A messenger lias started for
Strasbourg with important despatches for
Emperor William. The Austrian newspapers. while deploring !)he possible necessity
of war, agree that it must be cheerfully resorted to if it will prevent greater calamities
in the future.
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Farmer Shot.

Sept. 12.—James Greene was shot
Dublin,Ennis
He had taken a
last

dead near
night.
farm from which the tenant had been evicted. Gen. Huiler is inquiring into the case.
No arrests have been made.
LOOK OUT FOR SPLIT TICKETS.
The State Fair.
The Lewiston Journal says : In the history of all State Fairs we have never seen
such activity in all dapartments as is manifested this year. This is a plain statement
of the fact. There seems twice the customary interest and even now the people are
coming here. Right here it migli} be well to
mention what Israel Mitchell, superintendent of the entertainment bureau said Friday
afternoon : "I have rooms enough on my
four times
accommodate
to
books
as
ever
apas
people
many
plied to me. Our rooms are in private
residences, only the best of whom we solicit.
People whom I accommodate get as good
beds as you or I have or as they have at
home. Some, of the leading citizens have
made proffers of rooms solely as accommodation and not for the money. There will be
accommodation for everybody." A great
many additional rooms have been built in
the lodging house beneath the grand stand.
lion. S. E. Nye of Fairfield will show his
wonderful trotting mare, Maud R. It is expected that she will trot in 2.20.
0. II. Nelson's four year old filly, "Au·
unit',
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trotted by a four year old in New England. She is very fast.
E. J. Lawrence of Fairfield, will start his
four year old colt "Lawrence" for the stallion cup. As he has already shown 2.28J he
should come close to "Auhine's" time.
Nelson's four-year-old stallion, Dictator
Chief, will also for the stallion cup. lie
lias a record of 2.34.J and beat Lawrence in
three straight heat at Bangor.
C. P. Drake's stallion "Glenarm" will also
start for the stallion cup. He has already
trotted in 2.23} over the Lewiston tracks and
should lie even faster State Fair week.
There are seven entries for the three-yearold stallion cup ai.d the time made by "Harbell" last season 2.431 is likely to be beaetn.
Λ trotting moose ï'rom Bingham will be
driven on the track eacl: day during the
fair. He will surprise some of the norse
breeders and will make confusion among ihe
fast records. Moose breeding will be fashever

ionable.
AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BREAD.— WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTII BER WICK
Hoof

Prints.

And still they come. Favorite, another of
the get of George Wilkes, entered the 2.30
list at the Chicago breeders' meeting, getting a record of 2.25J.
The managers of the Maine State Fair,
which will open at Lewiston, on the 14th
inst., offer S3,650 in purses for trotting and
running races.
W. J- Wheeler and D. N. True of

Boston,

recently purchased in Pittslield, three promising colts and a brood mare, who is a dam
of two of the colts. The mare was by Von
Moltke, the sire of Boston Girl, record 2.21J;
Flora, 2.254; Cunard, 2.30;; dam sired by
Hiram Drew, record 2.31J; and has a colt at
foot sired by Harbinger, son of Almont.
The famous pacer Richball, with a record
of 2.12J, was sold Ust week at the Albany
Driving Park for the sum of $1,375 only. He

is ten years old.
The 21 race at Hartford, which was a very
lively light between Nobby and Charles Hilton, was a record breaker for both of them,
Nobby lowering lus record from '21À to '183,
and Hilton his from '20J to '17J. Hilton, how
ever, took away about a thousand dollars to
console him for getting into a class in the
future in which he may be able to keep up
w ith the procssion—and may not.

Speech

by

the

Hon.

Thomas B· Reed.
It was a magnificent audience that assembled at City Hall on Saturday evening to
participate in the last grand Republican rally of the campaign. Chandler's Band was
in attendance, and from half past seven till
eight o'clock, favored the audience with
soice of its choicest selections.
By eight
o'clock, the hour appointed for the speaking,
the hall was full ; every seat was taken, and
in the rear and in the corridors hundreds
There were very many
were standing.
ladies in the (galleries, and upon the floor
also, whose presence added brilliancy to the
scene.
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the evening. Hon. Thomas Β. Reed, accompanied by Hon. Henry B. Cleaves and many
other prominent Republicans of the city,
entered and took seats upon the platform
auiid prolonged applause.
Among the
prominent gentlemen present upon the stage
Hon. Charles J. Chapman, Hon.
were:
George TV. Woodman, A. H. Davis, Charles
D. Brown, William R. Wood, Augustus F,
Gerrish, B. F. Whitney, B. C. Somerby,
George C. Burgess and many others.
After the applause had subsided, H. G.
Briggs, Esq., chairman of the Republican
City Committee, called the meeting to order,
and presented as president of the evening,
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves.
Mr. Cleaves, after thanking the audience
for the honor of being called upon to preside
over the meeting and speaking of the strength
of the county and representative ticket, said
that if there be any one section of our State
that is interested more than another in a
wise administration of the government, in a
faithful execution of the laws, in a sound
currency and wise protective tariff, in the
encouragement and advancement of American commerce, in the protection of American shipping and the fishing interests, in
legislation that shall dignify American labor
and advance the interests of the laboring
masses and secure to them just compensation,
it is the city of Portland and the First Congressional District of Maine. And on Monday next our fellow citizens are to determine
by ballot whether we will return to the halls
of Congress our distinguished Representative, who upon all occasions can speak for
our interests, and who has never been found
wanting in defending the great industries
that serve to increase the growth of this
district and give employment to the laboring
It is a practical question, which
masses.
affects our business interests and not purely
It is a question that afa political issue.
fects the laboring people, the men whose
diligent hands contribute to the growth and
prosperity of the country. To the protection
of those great industries which build up and
advance our city and which give employment to labor, the Republican party and its
candidates stand committed.
The Democratic party has had no policy in
this campaign except that which they believe will secure to them the most votes. But
the Democratic candidate says he is to be
elected. If he had given us his judgment
upon some proposition of law, upon the
validity of some telephone patent in which
the present Democratic reform administration is interested, the opinion would have
been entitled to great consideration. The
rank and file of the Democratic party have
already taken to the woods (Deering's Oaks),
and on Monday night as you light your camp
fires on the open fields of victory, they will
be wandering in the wilderness of defeat.
We are referred to the Democratic adminisa
reform
as
administration,
tration
reform
consistent administration. A
a
desaid
indeed,
he,
administration,
voting days and weeks of its time in seeking
it
can
miserable
some
technicality whereby
defeat the mere pittance of $8 per month
that the Congress of the United States has
declared by solemn act belonged to a poor,
cripplcd and deserving soldier, and at the
same time instituting legal proceedings and
carrying on a law suit at the expense of the
government that shall enhance and place a
value upon certain worthless stocks in which
prominent members of that political household are interested. The party is posing in
this State as the friend of the laborer and
Vet during the whole career of
the soldier.
the organization no legislation has ever been
accomplished !>y them alone, for the advancement of the interests of the laboring
people. They propose no policy now for
The administrathe benefit of the people.
tion at Washington, by veto after veto, lias
or
refused to acknowledge
recognize any
debt of gratitude as due to the valor and
courage οι me American sum ut, anu many
of them are thereby depiived of the aid
which a generous and grateful people intended should be theirs.
Mr. Cleaves spoke further of the importance of electing Mr. Reed, and predicted a
sweeping victory on election day. His remark» were frequently intterrupled by applause. He then introduced as the next
member of Congress from the First District
the Hon. Thomas Ji. lieed.
As Mr. Heed rose to speak ho was greeted
with long continued cheering, and it was
some minutes before the tumult ceased. Mr.
Reed then spoke as follows :
MB. REED'S SPEECH.
Mr. Chairman, Fellow Citizens, Ladies anil
Gentlemen:
I cannot thank you too heartily for your
presence here tonight, and for the coidial
welcome which you have given me. I wish
that it was within my power to speak to you
in a manner worthy of your greeting, but X
do not expect tonight to be able to come up
to that measure of success.
A speaker of today labors under certain
disadvantages. The men and women of my
generation have witnessed the greatest
events in the history of the world, for they
have lived through the greatest events of the
greatest nation and the people of Maine, especially, have heard discussed by the ablest
men the great principles which underlie our
free institutions, the great principles upon
which were based the emancipation and the
enfranchisement of a race.
They have had
illustrated by the
those great principles
who
are
in
the midst of
ot
men
deeds
noble
Those men had great times, and
us today.
great occasions. It was easy for them to stir
applause. Mine
your blood and to evokeyour
I have to deal with
is a much humbler task.
the events of today, with matters which
have transpired recently, for I propose tonight carefully to abstain from any allusions
to ancient history. (Applause.) I do not intend to give myself the gratification of pointing with pride to the record of the Republican party. I still believe that character is
something, and that to prognosticate as to
what a man will do tomorrow depends upon
our knowledge of what he did yesterday.
Rut I freely admit that unless a man is as
good today as he was yesterday, we can have
no more hope for him tomorrow.
(Laughter
and applause.) I should also pain some of
the honme
who
do
my Democratic brethren
or to listen,if 1 should refer to matters which
are past, except those which have occurred
during the last eighteen months. I intend to
conliue myself to the history of that time,
and it ought to please the Democratic partj,
because they have made it.
(Laughter.)
There were men, who, after their long sojourn In the w ilderness, supposed that when
they reached the promised land they would
see it visibly flowing with milk and honey
i do not
and rich with the ripest of grapes,
nronose to harrow
un their feelinc bv referring to that branch ot tlic subject.
(Laughter.) I only propose to say that it
hopes equal to
they have not found their not
the first cititheir expectations, they are
zens of the world who have been thus disappointed. To make a comparison between
what they said before election, and what
they have done since election, is something
to which I invite your attention tonight.
You will remember that one of the chief
burdens of discourse of our Democratic
friends at any time within the last ten years
has been that this country was infested with
office holders ; that a hundred thousand office
holders were fattening upon the public treasury, and that if a Democratic administration
came into power, we should have the number reduced, and the people relieved of enormous burdens. We have had a Democratic
House and a Democratic administration for
Is there in this couna period of 18 months.
try today an office holder less? It is worse
than that; there are more. (Laughter.) Now,
I
I do not ask you to take my testimony.
have testimony which is better. It is that of
and how much
a Democrat from Indiana,
stronger the democracy of a Democrat from
Indiana is than that of a Democrat from
(LaughMaine, language fails to describe.
ter and applause.)
On the second day of August, Mr. William
Steele Hoiman, of Indiana, whose name is
somewhat known iu this country, made a
statement which no Democrat upon the floor
You will
of the House attemped to refute.
lind.it on page 837(3 of the Record, I read,
"But, Mr. .Speaker, I rise for another purpose. I hope the House will not consent to
go any further this session"—House Democratic by forty majority—"in increasing the
That is eunumber of public employes."
"Gentlemen will
phuism for office holders. come
look at the
to
be astonished when they
list of new offices created by this Congress.
They will find that it it almost without precedent since the close of the war, or, at least,
The list is
since the 4th of March, 1873.
much larger than gentlemen who have not
kept a vigilant watch of the record, apprehend, and yet no increase in the public em-

to have occurred." I should
think not my Democratic brother, do you
burdens
perceptibly lifted in the
feel your
matter of office holders ?
Another great point which they made during the campaign, especially in the West,
although sometimes it reverberated among
the hills of New England, was that the Retreaspublican party had hoarded up in the
ury of the United States uncounted millions
in
be
out
which might
poured
fructifying
streams to gladden the land,Now,I admit that
we never found that fault with them when we
came into power. (Laughter and applause.)
But it was a charge that they made against
us, and the Democratic orator set the figures somewhat in proportion to his rank 111
the party. Mr. Samuel J. Randall, who is
an able Democrat, and a strong man, stated
that there were $:sw,000,000 there. Mr. Hendricks, who was the largest Democrat allowed upon the stump being the candidate
for the Vice Presidency, stated it at $400,000,000. Now it is very true that Mr. John
Sherman, who knew, promptly corrected the
statements, and told the people of the United States that, while he did have $400,000,000 in the treasury 8100,000,000 was reserved
to make good $350,000,000 of greenbacks already out, and that another large sum was
reserved to secure the bank circulation already out, and the balance was reserved to
secure the gold and silver certificates which
belonged to other people. Fortunately in
this you do not have to rest upon the testiThe
mony of anybody upon the othdr side.
veryjlrst thing the Democratic Secretary of
to reform his book-keeping in order to
show how badly Mr. Hendricks and Mr.
Randall had been mistaken. Yon will find
in the very first report of the Treasury Department, issued in November, 1885, that the
only money that the government had ill the
treasury that belongs to it, unincumbered,
Did the Democratic Secrewas 88,000,000.
tary of the Treasury proceed to pour that
On the contrary, he
out upon the world?
set himself at work and hoarded up $72,000,the country in so
had
left
000 more. We
prosperous a condition that in the course of
eighteen months, outside of the regular expenses of the government he was able to add
$72,000,000 more to what was already in the
treasury, so that he had $80,000,000 in the
treasury when Congress adjourned. Now the
the Democratic leaders in tne House looked
each other in the face and those who had
been making this talk upon the stump said,
toward the end of the session, "It will never
do for us to face the people of the United
States in this way ; they will want to know
And
what has become of the $400,000,000."
so Mr. Morrison, the Democratic leader, and
introduced a
a very able and upright man,
bill, not to pour out the §400,009,000, but to
pour out the $72,000,000 that the Democratic
Secretary of the Treasury had hoarded. He
through the House, and then
passed the bill the
it went up to
Senate, and the Senate
said, "This is a great country ; it takes a
great deal of money to do its business, and
we will give the Démocratie Secretary of the
Treasury the right to store up twenty millions on deposit, and also give him the right,
in any great crisis, to suspend this law."
The Senate passed the bill, and it was returned to the House, and the house passed it
and it was sent to the President, and the
President put it in his pocket. Now, just
mark what this transaction was. The Democrats had had possession of the House, with
a single exception, since 1874, and during all
that time they had a Republican Secretary of
the Treasury, and they never once proposed
to limit his discretion as to hoarding money
in the treasury, but the moment a Democratic S icretary was placed in charge, they proposed to take from him the identical discretion which they had always reposed in a Republican Secretary. (Applause.) Now, you
House thought of the
can judge what the
administration when it passed that bill, and
you can judge also what the President
thought of the House when he pocketed it.
(Laughter and|applause.) You have the unprejudiced and unbiased opinion of two
wings of the Democratic party each of the
other. (Laughter.) What do you think of it?
was
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Large :and Enthusiastic Republican
Meeting at City Hall.

Churches

fine today and many churches had religious
services as before the earthquake, while others for convenience or safety met in the
open air. All the orphans of the City Orphan House are in the building and had services there.
Captain Dawson, of the News and Courier,
today received a letter from Charles R. Williams, assistant general manager of the Associated Press, in which he says : On the 8th
inst. Mr Richard Smith of Cincinnati telegraphed me to the following effect :
"I understand that reporters of the News
and Courier stood at their posts and furnished Associated Press with full and admirable details, the lirst sent out. The Associated Press owes these men more than a
debt oi gratitude.;' Mr. Smith suggested that
I show his dispatch to Mr. Stone, president
of the New York Associated Press, and
said further that the Western Associated
Press would be glad to contribute half of
any amount the New York Associated Press
might suggest. This dispatch was shown to
lie at once approved of the
Mr. Stone.
idea and left the details entirely to my disAfter further consultation with
cretion.
Mr. Smith over the wire it was decided that
a check for $500 should be made out to your
order. This check 1 therefore enclose to
you with the request that you distribute the
amount in such a manner as:Jyou deem best
among the reporters who have done work
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last session that in two particulars the Democratic party had the finest opportunity for
the exhibition of statesmanship that was
ever «ranted to a party in this country. At
that time we found ourselves almost without
At the close of the war we had a
a navy.
The navy was
navy, almost all wooden.
sufficient then, but navie3 decay. Twenty
the
to
best
an
end
put
years
navy of wooden
ships in the world, and after this the DemHouse
ocratic House, the
always having the
right to initiate appropriations, had refused
For teu years there
to build a new ship.
has not been a new ship at the Kittery navy
yards. The Democratic House said, "We
will not trust you Republican officials. We
will repair ships, but we will not build
them." Well, tuey carried that out to a
pretty severe extent, for they had to have
some ships somehow, and I said to them, at
the first session I was there, "It seems to
me. after a tour of Kittery navy yard, that
if the way you appropriate in this House is
carried much farther it will amount to your
taking an old ship to pieces and building a
new ship around the hawser hole.
(Great
laughter and applause.) Well, they did not
what hawser
holes were
know exactly
(laughter), and they did not pay much attention to what X said. (Laughter.) And, indeed, they seldom pay much attention to a
man at his first session, anyway. (Laughter.)
That policy, and a most expensive one, then
have continued, and every now and they
charge it upon us, saying, "See the amount
of money we have appropriated for a navy,
and see what has become of it."
Appropriated! Yes, but appropriated on their plan,
and we had to follow their directions. But
that thing came to an end, and at the beginning of the last session we found ourselves
without steel ships, the only ships proper to
build, and our seas almost swept of a navy.
They could not claim any longer that they
could not trust the officials because they had
a Democratic Secretary of the Navy, and a
Democrat at
that.
York
New
Now,
do? Simply
to
then, what had they
we
a
and
to
huild
to propose
Republinavy,
cans were pledged by our speeches for ten
years, and by our votes for ten years, to support them, and then Democratic officials
would build the ships. In other words they
would go ahead, trailing us after them, and
have all the glory, and we would have to
keep our mouths closed because we would
have to vote for the bill. Surely, there was
a clear plain way for them to conduct themThe Alabama
selves. What did they do?
gentleman who was at the head of the committee, brought in a bill to expend six and a
half millions of dollars for the navy, enough
to start half a dozen ships, not to build them,
but to start them. Now, six and a half millions of dollars is a good deal of money, as
Docket money, but it is a very small sum for
à nation that raises three hundred and fifty
millions of dollars every year, and so easily
that no one knows that he is burdened by it,
except some stump orator, perhaps. Six and
that bill
when
a half millions of dollars,
came into the House the Democratic leaders
saw, "cut tue oui in two, or we win kui it,
and they cut in two. We Kepublicans promised them every Republican vote for the
larger sum, and we gave them every Republican vote, without an exception in the wnole
list, and we told them that if they would
give us thirty Democrats we would pass the
larger sum, but we did not have the thirty
Democrats, and they passed the bill appropriating three and a half millions of dollars.
Well, 1 know of but one excuse for that,
which was that the Democratic secretary of
the navy had had for eighteen months the
power to build two ships and had not even
got out the plans. Now, why did they do
this? For men do not act without motives. I
will tell you, after I speak of the fortifications.
1 suppose you all know that we are in
rather a defenceless condition. I do not
wish you to consider me an alarmist. This
nation, with its sixty millions of people, and
other
possessing more riches than*hny
nation in existence, can never be beaten or
overthrown. We are too big and too strong
to be in any danger; but, after all, I can conceive of circumstances under which our
feelings might be badly hurt. (Laughter.)
iVe have three forts located in our harbor :
Fort Gorges, a fine bit of masonry, Fort
Scammel and Fort Preble. But suppose an
English war ship, with a sixteen inch gun,
modern ritied, should stand half a dozen
miles off the shore and pitch into one of
those forts a ton of cold cast steel? That
fort would not want another one. We are
defenceless against modern artillery. Do
you know how long it takes to build a
modern gun? Why, the time was when
we only had to make a mould and run
enough metal into it. and in a few months
wc would have an eleven inch or a fifteen
inch gun. At the close of the war we had
the best artillery in the world, but today all
tiiat is changed. Today a gun has to be
built up. You cannot cast steel in large
You have to have, first a tube, and
masses.
then a jacket shrunk on close around it, and
then rings around that, and so on until you
have built a gun strong enough to stand the
recoil. How long do you suppose it would
take to build such a gun in this country tobe built in less than
day? One cannot
eighteen months, a mere eight inch gun. We
millions
of people.having
of
nation
sixty
area
an income of three hundred and fifty millions of dollars per year, and how many
do you suppose we have
eight inch rifle guns
(Laughter.)
today? Why, we have two.
the Atlantic, and the
for
One, I suppose,
other for the Pacific coast. (Great laughter
and applause.) And, of six, five and three
inch guns, we have eight additional. A sixteen inch gun is a monster. 1 never realized
what it meant to build a sixteen inch gun
until 1 was appointed upon a commission to
Perhaps I can give
investigate the subject.
of it.
you some illustration
The Great Cambria iron works at Johns-

town, Pennsylvania, is a great village by
itself, and center of a great village that surrounds it. It is an establishment that exto
pends from three hundred in five hundred
merely keeping
thousand dollars aanually
in its business. It
up with the improvements
the
size
of this hall,
of
has a liai), one-(juater
containing $50,000 worth of rollers not in use.

This company lias a capital of three or four
millions of dollars, and credit for unnumbered millions, and yet, that great establishment, with all its plant, would have to exit
pend a million of dollars additional before

could melt an ounce of metal for a sixteen
that great establis
inch gun, and
would not dare to promise to comple
inch gun within three years, or aneigh
gun within eighteen months Since we are
eighteen months away from an 8 inch, and
three years from a IB inch gun, do you not
think it time that we started for both of
them ? (Applause.) That was the situation,
and how was it met ? Mr. Randall submitted a bill appropriating $200,000 to repair
their forts which are good for nothing after
they are repaired, and ï500,000 for torpedoes,
for guns and for everything in the nature of
defenses. Five hundred thousand dollars!
Why, that would hardly defend a block in
Chicago against Anarchists. When the bill
got into the Senate it was increased to $6,000000, and it was returned to the House, and
Sir. Randall put it into his pocket, and today
wo are within eightetn months of an eight
incli gun and within three years of a sixteen
inch gun, we are not spending a dollar. Why
do they do this ? I)o they do it from wickedness? 1 am not here to say that the people
of the Democratic party are the enemies of
their country, that they mean to deliberately
do it injury. I only say to you that the
trouble in this world comes from wrong intentions, wrong ideas and lack of information, and now I will tell you why this workfailed of accomplishment. Men sometimes
do good in this world, and yet keep on in a
particular track long after the goodness of it
has disappeared. They get into ruts, and
forget the world in which they are living.
At the close of the war we had got into the
habit of profuse expenditure, and the Republicans began to diminish it, and when the
Democrats came into power they continued
to do so, and Mr. Randall rendered the country good service by cutting down appropriations. But in the 47th Congress, under the
chairmanship of Mr. Frank Hiscock of
New York, that matter was taken hold of
systematically and mercilessly, and the apquick.
propriations were pared down to the
To go any further was drawing blood, bewhich
the
amount
to
limit
a
cause there is
of a
you can cut off from the expenditures
Growing nation, like this. When it came Mr.
situauuu
wnai
mo
ne
saw
Randall's turn
was, but he was determined to continue his
course, aud so he reduced the appropriations
in the House below what the law allowed.
For instance, a postmasters' salary Is fixed
by law, and nobody can take it away from
him. He takes it out of the till as he goes
along, and at the end. if there is not enough
got to have a deappropriation, you have
ficiency appropriation, which is the same
tiling. Mr. Randall appropriated less than
the law allows for that purpose, and he
knew that the Republican Senate hare would
to raise the approDriation, and they did it,
and then Mr. Randall went over the country
—and I beg to say to you that X have said it
to him in public as fully and frankly as I am
now saying it to you—lie went over the
country proclaiming how economical the
Democratic House had been, and how spendthrift the Republican Senate had been.
Now you may think this strange conduct,
and you may want some other testimony, and
I have it here for you. I read now from a
speech made by Senator Beck of Kentucky,
a Democrat of the Democrats, a straightforward, upright and honest man who says
On the last day of June
what he thinks.
he made the following remarks in the Senate : "The Republican Senate, it Is alleged
with much show of justice, is compelled to
make many additions to carry on the government of this country because gentlemen at
the other end of the capital" that is, Mr.
Randall, "are withholding what is absolutecommuly needed as stated in their official with
the
nications aud personal interviews
Democratic officers of the government as
necessary to carry on the government proper1 sit in that committee," meaning the
ly.
committee on appropriations, "with a certain sense of mortification at the delay
which I think needless, and I confess I feel
humiliated when I hear Republican gentlethis
men say what I have heard said on
floor, that very likely many of the appropriations are diminished so that gentlemen
at the other end of the capital," meaning
Mr. Randall, "can go before the country and
tell how economical they have been and
how extravagant this end of the capital was
when this and many other items have to be
inserted as amendments for the very purpose
of enabling the government to be carried on
at all." (Applause )
Now, have I stated it half so strongly as
So, then, we
Senator Beck has stated it?
were deprived of a navy; we were deprived
to go
Randall
Mr.
of fortifications to enable
before the country and say, "How economiWhy, what is
cal the Democracy are!"
spending of a dollar for
economy? It is the
want the dola dollar s worth, when you
lar's worth. Refusing to spend a dollar for
want
when
it, is parsiworth
you
a dollar's
mony and not econoinyjat all. Well, my friends
shall
it profit a
What
the preacher says,
man if he gain the whole world and lose his
own soul?" and I say to you, what shall it
profit a man if he loses his own soul
either
world
don't
and
gain the
What shall it profit this country if Democratthe
of
lowering
ic economy for the purpose
a navy
us of
appropriation bills, deprives shall
Democratand of fortifications? What
ic economy profit us if they do not give us a
and
navy and do not give us fortifications
we do not get lower appropriation bills
and
lamented
is
the
fact,
alas
Such
either?
I have here Mr. Randall's speech to prove
sound
I
all
to
say by
prove
it, for I am going
Democratic authority. I have here Mr. Randall's speech of August 5th, to be found in
'T—„

t-u,.

for the year, $264,000,000 ; for the
the
for
$219,000,000 ;
before,
year
the
aud
that $195,000,000,
before
year
other
year before that, 8231,000.000. In
we
have
our
sacrificed
navy,
words, we have
sacrificed our fortifications, and nevertheless
tee Record for the first Democratic year is
fifty millions, nearly, more than the average
(Apof the last three Republican years.
plause.) These burdens are not being lifted
from the people, are they ? Youdo not feel
the burdens ; yuti did not feel them before.
But they are not being lifted. "When we

propriation

Democratic administration" they said,
"We will show you how this government can
be eheaply administered,"Let me give you the
last
figures on that;let me show you what the aud
Republican administration demanded adwhat the first economical Democratic
get

a

ministration demanded. I have it there, in
Mr. Randall's speech. President Arthur dePresident Cleveland
manded $2(58,000,000.
demanded $293,000,000, twanty-ninemillions
economical adDemocratic
the
first
for
more
ministration than there was for the last Republican extravagant administration ! Very
between
strange, is it not, the difference
hopes and realization, and yet, there you
have it.
Then, I say again, that the pretended legislation of,the House was never in the interest of the cause which the pretended to esTake this question of public lands.
do not propose to answer the gentlemau
so
who
recently occupied this platform, and
I will tell you, in word, why I do not. There
is one statement thrice reiterated by him,
namely that the Republicans had the 47th
Now, that is
Congress by thirty majority.
Thirty majority is
a pretty serious matter.
a working majority, a majority that renders
Was that the fact ?
a House responsible.
Why, no. We had 147 Republicans, and
there were 140 of all others—a majority of
just one. Then the gentleman says there
was a report about the Texas & Pacific lands
which f, in some way or other, suppressed
for two years. Wonderful! Yet, if he will
side
go to the first alcove upon the left hand
of the entrance door of the public document
of
this
city, the
room of the Public Library
fifth shelf from the top, the second volume
from the left hand side—vol. 6.—No. 1803,
lie will find that report, printed at the prop(Great aper time and in its proper place.
plause.) I am thus specific, because I want
to encourage his researches into the history
of his countr;'.
(Great laughter and applause.) And you will perceive at once that
when a gentleman lias permitted himself,

fouse.
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stress, to be so inaccurate, it can hardly
worth my while to take up the
be
attention of twenty-five hundred people by
(Apdiscussing the subject any further.

est

plause.)

There were a great many acres of the public domain which had been granted to railroads, granted them in pursuance of a policy
inaugurated by the Democratic party under
the sanction of Stephen A. Douglass, and
which received the indorsement of both political parties, and which, in the main, in my
and the
judgment today, .was a wise act,
vast empire that stretches from the Missisenough
sippi river to Oregon is justification
for the wisdom of the plan. But there came
and
a time when it was no longer necessary,
when it was desirable that Congress should
look and see what lands had been actually
earned, and if there wero any that had not
been earned, to restore them. The matter
came to the-judiciary committee, ef which 1
was chairman. It came to our committee because it was a committee of lawyers, whose
business it was to pass upon the rights of
other people. Now, if a man on such a committee fails to give to everybody interested,
including the people of the United States,
his honest judgment as a man knowing the
law of the land, he must be a bad man. if
he gives his honest judgment, he does his
duty and that is all there is about it. Now
there was thrown upon us hundreds and
thousands of miles of railroads and millions
of acres of land to investigate, and if anybody in this audience has ever investigated
the history of one railroad that has existed
for twenty years, he knows that to do that
he has a good month's job in front of him.
We went at it, and the first thing we came
across was 30,000,000 of acres of land which
the Texas and Pacific claimed. We found
the history of that to be that the United
States hail pledged to that railroad 30,000,000
of acres of land if they would build the railroad, and while they were higgling for a
subsidy in addition, the Southern California
road was built over the very same ground,
without a subsidy, and without an appropriation, claiming that they did not need Jany.
After that road was built, the Texas and
Pacific attempted to trade with that corporation and give them the land which the government was going to give them to build the
road which they had never built. Well, this
was perfectly plain ; the government of the
United States was willing to give them this
land if they would build the road, but they

hail got the road without it, and would not
give it, and I reported from the committee

that action was necessary to ttiat extent,
and the land should be restored to settlers.
Well, now somebody complained that that
bill was not passed at that session. It was
passed at the next. Why was it not passed
the
then?
because
Why,
simply
house
rules
at that
time held
the
in Irons;
simply because Mr. Randall and his friends never would permit the
majority of the House of Representatives to
govern the House, and it was not until this
last Congress that we were able to break
those chains, and we broke them in order to
give a Democratic House and a Democratic
administration a fail chance to run their
course and be glorified, if there was any
(Laughter and applause.)
glory in them.
The Senate passed the bill forfeiting certain
lands granted to the Northern Pacific, and,
if that bill had passed the House, all those
lands would have been open for settloment.
But instead of passing it, the Democratic
House proceeded to forfeit millions of acres
of land that, in my judgment, they had no
right to forfeit. \ou can take away from a
man what he has no right to, but in this
country you cannot take away from a man
what rightfully belongs to him. (Applause.)
They put that bill in at the very last of the
session, and never expected it to pass. What
would have been the effect of it had it passed?
Why, simply that all that vast territory west
of Bismarck would have been a glorious
camningground for the legal profession. There
would have been nothing but disputed land
titles, which are the greatest curse that can
be inflicted upon a country. The reason that
Maw Mexico is not todav a flourishing state
is because the land titles ul ttiat country are
not yet settled. When you buy land, you
want land; you do not want a lawsuit: and
yet there are some men who are desirous oi
iiuding favor with those who object to lawyers, and to that end pass bills that would
simply create bonanzas for lawyers, bills on
which they might fatten. Why, look at the
Desmoines river valley, where the United
States government undertook some such forfeitures. The result has been that that has
been a festering sore In that community for
y ears. Now, what shall we do in such cases ?
Shall we do what is just, or, by undertaking
to do what is not just, shall we reap the consequences of injustice? We cannot afford to
do it. We want the lands for the actual settler. I remember when it was supposed that
it was a great arid desert all through the
nourishing territory of Dakota,when the
land there offered at a dollar and a quarter
an acre found no takers.
Nobody wanted it.
A man in
It was unfit for a man to live on.
to get
a chance
wants
not
these days
only
somewhere, but he wants a clianee to get
a
railroad,
away if he don't like. lie wants
and lie won't buy land where he cannot have
a railroad.
Now, the government proceeded
to give alternate sections for railroads, and
at the same time doubled the price of the
sections which it retained, so that the government received precisely the same amount
of money that it would have received before.
Did the man who paid two dollars and a half
an acre suffer because he did not get it for a
dollar and a quarter? Why, the land, without a railroad, was not worth having out of
doors. The land, with the railroad, was
worth all the man paid for it. What a man
wants is land to live on, land that will be
useful to him, and that is what our settlers
How we mortgage our
are entitled to have.
towns to get railroads, because we want to
be connected with the world, and the hardy
pioneer in the West wants it as much as we,
that induces our people to enter upon the
land. That is what they want, that is what
they need, and that is for the prosperity of
the country. That opens up and settles the
country. Now, we have come to the end of
We have a
that. We have built enough.
country covered with a network of railroads.
A thing is wise at one time and unwise at
another. We have reaped the benefits of
our wisdom, and now we can stop, we ought
to stop, and we are doing so.
If it is a question of fair treatment of the
Western settlers, how have our Democratic
friends treated the people of Dakota? What
have they done for them ? There is an immense empire, containing five hundred thousand of people. What is the foundation
principle of our system of government? It
is that every man shall participate in the
election of its chiefl magistrate. No man
in a Territory can vote for a chief magistrate. In order to enable them to do that, it
is necessary to make a State out of a Territory, and there in Dakota are live hundred
thousand people clamoring for admission,—
within one hundred and forty thousand as
many people as there are in the State of
Maine. Ί he Senate promptly passed a bill
to admit Southern Dakota as a State, and
the House smothered it in committee, and
five hundred thousand American citizens are
today denied their rights simply because a
majority of them are Republicans. That is
true of Montana, and it is also true of
Washington, only in a lesser degree. Is that
right? Is it just to the hardy pioneers who
make an empire in the West. You know it
is not.
liut these acts of injustice are not confined
to the West. What has the administration
done for our fishermen? Let me give you a
short statement of that case. Why is it that
I know
we aie today having this trouble?
finolltr Viovo if
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to miss that. No blundering
prevent it ; but one season has gone by.
In the year 1870 our government made a
treaty with Great Britain by which we got
their fisheries and they got our market, and
something to boot. We found that the fisheries had shifted and they were getting our
markets for nothing; and our fishermen
found that side by side in our ports they
were contending with Canadians who build
their ships cheaper, who live cheaper and
prefer to live meaner than our people would.
They found them competing, side by side in
our markets, where we pay taxes and they
do not, and our fishermen said. "We want
that treaty abrogated," and Congress abrogated it, and a year ago last July it ceased to
exist. Now, why is it that Canada is harassing our fishermen? Why is it that they are
capturing our vessels? Why is it they are
denying us privileges that we give them on
our coast today?
Why, here was 86,000
worth of clam bait upon Chebeague Island
sold to Nova Scotians during the very time
us
α
clam.
sell
not
they would
(Laughter and applause.) They deny us
the privileges we freely grant to tni-m. What
are they doing it for? Catching a l:sh is one
to get so icbody to
thing, but you have got
eat it, or you have not done 5τ ir whole
business. You catch fish, and wh rs is the
In the
best market in which to sell then
What do the Canadians
United States.
are
What
our
markets.
want
want?
They
they fighting us for? To drive us, the Canamarket?
our
dians, drive us—to give them
What did the House of Representatives do?
One morning Mr. Breckenridge of Kentucky, came into the committee of ways and
"Mr. Keed, 1 am going to
means and said:
give you free fish." Said I, "Mr. Breckenare
joking." But he was not, nnd
ridge, you
the very next morning lie came in and put it
upon the proposed bill, and every Democrat,
What did
without exception, voted aye.
that mean? It meant that what the Canawhat
they were
dians were lighting us for.
treating us like pirates for, that what they
were
willing to pay money for, that
what they were willing to give us privileges
for, namely, our markets, Mr. Morrison purposed to toss to them for nothing. Do you
Do you
think that was statesmanship?
think that was wisdom? Now, what class
I have no honeyed
of people are they?
compliments to pay to any set of people.
But no nation, since civilization began, erer
Why ! For
failed to cherish the fisheries.
the perfectly selfish reason that the fisheries
are the nursery of any navy and any marine.
When we want our ships manned in the
time of war, our sailors are found upon the
fishing smacks. Our country needs to encourage them, and it always has done so.
Another thing. What did these men deserve of a Democratic administration? 1
will tell you. The fishermen upon the coast
of Maine, the great body of them, through
evil Ireport and through good report, have
followed the Democratic banner, and if ever
a set of men needed fair treatment, and deserved it, it is the fishermen of our State.and
t.lis is the treatment they have received.
Mow, tue remedy is 111 tneir own iihiiu. ne.v
can express their opinion upon the subject,
if tiiey will,and it is for them to say whether
they will do so or not.
It lias been said that I have offered no panacea for the labor troubles of the country.
Well, 1 have not. If anybody believes that
to descend
peace and goodness are going
of
upon this earth solely by the assistance
United
States, I
the
of
statutes
the revised
think they are mistaken. 1 think that the
dehappiness of the people of this country Conpends upon something bigger than thenobody
gress of the United States, although
undervalues that body less than Γ do. 1 believe there are laws which Jgovern and control the happiness of our people which are
wiser and better than those that Congress
movecan enact, and X believe that every
ment on the part of the people is entitled to
examinacareful
to
respectful consideration,
tion and to approval when the course is just.
There has been no measure in Congress
which was dictated by good sense aud reathe
son, that has not received the support of
best men, men who desire the good of theii
tht
believe
But
I
citizens.
sincerely
fellow
rectification of evils ci mes from the people
i>
?
hat
W
themselves. What is the problem
is precapital, aud what is labor? l abor
sent work ; capital is the result of past work
what a man saves out of his necesCapitals
United, the)
sities, or out of his luxuries.
make the things that you and 1 want. Now
work
must
together- both ol
both of them
them must treat each other fairly. Why
there are countries that used to be though
rich. Years ago we used to think that India
was the richest country of the earth. To
day, we know it is the poorest, property wa
not safe. If you do not pay a fair interes
upon capital, to give a fair result from cap!
tal, a man won't save it. If it is of no ust
to keep a dollar until tomorrow, why a mai
will spend it today. Now, what does cap!
tal do'.' Capital cannot build a mill, it can
not turn a wheel, except for the benefit of thi
No one can build, or run ι
men who labor.
railroad without the aid of the men whi
labor. It is a condition imposed upon cap
ital that it shall encourage labor.

just

a cause

can
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Androscoggin, and

Scenes Along the
a

DC.MK9.

Sunday at Dixfield

Correspondence

of the Pkesh.

Dixfield, Me., Sept. 11,1886.
in the mountains that bears are
and thrive best, it is not hard to

it it Is

the happiest
understand why the people of Oxford county
ef Oxford
hare taken to themselves the name
town
Bears. On the map of the county the
or a big
ship that cannot show a mountain
hill is either very small or not thoroughly
at
explored. But in this part of the county,
least, along the Androscoggin, the best posof
sible use has been made of th· variety
land. The farmer puts his home down by
on
the river, or by a brook, or on a level spot

of the
the bottom of a valley ; to the foot
of
held*
his
extends
he
hills or mountains
the sides
up
and
beyond,
clover, hops, etc ;
his cows and
of the mountains, he pastures
on account of
horses, not always his sheep
the slope unthe bears. The cattle graze up
reck ; occatil the greensward ends in solid
animal
goes beyond,
an
adventurous
sionally
to a mounand just below Dixfield they point
tain side where a reckless cow not long ago
ventured too far rolled from top to

having

bottom.
ABIDE

BI THE

MUUSliiiu.

This summer Fortland people hare been
visiting this region by a series of excursions
planned by tbe general superintendent ot
the Rumford Falls and Buckfield Railroad
By leaving Portland Saturday forenoon they

have been enabled to enjey a very pleasant
ride among the hills along tbe Androscoggin,
a quiet Sunday at this place, and get back
to Portland by Monday noon. From Port-

land to Canton the journey is by rail, by the
Grand Trunk to Mechanic Falls, and thence
by the Rumford Falls Λ Burkfield. At
Buckfield they show you a large white house
shaded bv elms, the birthplace of John D.

At Canton they give you a dinner,
and in the afternoon you begin the pleasantest part of the journey. In a mountain wagon
bound for Rumford Falls, fifteen miles up the
west bank of the Androscoggin. Tbe road
winds along between the river, and the hills
or mountains which form the valley and in
some places slope quite to the water s edge.
For the whole distance the scenery is most
attractive, and in many places there are bits
of landscape unexcelled in any other region
of Maine.

Long.

▲ FA1B FKBRYMAN.

All the wav up the river no bridges are
in general
seen, but instead rope ferries are
use. As Rumford Falls is approached it is
of these
one
river
on
the
necessary to cross
boats. On the day we crossed there were a
dozen people in a large, heavy wagon drawn
by four horses. The driver blew the horn that
hung near by and drove his team, passengers, four horses, heavy wagon and all, on to
the boat. Those who liad never crossed a
river that way before waited with some anxiety to see the ferryman who was to carry
orer the boat with Its unwieldy load. But
Instead a little girl,
no ferryman appeared.
dressed in white, and with a happy smile
which seemed to say that her mother had
sent her on a pleasant errand, came down
the bank, She might have been eight years
old, but she came aboard that ferryboat
mingliug the confidence of an admiral with
the modesty of a maiden ; and before anyone
but the driver had fairly comprehended
what she was about had started the ferry
The boat Is guided by a
over the river.
wire ropo extending across the river, and
force of the current acting
propelled by the
against side boards which are raised and
lowed. The young men of the party, anxious to show their gallantry by relieving tbe
young ferry-woman of the task of navigating,
clambered out of the wagon and began to
work the cranks and levers which controlled
the course of the boat with a zeal that might
have had some surprising results. Rut the
commander of the craft knew her business,
and in spite of unskilled helpthc ferry was
When we had
brought to the other shore.
left her to make the return trip aloue, the
driver told us that her father, a wealthy farmer of Rumford, who lives in acoinfortablo
house near by, owned the ferry ; but the
management of it is generally left with his
The floods of spring
youngest daughter.
and fall do not deter her, and it is only wheu
the logs are running that the ferry is managed
by stronger hands.
A MILE OF CATARACTS.

Rumford Falls, just below the Ferry, are
said to alTord the finest water power in the
In a distance of a mile the
State of Maine.
Androscoggin descends about one hundred
and seventy feet in a succession of cascade».
In one place alone the water falls eighty feet.
The banks are ledgy and well adapted to the
erection of manufacturing establishments.
The management οι ine tiumioru rails ana
Buckfield railroad are looking forward to tho
time, not far distant, when great industries
shall be established here, and their road exTwo Portland gentletended from Canton.
men, Messrs. Hugh J. Chisholm and t baric*
1). Brown, have secured the farms lying
along the river on both sides of the Falls,
and are holding control of tho water privilege until the extension of ttie railroad shall
make the erection of mills feasible. At present the Falls afford some very nne scenery.
The banks are covered with forest, the river
Hows over or between high and irregular
ledges. At low water there are soma very
At high water the thuiipretty cataracts.
derings of the water as it rolls down the
ledges are heard plainly at Dixfied, five miles
away.
THE VILLAGE OF DIXFIELD.

After leaving the Falls last Saturday the
party were driven down to Dixfield, on tli·
of
bank
the
East
Androscoggin, one
the
of
prettiest little villages in the
It
is
State.
already fre'itiented
by
The highest mountain
summer visitors.
in the vicinity. Sugar Loaf, is only α mile
from the village. The ascent is fairly easy
until near the summit, where the climber
The
needs the use of both hands and feet.
view from the top is very fine in a clear, dry
day. In Oxford county a mountain is not
usually regarded a great treasure, but the
owner of Sugar Loaf hopes some day to put
his pile of granite to a profitable use by erecting a summer hotel on its very summit. He
is very confident that a coach road could be
built to the summit, but an unprejudiced
survey of the premises makes it certain that
a hotel on Sugar Loaf will never pay until
the days of dirigible balloons.
A DEMOCRATIC TOWS FROM AW AT BACK.
has always been a DemoThe town
two years ago
cratic stronghold. Until
had
the Republicans
never, since the
been able to
formation of the party,
As relics of past concarry Dixfield.
troversies the people
point out two
huge boulders lying at the foot of a high
bluff that towers above the river a mile beUntil about twenty years
low the village.
ago these boulders, which weigh several tons
each, rested four hundred feet above on the
ton of the bluff, where they had been put
When Abraham
when the earth was made.
Lincoln was assassinated some Copperheads
to
have
no ordinary
of Dixfield, determined
celebration, went to the top of the bluff and
pried these boulders over tue precipicc. They
went thundering down with α tremendous
commotion, and have since lain on the river
bank in full view of the highway, where
they are now and will for years be pointed
out as two of the very few monuments of
disloyalty to be found in the State of Maine.
A WKI.L STOCKED FI8HIXQ OROIÎHD.

Dixfield is rather out of the line of travel
to Rangeley Lakes, and it is not until recently that Weld Lake, twelve miles distant,
has offered inducements to sportsmen. Ten
years ago the fish commissioners nut salmon
into the lake, and today they abound there,
as well as large numbers of trout and pickerel. The East Oxford Angling Association,
composed of gentlemen living in tbis vicinity,
among whom are enthusiastic anglers like

Kish ('mnmissinner Stanley and .1. li Traeir
two cottage?, and several boat* on
Their cottages are fitted up for
the Lake.

Esq., have

the entertainment of friends during the fishing season. This spring, during the salmon

fishing,

a

party, including

Judge Virgin,

Messrs. Burnhain, Emery Redion. Theodore
Davis and C. J. Karrington of Portland, and
Hon. S. S. Marble, of Waldoboro, Dr. Marble of Oorham, and ex-Marshal Bisbee of
Hucktield, were entertained several days by
the Association. And as evidence of their
hospitality the members of the Association
delight to quote Judge Virgin's remark tha
it was while fishing at Weld Lake that h
got his start toward the recovery of hi

ALL SOHTS OF CANARDS WILL BE
STARTED TO-DAY BY T1IE ENEMY.
Destruction of

Church Property In
Charleston.
The following dispatch from the Rt. Rev·
Dr. Howe, bishop of South Carolina, will
give some idea of the extent to which the
Episcopal churches in Charleston were damaged by the recent earthquake :
"St. Phillip's Church and Church Home
both much injured ;
St. Phillip's is the
mother church of the diocese, a parish since
lii"5.

St.

Michael

s

Church,

a

colonial

church, built in 1757, damaged very seriously. St. Paul's Church, the largest in the
city, built in lXlti. very badly damaged,
(irace Church, badly damaged. St. Luke's,
not seriously injured, but
needing repair.
Calvary Church, a free church for colored
people, seriously hurt. St. Timothy's Chapel
needs rebuilding."
Bishop Howe adds that any money sent to
liim for regairing these churches will be distributed according to his best judgment unless otherwise directed.
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FOR COVERNOR,

JOSEPH K. BODWELL,
OF

HAIXOWELL.

For Representatives to Congress :
First District—THOMAS B. REED, of Portland.
NELSON DINGLEÏ, Jk., of
Second District
liewlston.
Third District—SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
fourth District—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.
—

County Nominations.
Senators—GEORGE P. WESCOTT,
DAVID H. COLE.
JOSEPH DUNNELL,
JOHN C. KENDALL.
County Attorney—GEORGE M. SEIDERS.
Sheriff—ISAIAH S. WEBB.
Clerk of (Vuria—BEN JAM IΝ C. STONE.
Cmuntv Treasurer—JAMES M. WEBB.
JtfyisUr of Deals—STOltER S. KNIGHT.
C'0untυ Commissioners—JOSEPH B. HAMMOND
■JAMES H. TOLMAN.

Vote early.
Vote the whole ticket.

Examine your ticket carefully before vetine.

Vote yourself and

see

that your

neighbor

votes.

a

Kemember that the next Legislature elects
United States Senator.

Don't neglect to vote because you think
there will be enough without you.
A vote for Iteed is a vote to send back to
a man who has honored his district
and honored his State.

Congress

of his own election is
only a piece of buncombe. lie talked in the
same way ia 1872 when he was defeated by
Clifford's

prediction

9000 majority.
A vote for Sawyer for sheriff is a vote to
endorse a man who when holding the same
office a few years ago proved false to his

duty.
How can any self-respecting laboring man
vote for William H. Clifford, the man who
stigmatized him as a member of the lower
classes ?
All sorts of roorbachs in the Argus this
Attacks made upon candidates
the morning of election are certain to be

morning.

slanders.
Hon. William M. Rust, editor of the Belfast Age, the Waldo organ of the Democracy, in a despatch to the Boston Herald predicts the electioa of Mr Bodwell by 10,000

majority.
The greatest disgrace that can befall a
people is the disgrace of corrupt government.
The people of Maine will see to it to-day
that none of the men who six years ago used
their effices to defeat the will of the people,
Several
are permitted to return to power.
of them are trying it. Look out.

The prohibitory law has brought great
comfort and prosperity to the people of
Maine. Look out today that the men who
declared their hostility to it at Bangor last
summer do not get encouragement at the
polls. If you have been inclined favorably
towards the Third Party think well on the
probable effects of jour ballot before you
throw it.
In years to come the people of Maine will
deplore that they cannot blot from history
the record of the affair that disgraced the
administration of Alonzo Garcelon. How
much more humiliating would it be if the
same history should record that six years
later one of the supporters'of that crime was
elevated to the Chief Magistrate's chair.
But the voters of Maine will see to it today
that history does not record any such thing,
THE REPRESENTATIVE TICKET.
The Representative ticket, which is always of importance, is of double importance
this year because the next Legislature will
elect a unneu oiai«3 oenator.

aiic

ivepuun-

Conventien selected a ticket which
is worthy of the unanimous support of
the Republicans of Portland, not only because it is made up of true and earnest Republicans, who have been constant to the
interests of the party, but also because it is
composed of men who are thoroughly identified witli the material interests and prosperity of the city and are fully competent to protect and advance them in the
Legislature. The interests of the party and
the interests of the city will be safe in their
hands.
Every Republican vote should be thrown
today for Fred N. Dow, Horaee H. Shaw,
James F. Hawkes, John II. Fogg and William Π. Looney.
ean

A WORD WITH MR. CLIFFORD.
The Hon. William Heary Clifford is reported to Have said at Bridgton, Friday
evening, that the "lying Republican newspapers had misreported his North Berwick
speech." The Press is solely responsible
for the report of that sp«ech. Mr. Clifford
had a fine opportunity the other night at
City Hall to accuse the Press of lying and
peint out wherein its falsehood consisted.
▲ large part of his audience was in political
sympathy with him and any explanation of
hie language at North Berwick, even had it
been a pretty absurd one, would have been
greedily swallowed. But he made none.
His organ, the Eastern Argus, would have
been most happy any time during the past
week to have accused the Press of misquoting Mr. Clifford. It has not done so, however. On the contrary it has practically admitted that the PRi.es quoted him correctly.
Mr. Clifford's speech was reported by a competent stenographer of long experience, who
had no motive under the sun to misrepresent him. The language attributed to him
by the Pkess was the exact language Mr.
Clifford used at North Berwick.
If it were
not Mr. Clifford could easily point out
wherein It differed. He has not done this,
and the Pkebs defies him to do it. We don't
blame him a bit for trying to wriggle out of
it. We don't wonder he is angry. But he
should be angry with himself and not the
Pkess. The Press has simply quoted his
language. If that language shows that he
has been performing as a demagogue it is
the fault of the man who used it and not the
The Press's advice
paper that reported it.
to Mr. Clifford is to hereafter appear in his
true character; lie will not then make himself
the laughing stock of everybody who knows
him as h· has Deen doing lor the lust few

weeks by posing

as a

laboring

man.

THE

DUTY OF THE HOUR.
The campaign is ended and all that remains to be done Is to record the will of Itlie
people at the polls. The right to vote is
semothing more than a privilege of which
the citizen may avail himself if lie chooses, it
is a duty incumbent upon liiin as a citizen.
Our government is founded upon the theory
that every citizen will feel sufficient interest
to prompt him to study the issues involved
in every election and examine the character
and capacity of the men put in nomination
and vote in the way that seems to him most
likely to promote the general good. Whenever any considerable number of the people
from indifference or other cause fail to exercise the right of suffrage, then there is not
that full expression of opinion which eur
governmental theory contemplates. A republic in which any considerable number of
citizens habitually refuse to vote is a republic only in name.
Loyalty to our form of
government if nothing else requires from
every citizen at every election one vote.
Every man who can possibly get to the polls
today should do so, and record his opinion in
regard to the issues involved, and his choice
of the men in nomination.
There are three tickets in the field at this
election for the voter to select from—the

Republican, Democratic

and Third Party
Prohibition. The issues which
they represent and the men which
compose tlieui have
been frequently discussed, and 110 additional
light can be thrown upon them at this time.
Either the ltepublicans or Democrats will
carry the election and control affairs of the
State for the next two years to come
This
result is a foregone conclusion. A vote for
the Third Party candidates is therefore in
effect a vote for one or the other of the great
parties. It can have no other practical result. Republicans who are meditating voting

that ticket should bear in mind that the only
possible effect of such a vote is to assist the
Democracy, who are avowed enemies of
prohibition. As between the candidates oi

the leading parties
trouble in choosing.

lucky service as fell to the lot of any of our
old Maine organizations.
It is hardy fair to make any adverse criti-

there ought to be 110
Grant that all of them

personally unobjectionable, there still
remains abundant reason for preferring the
are

cism of an author so modest as Maj. Small.
He laments that his comrades would not
answer his letters or assist him in history
writing. Such are the ways of soldiers.
The history of many a regiment is still unwritten for this very cause. Major Small
and all who have helped him deserve well
for their perseverance in an almost thankless task.
The statistical tables are full of valuable
matters especially interesting to members
and friends of the regiment.

They represent a
Republican candidates.
party that has governed the State for many
years and governed it will. The Democratic
party in the one recent year in which they
were entrusted with power brought it to the
verge of anarchy by a conspiracy against the
rights of the people the like of;which has seldom been seen in this country. They have
never repented of that conspiracy and today the men who were prominent in it are
leaders of the
The
Democratic party.
Republican candidates stand for the principle of the protection of American labor ; the
Democracy are in favor of free trado as illustrated by the Morrison bill which assaulted
almost all the leading industies of this State.
The Republicans are committed to the doc-

MAGAZINE

trine of prohibition of the rum tarffic ; the
Democrats have deliberately resolved against
this method. The Republicans, we believe,
are on the right r>ide of all the issues before
the people in this election. Λ vote for their
candidates is a vote for good government,
for the protection of American labor and for
the suppression of the rum traffic. A vote
for the Democratic candidates is a vote to
entrust a party with power that but a few
years ago abused it shamefully ; it is a vota
to surrender our markets to foreigners who
contribute nothing to the support of this
government and it is a vote to recognize and
legitimize the saloon.

This Number contains the sixth part of
Mr. Blackmore's new and exciting novel, SmingAlfred Parsons and Frederliaven, illustrated
ick Barnard. Mr. Alfied Parsons also centributes
another of his beautiful illustratiens of Wordsworth's sonnets, choosing for his subject. Places
enue.

Do you want a good State government?
Vote for the party that lias never failed,
for more than a quarter of a century to give
you such when in power.
Do you want a respectable State government? Then do not vote with the men who
backed Garcel»n, Brown and Blood in 1880

Brother Angelan, has strong dramatic interest,
and is timely in connection with the ravages of
Another excholera on the European Continent.
cellent short story, The end of a Love-match, is
Dr. Richcontributed by Mise Julia D. Whiting.
ard T. Ely finishes in this Number his articles of
the railway problem with a consideration of The
The seventh part of
Reform of Railway Abuses.
Mr. E. P. Roe's interesting and practical papers
011 The Home Acre treats of the culture of the
strawberry. Rear-admiral Edward Simpson, U.
S. N., contributes an important paper on the United States Docks and Navy-yards," and Richard
A. Proctor advances in his article, entitled The
Central Engine of the Solar System, some very interesting suggestions respecting the constitution
of the sun's globe.
From the frontispiece which is a reproduction
of Landseer's celebrated portrait of himself and
his two dogs, the Connoisseurs, to the Riddle box
with its ingenious puzzles, St. Nicholas for September is crowded with bright and interesting
matter for girls and boys and all who love them.
A paper on English Art and Artists, by Clara Erskine Clement, opens the number and closes the
series which has been the means of introducing
so many beautiful pictures and entertaining anLittle
ecdotes to the readers of the magazine.
Lord Fauutleroy is carried forward in two chapters. The other serials, too, increase in interest
In this installas they near their conclusions.
ment of Horace E. Scudder's serial George Washlife ; and Hento
once
more
retires
private
ington
ry Eckford explains some curious relations be-

rity.
Do you have pride in the good name of
your State? Then do not vote for the man
who would have pulled the State House
down over the heads of a lawful Legislature.
Do you want an able and dignified Legislature at Augusta? Then don't vote to help
the party that disgraced the State with the
rump Legislature of 1880.
Do you want Maine to keep her influence
in the Senate of the United States?
Then
vote to elect a Republican Legislature.
Do you want your State influential in the
council of the nation ?
Then send back to
Washington the Republican leader of the
House.
Do you want your interests looked after at
the National Capital? Then send back the
man who has shown that he can do it by
more than a decade of faithful service.
Or do you want your fisheries, your cooperage and all your other industries put at the
mercy of the free trade Democracy of the
West? Then send William H. Clifford by
all means.
Do you want your labor protected and
your happy home left secure? Then vote for
the man who for more than ten years has
championed on the floor of Congress the policy of protecting the products of your labor
against the products of the cheap laborers
of Europe.
Or do you want your employment rendered uncertain, your industry made unremunerative, and the industrial system on
which you have thriven disorganized?
If
you do, vote for William H. Clifford, for he
and his party are pledged to the policy that
will do these very things.
Do you want the First District of Maine
to retain its old reputation? Then don't
vote to send an inexperienced politician to
Congress in place of the famtfus statesman
who now represents you.

tween letters and numbers in Wonders of the Alphabet. The Brownies with their usual enterprise, take up the game ef lawn-tennis, and Bnsan
Ann Brown describes a clever Italian game for
enterprising young Americans. Among the other
contents especially noteworthy are the Work and
Charles
Play paper on Venetian Marquetry,
Godfrey Leland ; a true account by Edward Egof how one boy saved three lives on Lake
eorge ; and a story by Annie A. Preston, called
A Matter-of-fact Cinderella, which is good enough
to be true, if it isn't.
An important article on The Extension of University Education, from an interview with Prof.

by

gleston

Stuart, appears in the September number ot Cassell's Family Magazine. Student Life at Heidel
berg Is a pleasant supplement to the University
article, and in it Kingsley Spencer ventures the
assertion that the English system of university education is superior to the German in almost every
Lives deals
respect. Stirring Scenes in Stirring
with Christopher Columbus.
J. T. G. gives an
Some Gaieties and Graventertaining account of
There are descriptive artiities of Parliament.
cles on The Pleasures of Mountaineering, by W.
T. Mainprise, and The Glens of the Ochils, bv J.
A.M.. with charming illustrations, recommending
that tourists for the Scottish Highland break their
A Freak of
iourney at Stirling for a day or two.
Nature is a capital short story, and the serials
advance in due time. The poetry is good.

Godey's Lady's Book for September is
ularly handsome number. The fashions

a

partic-

in colors and black show all the latest novelties for
Wave
o' the
early autumn. A serial entitled A
Sea, from the pen of the popular and favorite au-

thor, Miss Marian Reeves, is commenced in this
number and promises to be unusually attractive.
tjv you whiil io meri^ uieuppiause ui every ]
Emily Lennox contributes a bright little story
friend of right government in the nation ?
called Jacot. The Coronet of Thorns, by J. V.
Several
Then vote for Thomas B. Keed today.
Pritchard, is completed.
good poems
'iHnrn tliu nnmhor on\nnir whiAh i<
A
Kpntomlinr
Are you a laboring man ? Then do not
The Marriage of
Sunrise, by George Birdseye.
Cœur de Lion, by Mary Green Young, When Last
vote for the candidate whe holds that your
I Saw You, by Minnie MacArthur and others.
honest toil makes of you and your associates
The illustrations in the September number of
labor as it is
a lower class ; who speaks of
the Magazine of Art would make a beautiful little
spoken of only in lands of slaves or serfs.
album by themselves. The number opens with a
Are you a veteran ? Then will you vote
suggestive paper on Art in Australia, by R. A.
for the man who called your famous organStevenson, which is practically an essay on all
ization a "set of bummers?"
colonial art. W. J.. Henderson writes of Some
New York Theatres, giving descriptions. CurAre you a friend of prohibition? Then
rent Art describes a large number of recent picdon't throw a vote to help into power the
tures and the methods of many prominent artists.
party that declared at Bangor last summer
Quentin Metsy isc the hero of the present article
its unqualified opposition to the prohibitory
on the Romance of Art, by Annie E. Evans.
that
vexes
it
as
an
act
the
Francis Watt's descriptive article on The Rapid
law, stigmatizing
Spey gives a romantic account of the stoned
citizen and interferes with individual liberty.
castles, mountains and lochs of that lovely region,
Do you want the curse of rum banished ? while Claude Phillips describes The Picture Gallery at Dorchester House, which he thinks deThen do not vote to defeat the party under
serves to be known much better than it is.
whose rule Maine has gone twenty-fire
Liszt's last illness was announced after the September Century had gone to press ; it is due to
years ahead of the license states, according
to the testimony of Neal Dow himself.
accident, therefore, rather than to purpose, that
the two full-page portraits of the musician, and
Do you want the law enforced in Cumberthe intimate account by his American pupil, Alland county ? Then do not vote to put into
bert Morris Bagby. of A Summer with Liszt in
the high office of Sheriff the man whose
Weimar, should appear in the Century so soon
record «hows that in 1882 he unbiushingly
after his death. Alfred E. Mooro describes In a
rumsellers.
trafficked with the
humorous vein his sensations and mishaps in midAre you a Republican? Then vote the
air, under the title, Amateur Ballooning. His
ticket, the whole ticket ; vote early and see companion, John G. Doughty, recounts The Balthat your neighbor does the same.
loon Experiences of a Timid Photographer. Two
Illustrated articles of artistic and scientific interest
are the late Minister to Fersia, S. G. W. Benja
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
min's paper called, A Glance at the Arts of Persia, and Mrs. Emily Nunn Whitman's account of
The Zoological Station at Naples. The charm of
History of the Sixteenth Maine Regiment. an
essay and the instructive observations of a
R.
Small.
Abner
sale
$1.50. (For
By Major
student of familiar nature are mingled in John
by Luther Bradford, Woodford's Maine.) Burrouglis's Notes from the Prairie. In the
The Sixteenth was recruited in the summer
eighth part of The Minister's Charge, Mr. Howof 1862 in answer to the call for one regiells partly satisfies the great curiosity of his readers to see the way Lemuel Barker's love affairs
ment. Its make-up was peculiar, the men
R. Stockton develops a new
coming from every county, and from almost are going.andFrank
additional drollness out of The
situation
every large town in the State. Later in the
Casting Away of Mrs. Leeks and Mrs. Aleshine;
and Miss Kate Foots contributes an absorbing
were filled
with a very large
war the ranks
short story called A Pistol Shot." In the War
number of conscripts and substitutes. Some
Series a fertile subject lending itself to rich illustration is introduced byJGen.-Alfred Pleasanton's
of the best and some of the worst elements
Successes and Failures of Chancellorsville. In
of our State went into the Sixteenth, but the
the Memoranda on the Civil War. Gen. R. E.
worthless were sifted out in time, and the Colston offer a new letter showing that Lee had
divined Hooker's plans ; Gen. Thomas M. Anderregiment won a good name by hard work son explains anecaotally whj The Reserve at Antietain was not hurled against Lee's exhausted
and became an honor to our State.
lines: Capt. Joel B. Erliardt quotes from a warIll luck attended every move at first ; retime letter by Gen. William F. Smith as revealing
Gen. Grant's reasons for relieving the latter. Mr.
reached
Washin
came
cruits
slowly; they
Whittier replies to a statement of Col. Henry Kyd
the
to
with
dein
time
mingle
ington just
Douglas with respect to his poem on Barbara

ordered after the battle was over—for
such was the strategy in those day.
Trouble and misery increased; the big
Sibley tents of the men could not be transported ; shelters to take their place eould
not be drawn, and the men were compelled
to lie down at night in only their summer
clothes under such poor shelter as they
could get from rails, cornstalks, &c. Seven1·
weeks of this wretched existence in the autumn of 1862 sent a third of their number to
the hospital or grave. The old troops also
insulted and abused them for being green
and sickly, and thus made their life disagreeable and dreary eaough. In time clothing and tents were drawn and the army
moved on to Fredericksburg, and were led to
that memorable slaughter, where the sixteenth fought only too well and suffered the
heavy loss of 54 per cent, in killed and
wounded. Fearful and useless as was this
battle the Sixteenth reaped the important
gain of respect from the old troops who witnessed, but could not excel their bravery.
The regiment was not called into close action at Chancellorsville in the soring following ; but in the retreat from Virginia and in
the Gettysburg campaign they took a lively
part. Having been transferred to Reynold's
Corps they were in the first days fight, July

X, 1863, and

were

once

more

Preparation, made by the only process that
of any nutritive value.
baking
powder
produces
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.

author of Birds in the Bush, lias a paper on the
Confessions of a Birds'-Nest Ilnnter, written in
his usual genial manner. Besides these articles
these Is a clever study The Saloon in Politics,
which shows what a factor the saloon is in our
political questions, written by George Frederic
Parsons. Mr. Frank Gaylord Cook contributes a

GREAT

I.

We have taken between 800 and 1000 OVERCOATS, ULSTERS and
KEEl'EKiS, carried over rrom last winter ana piaceu mem un υ m counters at prices that are about bare cost to make, and many at prices that
These are in Men's, Young Men's and
are MUCH LESS THAN COST.
and
is
a grand opportunity if one wants to
Boys' and Children's sizes,
now. We do this merely to make
an
Overcoat
to
a
little
save
buy
money
Men's
new
of
the
stock
coming in October 1st.
for
goods
large
way
Winter Overcoats range in price from $4.0!) to $20.00, and are from
$3.00 to $8.00 under the lowest retail prices anywhere.
YOUNG MEN'S OVERCOATS from $3.00 to $20.00. Extra good
bargain; $2.50 to $5.00 under price.
BOYS' OVERCOATS, ages 14 to 17 years, $5.00 to $15.00.
CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS, ages 4 to 11 years, $2.00 $10.00.
REEFERS for Men and Boys in same proportion.
250 Men's and Young Men's Fall or Medium Weight OVERCOATS at
the lowest manufacturers' prices, for this mouth only.
BARGAINS in Men's FROCK and SACK SUITS in Fall and Winter
Weights in all sizes.

Boys' and Children's School Suits.
School begins in Portland Monday, Sept. 13tli, aiid we have made
bountiful provision for ALL THE HOYS. Knee Pant Suits, Long Pant
Suits, odd Knee Pants, Long Pants, &c., &c.

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.
lVLciiJL£lSeX\
dti

spectacles:
EYE CLASSES.

Spectacles for 25
"

ah

cents.

Eye glasses for 25 cents.
(<
i<

((

II

"

50

epeit

corneas.

<(

ALSO

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

-

$1.25
1.25

1.25

Handsome Velvets,
All Wool Ingrains,
All Wool 3-ply,

55 cents and up
1.00 and up

Oil Cloths,

and Mats

Rugs

at unheard of prices, and freight prepaid to your depot. Write for
when we can and will
samp es of these goods. Don't pay long prices
and
save your money every day in the week, and the largest stock
largest and lightest floor to show Carpets on in the conntry,

In this department we wish every intending purchaser could just
Silk
drop in and see our line and get our prices on Hair Cloth Suits,
Flush Suits, Mohair Flush Suits and all kinds of Parlor Suits, £asy
Chairs and iiockers known to the trade. Any one who has seen our
store knows that we cannot adequately represent the stock on paper.
All we can sav is this : We have Hair Cloth Sets at from $35 and up
to $90; Silk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $100 upwards, and
Mohair Plush Sets from $47.50 up to $250 ; and unquestionably the
largest assortment to select from in the State, and only exceeded in
Boston by our Boston store. Don't spend your time and money travelling when you can be suited right here at a less price. We have no
hesitation in saying that we can and do, do business 10 to 15 per cent,
cheaper in Portland than can be done in Boston and New York ; and
we further say that we have unquestionably the best building for our
business to be found in either of those cities. Write for cuts and deA quarter down and the balance by the week or month.

scriptions.

line of Franklin stoves never before shown in the
and will be sold at from $10 to $265 each. We shall make a
country;
call fnrther
special [exhibit of these goods Monday, and then we willwill
Our popular line of Parlor Stoves
range in
attention to them.
and
$30
$27,
$21,
$25,
$18,
from
$15,
$12.50,
$10,
$4.50,
$8,
price
We sold over 1200 of these Parlor Stoves last fall ane winter
$35.
and we have yet to hear a complaint. Our price this year will be the
We
same as last, notwithstanding the 15 per cent advance in the price.
last May,
are enabled to do this because we contracted for these goods
before the advance. In our Range department we are still selling at
the old price, the

Quaker,

First National, Grove-

land, New Byron Our Choice.
Write for cuts of stoves and rangbaker.
es. We will sell them for cash or on our Special Contract System—onefourth down, balance by the week or month, and the freight prepaid to
your depot. Don't delay ordering.
every range is
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for * 1.50 cacli.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
Variety ofGo'd Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quail;, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 <ach
A

warranted

a

Large

DINING ROOM FURNITURE.

GEORGE C7 FRYE,
and Franklin Streets

Corner Congress

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Stores
And
VENTILATORS,

and

for Mills,

Forty styles of Sideboards;

and

Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

C0>;

BOSTON.
eod3m

Carriages

TRADE PROCESSION

Now

—AND—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

WORD~CAUEFULLY !

ATTENTION !
Fine views macle of the procession Jul ν
of the Drummers on their clam bake July
sale at the stud5') of

Desription.

Price.

175

6th, and
7tli, for

light

light

270—Extension Ton Surry
675—Top Corning
lîuggy
·'
872—

··

Timkiu

Springs
7»3—Top Piano Box Buggy
321—Open
Corning Buggy
''

709—
875—

783—Top Piano Box Buggy
The above Carriages are equal ine

Former
Price.

8275
225

225

150
140
125

200
IH5
105

125
125
00
80
90
45

175
175

PHOTOGRAPHER,
jly!)

Congress Street
ritf

REMOVAL

85
jno
110

75

very respect
to any sold in this market at former prices given
The manuand will be warranted in every way.
orders them sold at less than cost to
build in order to close up their year's accounts.
We have also great bargains In other styles of
Carriages, and areconstantly securing orders to
reduce stock. Now is the time to buy.

facturers

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. I).

HORSE ANO CARRIAGE MART,
Nos. 33 and 34 PIuui Street.
dtl

aug27

(¥#ω\5\ν
514

A.ULMER,
CUTLER.

wishes to inform his patrons and the public that
he has removed his place of business from Fédéral St. to the large and convenient store

NO.

II

MARKET SQUARE,

where he will be pleased to meet them.
d2w

sepl

hand.

on

eodtf

Bankers and Brokers

TUESDAY, SEPT. 14,

Frou-Frou.
Sale of seats

Prices $1.00. 75, 50 and 35 cents.
commences Friday, September 10.

sep8td

IIALL.

COMPANY !
WILKINSON OPERAManager.
C. H. Knowlton,
Commencing Monday, Mept. 13,

Crand Festival of Operas at
30c.
Popular Prices, I0c,20c,

mOiKDAY AND TUENDAY,
TirV7 Α ΥΓΊ1 f
riuAiJJtJ vi «Monday Eveniut! election returns will be given
from the stage.
WKDKEHDAI ΛΝΟ fHl'BItDAÏ,
f
Wednesday P. M„ I.Hdii·»' Milliner. Admission !iOe to any part oi the Hall.
FBintV AND ΚΑΤΙΙΒΒΛΪ,

TAYLOR!

BILLEE

NATHBDAV MATV1VBB,
t

Oil Saturday chil4'hililrrii'» Afternoon
dren will be admitted to any part of the
tu crut·.
small
for
the
admission,
hall
Grand Ochestra and Full Chorus. Reserved seats
can be secured at Ira Stockbrldge's Music store
dlw

eepll

SEPT. 14th, 15tli, 16tb, aud 17th, 18N6.
The Maine
follows :

Central Railroad announces trains

as

Leave Portland 8.30 a.m., 9.30 a.m., 12.30 p.m.,
5.10 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. ; Congress Street 8.38
m.. 11.24
a. m., 9.40 a. m., 12.43 p.m., 6.19 p.
a. m.p 12.40 p.
p. in. ; Woodfords 8.42 a. m., 9.45
m.
in., 5.24 p. m., 11.28 p.

RETURNING—Tratns leave fair grounds for
Portland at 11.15 a. m., 4.04 and 5.50 p. in.
Fare for the round trip including admissionPortland §1.25 ; Gray SI.15 a. m. ; New Gloucester 90 cents.
Hale Iflomlny 13th, and arc
good for the week.
Remember the Maine Central railroad runs directly to the Fair Grounds, landing passengers at
the very entrance, thus saving passengers annoyance and expense of transfer from Lewiston.
PAYSON TUCKEB,
Gen' Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY,
Gen'l Passenger Agt.
1886.
seplld5t
10th,
Portland, September

Ticket*

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

ΙΧΓ
6s & 48
No. Pacific Gold..es
4s
Anson

Rockland

ARETAS

6s & 4s
Bath
Maine Centra!. .7s & 6s
P. & Ο. R. Κ—6s

SHURTLEFF,

MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
ianldtf
January 1.1884.

on

Stockbrldge's

COURSE Σ
SEASON 1886-87.
PER CE5T BONDS GUARANTEED AT CITY BALL.

No. 194

More
by tne Showalter Mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of sesnrities. Call or
address Tor Illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
HO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.
d9m*
mar6

20 ENTERTAINMENTS 20

Grand Double Course. American and Foreign Artists. Novelties. Orchestral Concerts. Operas. Illustrated Lectures. Readings. Concerts. Lectures
and Miscellaneous Entertainments.
including Remerred Seat»,
9I.OO, *3.00 and 86.00.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge's Music Store.
dlw
sepl3

Course Ticket**,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proçrle
tors of

POOR'S MANUAL OF RAILROADS.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
always on hand. Orders executed for cash or on

margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.
45 Wall Street. New Vork.
ap6d6m
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BANKERS,

THE

Union Mutua
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Continental
Exchange
Sterling and
bought and sold at most favorable rate·.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit limned, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
j&nSl

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.
Seven per

First Mortgage Coupon
Bonds, and

cent.

TUE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Six Per Cent Debenture
—

AND

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
FOR SALE

BY

I IV

ORGANIZED

1848,

IS A

company,

nom:
which has had

thirty-six years' experience.

RECORD ID

TM

■

$8,301,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,288,862.35

■

Surrendered policies,
Dividends,

—

A

TOTAL

PAYMENT

Policy-holders oi nearly
EMERY, SHOWIXC
niliMOM
middle Street, Portland, Me.
TWKSTÏ-TWO
LARS, equal to
eodtf

marl 2

Assignee's

to

H.

Paid in Capital Stock of cacli
Company, $500,000.00.

Entate

HUNDRED

in

OF DOL-

THOUSAND

SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.

the

company's

ITSits

Sale—In Insolvency.

Valuable and Denirable Beal
Portland for Sale,

DOL.
year oi

8β,11»,3 »r.■ 5, while
only *S, » 13,1 ltt.7-1.

ASSETS ARE

Liabilities

are

HAN THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
Ν e η r 1y i HMI.OOO according to tlie Massachusetts standard, aud ol over 97ΟΟ,(ΗΜ) by
the New York standard.

IT

following dwelling houses and lots
situated in the most desirable parts of the
city for private residence, we hereby offer for im-

THE

MAINE.

OF

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,

Bonds,

three

mediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41

Pine street, sear
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No, 33 Cushman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William H. Milliken.
60x96, two storv house and L. containing nine
convenient
a
well
in
rooms,
built,
good repair;
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
street*now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
large lot 87Vfcx227, adjoining the late T. C. Kersey's grounds ; two story house with French roof
and two story L, containg 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the best
situations in town : large stable, well famished
with water,etc.; about 70 pear, and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
J08EPIÏ W. SYMONDS, Assignee.
dtf
au21

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its

THE
tuality,

dealings with its policy-holders.

POLICY CONTRACT is

ITSdefinite lu

all Its terms and

no

plain

chance

and
for

misconception.

ITS

POLICIES ARE
INCO

Alter three

years for any

ΝTESTABLE
except fraud.

cause

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
PAYS DEATH

ITDISCOUNT,

ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans.

an

ull

ADV ANTAIwES of thi«

THE
AGE,

approved

Company

are

KXPKB1ENCK, 8TKONU FINANCIAL CONDITION, LAKl. Κ SURPLUS, EUUIT
A Η I, Ε ami ATTRACTIVE i'LANS, and conser
vative management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for
plans.

a

circular

oi its

EVERY STYLE.

eodtf

augG

and

Banks

Sayings

WILLIAM

special

DANCEROUS GAME.

A

Trust

3ίο. 218 Middle Street.

a

Excel-

an

LEWISTON

for

suitable

Securities,

Choice

7

PARLOR FURNITURE.

—

MONDA.Y, SEPT. 13,

Exchange Street.

Cor. Middle and

90 cents

Bigelow

Kcw Tariff,

very

{

Roxbury Tapestry, per yard
Lowell Body Brussels,
per yard
"

ever

SUPPORTED ÛY

BANKERS

188

1034—Extension Top Surry, fine
175
job, light
1074—Canopy Top Surry, fine job,

nrmdly

lu this department wo have some of the greatest bargains
shown in New England. For instance, we are selling

This is

99G—Extensive
Cabriolet,
Top
$210
very roomy, e egant job
103o—Extension
Top Cabriolet,

marlO

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

—

Mr. AKTHI K FOKKK9T and
lent Company.

MAINE STATE FAIR

SWAN & BARRETT,

LOW ART TILE WORKS.
£o

eodtf

WOODBURY & IHOliLTON,

—

whom the
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. 1 ersons
not appear equally black at five or ten feet, liave a visual miperfectton which commo
ht
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of
defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

ST.

EXCHANGE

32

janl3

Never before have we exerted ourselves to please the public in the
matter of heating Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall make
the finest exhibit of these goods this Fall ever shown East of Boston.
Our line will be full and complete in a few days, and will include the
latest patterns of the

Present

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Securitie
Bought and Sold.

Investment

Fands constantly

RANGES.

Nos.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

for them,

jAJNJD

THEN COME AND BUY !

HICHAM) (

paying

Wc have ii large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
TRIAL CASE, together
upon scientific principles. Wc use NACHET'S
with the OPTWAEIWOSCOI'IC TEST EEIMSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

READ EVERY

in rcbeldom.
Lee's surrender the regiment
After
tramped to Washington, marched in the

The largest and best selected stock in the country. Every set warat
ranted and freight prepaid to your depot. These sets are marked
110 parallel in the business.
have
that
for
sales,
September
prices
the line,
Write for cuts and description if you cannot comc and see
and remember we prepay the freight to your depot, and sell you these
tho
sets for cash, 01· a quarter of the amount down and the balance by
week or month. Furnish your homes and enjoy home comforts while

Dealers,

Boston & Portland Cloîtiing Co.,
au£24

eodtf

jy28

ASH, PINE, CHERRY, OAK, MAHOGANY AND WALNUT.

PRICE,

manufacturers and Ketail

Pullen,

H.M.PAYSON&GO.
Bankers s Brokers,

laine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut.

manufactured from all the popular woods,

TO CONTINUE THROUGH SEPT. ONL·Y.

Best liai-gains in Fine Warranted Carriages Ever Offered.

Purity
Chemists-and Physicians
have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and Unci it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phospure bread-raising
phates, and to be an absolutely
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

for tlie consideration of the

CHAMBER SETS

Carried Over from Last Season,

OINTES

C. Crock ek.

Frame

ESTABLISHED 1854.

OVERCOATS

STRICTLY

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
H.

Stanley T.
dec!

OF

overpowered

grand review and was mustered out, having
had three years of as disagreeable and un-

F.

SPECIAL SALE"

RHEA

OXTY

BOSTON,

Th&M&wnrraly

jy8

■ V EVER.

and Healthfuluess by all
who have examined it

hnagr.
Iîosto.v.

CREEN & QATEMAN.

You Will Buy

cellence.

and

CORKKMPOXDENVN,

KCW YOKK

aug23

Endorsed for its

tin

Yokk

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

383 Karrisor. Avenue

Under Grant in the Wilderness campaign,
the seige of Petersburg and the surrender of
Lee the Sixteenth did its full share of fighting, inarching, digging and swearing. In the
attack on the Weldon Railroad, August, '64,
the regiment was again nearly wiped out by
wounds and capture. Col. Tilden once more
made his escape after only a few days' stay-

V. Mlorl

iMrmbera of ihe

Private Wire to New

E, VA&l fsOORDEN &

The §f:t!s<!::r<S of Purify ami Ex-

CROClfilfl^

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

worth Higginson's estimate of the late E. P. Whip
pie, and in the able reviews of Schuyler's American Diplomacy and the second volume of Grant's
Memoirs. For the student of history Mr. Fiske's
article, the The Paper Money Craze of 1786, will
prove agreeable reading; while for the novel
reader there arc the installments of Bishop's
Golden Justice, of Miss Murfree's In the Clouds,
and, last but not least, of Henry James's powerful
story, The Princess Casamassima.

days later.
Maj. Small's narrative of this battle is interesting and pathetic, but in his desire to be
brief he has unfortunately omitted to give in
detail the experiences of the prisons, and
particularly of Col. Tilden's remarkable escape from Libby Prison.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtf
jelO

Bankers and Brokers,

requires less shortening than any other,powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains 110 cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
liu m fort! Chemical Works, Providence, Ιδ.
Cook Book free.

Dielipifuwh-

Appearance Ilere of the
e«l French Aciree*

America.
making a Farewell Tour of

Now

PULLEN,

paper on The Law's Partialty to Married Women.
Those more literary in their tastes will be attracted by Philip Gilbert Hamerton's second pahis series French and English; and still
per, in...ill
4liAir 1,«
in rrU,.T-.»c
Went.

and slaughtered. Nearly all present were
killed, wounded or captured; the flag was
torn up and the staff broken, and their surrender thus evaded. The few who were left
unharmed took part in the great victory two

I'ir»!

City, County and Kaiiroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

a

reader will turn to is a story by Rebecca Harding
Davis, entitled Mademoiselle Joan, a pretty
sketch of Canadian life, Mr. Bradford Torrey, the

were

liuilding.

First National lîaiik

is Prof, flosford's Bread

Frictchle.
The Atlantic for September has just enough of
the various kinds of literature to make it attrae.
tive to every one. One of the first things the

JMcuienan s and

Pope's armies, and after "shoveling dirt,"
when they had better been drilling they
were brigaded with old troops and sentjinto
Mn ryland. They took no part, however, in
the battle of Antietam, to which place they

EXTRAORDINARY !
MONDAY and TUESDAY, SEPT. 13 and 14
ATTRACTION

TRUST COMPANY

IN THE 1VORIJ)

Uniwlrl

r,t

and are to backing them today.
Do you want an honest State government?
Vote for the man who has built up and managed a great industry with such honesty that
there is not a whisper against his integ-

moralized odds and ends 01

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

by

WHAT DO YOU WANT?

PORTLAND THEATRE

Ρ Ο Κ Τ L Α Κ I)

NOTICES.

Harper's Magaziae for September is a strong
number, richly and attractively illustrated. The
reader will naturally turn first to Mr. Charles
Dudley Warner's delightful serial, Their Pilgrimage, the scenes of which for this monthly part are
and
at Long Branch, Ocean Grove, Saratoga,
Lake George. The article on Working-men in
the British Parliament, by Mr. Edward Brown, is
a striking revelation of the force wielded in England by the Trades-unions. Mr. Lewis F. Allen's
article in this Number on Short Homed Cattle is
exceedingly interesting and beautifully illastrated. Thomas Wentworth Higginson contributes
maritime
an entertaining chapter of American
history in his article 011 Old Salem Sea Captains,
Theodore
which is very effectively illustrated.
Child contributes a curiously interesting description of the manufacture of artistic bronze in Paris, as carried on under the leadership of Barbedi-

AJBtreKHMNTX.

FINANOIAL.

MISCEIil^AIVEo U®.

JOHN Κ. I)eWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ΑΚΤΗ UK L. BATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. 1)., Medical

Shades and Drapery in endless variety;
than a

more

84

JOSIAH H. DRU MM ON D, Counsel.

Hawley st„ Boston, lass.

$100,1)011 STOCK OF HODSfi FORMM TO SELECT FROM.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

Lace and Drapery Curtain Department!

Window Shot!» Curtain Fixtures,

We are just marking· 0111· fall line of these goods and request every intending purchaser to look our line over. We have marked down to less than cost our entire old
stock to close it out, and will just say that among the lot are Heavy Turcoman Curtains suitable for portieres for from $2.50, $3.00 and $4.00 each up to $10.00 and
$15.00. These goods cannot be duplicated today at 25 per cent more than we are
charging. Our new line of Imported Vienna Curtains comprises the handsomest
shades and colorings we have ever seen, and we are marking them at starvation
prices. Lace Curtains and Madras Curtains in endless variety. Don't forget our
great sale of Scrim Curtains and l'ele for $1.05. IVrite for samples. And to those
who require the whole Curtain we will send full sample line in a small trunk for
your iuspection. AVe have added another type writer and operator to onr Mail Order Department, and are better able than ever to execute orders promptly.

All inquiries through the mail will receive prompt
and careful attention, and cuts and photographs of
Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpets will be cheerfully sent on application. Open every evening. Electric lights on three floors. Address
all communications to

Turcoman

ad Silk Curtains,

Director.

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

MANAGER FOR CITY AttESCY.

eodtf

mar2f

rn>

UPHOLSTERS HARDWARE.
WK MAKE Τ UK ONLY

GENUINE
and

our

KOLLKB,
Ktop Roller Is Standard·

Ask your

Dealer for them,

take no other.

[WHOLESALE. )
eod 1 y""l

ap21

^ek yatrr retailer far i-ho Original 83 Shoe·
Bow .vi e or Imitations.
\
NoneGennEce uuicse bearing this Stamp.
—

JAMES MEANS' S3 SHOE.
Made In Button,

a

—

M

and Lace. B<st Calf
Conçreâs
Skin. Unexcelled In DumbtiitthCotnfortand Appear·
once, A postal card sent to
os will bring you inform
how to get this Shoe la
State or Territory.

T. Means & Co.,

41 Lincoln St.,
Boston» 7"—

ORGAN/^FIANO
631 TREMONT ST.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CO-

Β03Τ0Ν.ΜΑΓ.α·
ΙΓ.ΝΤΙ0Ν PA?ER·

AKJ f«lC£S

eb24

eo

Î0NGRI5S.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Middle and Pearl Sts., Portland.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
sep6

•Thle shoe stands higher In the estimation ct
Wearer* than any other lu the world. Thousands who wear Κ will tell you the reason if you
«Ale them.

augio

—

IT IS

—

light, i»uûable;a\dciieap.
FOU

umbia "Safety" Bicycle.

C. 11. LAMSON, 177 MIDDLE STREET
ap!3 H<:nd for Catalogue, Free·

USE THE

—

New improvements,!
New ma-1
and prices reduced.
chines this year, including a La-i
dies' Light Tricycle, and the Coldtf

—

STEEL EDGE SCOOP

The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and -'Light i
Hoadster."

Manager.

Grocers and Packers

eod&w3in33

d&wtf

SA h Κ BY

1

—

TENNEY& DUNHAM,
augio

POBTLAND,

AU2.

eodlxu

PRESS.

THE

[By Telegraph.]

WIT AND WISDOM

ma a

(to clerk in

hardware store)—Shoi

a

small, low-priced shears.

(facetiously)—Perhaps you

Clerk

"^Customer

said.

(severely)—I

mean

mean

a

pair

r

precisely what

Clerk (defiantly, opening a specimen)—Are ther
not two nlades here? Ana don't two make a pair
Customer (triumphantly)—You have two legs
does that make you a pair of men?
The shears were done up in profound silence.
If there

wpeciflc for any one com
plaint, then Caiter's Little Liver Pills are aspe
«fie for sick headache, and every woman shouli
know this. One pill a dose.
was

ever

A teacher in
giving out

Virginia

a West
some original

was

In

a

freedman's schoo

examples to the clas:

mathematics, andamomg them was tliis
"If a colored man receives $1 for a day's work
how many dollars will he receive for six days
work?"
One of the Uoys seemed very stupid over
finally the teacher said:
"Moses, how many are six times one?"
Tvjiiii.

it,

am

ne woik an me weettY

uees

"Of course."

"Oh! Why 1 was figgerin' dat a circus
becue might come 'long on Saturday!"

bar

or a

My frieud, look here! you know how weak anc
nervous your wife is, and you know that Carter's
Iron Pills will relieve her, now why not be fair
and buy her a box?
A boy about 12 years old, barefooted, with a
tuft of hair sticking out threugh a hole in his hat.
was seen pegging stones into a pear tree ana
knocking down pears. A policeman worked his
way in through the trees and jumped on the boy
before he was seen.
"Aha! I've caught you at it," he said.
"Caught me at what?" said the boy.

"Stealin' pears."
"8te—stealin' pears!" said the boy in great as
tenishment. "I nain't been stealin' no pears!"
"Hain't, eh? Then what are you doing with
these here in your pockets?"
"Oh, these?" said lie; "why I found'em lavin'
round here on the ground, and I was firin' rem
back on the tree where they belong!"

When Baby

m

sick,

gave her

Caetoria,
rc»*
Child, ehe cried for Caetoria,
When she became Miss, she
clang to Caetoria,
η

we

When she

When eho had Children, she ga/e them Caetoria,

•Here. James take these two cakes and give
the smaller one to your little brother."
James examined the cakes carefully, appeared
undecided, and finally took a heroic bite out of
one of them, which lie passed over to his brother
with the remark
"There, Tommy, I've made you a smaller one—
they were both of a size."

FINANCIAL

ANDJOMMERCIÂL.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept 10, 1886.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, Sic.
txrain.

!,

ligh Mixed Corn.642.55
Soperfiue au"*'
56â}57
26®3 δοί! Jorn, bag lots
—

x|mi5^dHad3

leal, bag lots...54@55
)ats, car lots
38^)39
40@42
)ats, bag lots
—

—

îotton Seeo.

lots..23 50(®24 00
do bag...24 00,^25 00
ack'dBr'u
car lots.. 3 6 00@17 00
do bag. ..18 00(wl0 00
liddlings. 18 00(&21 00
o bag lots,19 00@22 00
car

do.""!?2

clear

stergi4el^?e
®6
J^rrdo"-iSSii?B

0υ

Winter Wi,eat

50
Vi ,."25®5

Cod, *>

i-fr£? Shore2 75.^9

nn

Ρΐ'οτΐβιοηβ.
'ork—
15 60&16 00
Hacks
Clear ....14 75&15 (K)
12 UO.a/12 50
Mess
7 5Ô&8 00
less Beet.
8 00C«C8 50
Ex Mess.
7 500.9 25
Plate
9 25&9 50
ExI'late.
...

!

—

75;J
η2£23;·-îSS?·00
Herring·—'
fsi*:* »«■■»#**;
bbl'iita,?®
Mackerel ρ

Bfseisw//

8raa,w^f
Cranberries—
Maiue

/arci—

Tubs V P-.TVif&TKc
Tierces— 7I/2i«,7:ftc
8
Fails
to8»,4c
[;tms *> lb.... 13® 13Va
do covered. ,14@14Va
Oil.
eroeene—

Cy2

ort. Kef. Pet
'ater White

8
IS
ratt'sAst'l.^bbl.
evoe's Brilliant. 11 Va

81/2
igoni»
Cape Cod...
7 Va
Pea Beans... 1 75@1 85 il ver White
3 75(atl 85
entenuial
8Va
Medium
fttaiain*.
German mai oo@l 751
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 651A iuscatei— 2 25&3 00
Potatoes, busli, 50(^55il ond*n Lay'r 2 60^2 87
λ 12 Va
3 00a3 751C nduraLay. 12
at Potatoes
2 75ι&3 00Π alencia
9V2
Onions
1 n(ft201
Hugar.
TurKeVH
0%
Chickens
17^211 c raniiiated ψ lb
5%
Fowls
14@lG|i xtraC
—

Ducks
Geese

Mcc<Ik.

<m

@
Applet».

IJ led Top
$2Vi(çO$28/8
Il imothy Seed2 25@2 30
11
<&13c
—

100®175l( lover

$>bbl

Chefie.
ermont
ll@liya 1
.Y. factory 11 ally3
S age
*illW&12
flutter.
Evaporated # tb 9®10c I
l.rrnouM.
C reamery
ib.. .21@23
7 50@8 50 G ilt Edge Ver-...20@22
Palermo
7
Messma
15@16
50@8 50 C lioice
C ood.
Malagers....
ij tore
Ornnsen.
—

jl

Florida

(fà

Valencia
Messina and Pi»
lermo *» bx.6 50®7

<(

an

& Western..

17
17

Barque McLeod—525 Iihds 10
tes sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
DAHBADOES.

Railroad Receipts.

FORTLAND.Sept.il,

1886.
lteeelved by Maine central lianroad—For Fori
and 35 cars miscellaneous mercnaudise; for con
necting roads 130 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

are

received

dailv:

8i)y8
Atcli.. fopeka and Santa Fe Jttailroad
193
Bell Telephone
87 V2
Eastern Itailroad
21 %
Wisconsin Central
New York and New England Railroad.
^45%
com—
31
and
Ont.
Κ.,
Marquette. Houghton
4Vs
Boston Water Tower Co
38»/e
Mexican Central 4s
7 Va
Boston Land Company
19
Flint & Fere Marquette Kailroad com
92V2
41 Va
220Va
*136Va
202:Vi

»

Mexican Central 117s
Calumet
C. Β. & y
Boston & Maine Itailroad

&„Hecîa
rauroaa

eastern

os

126%
131%

Maine Central Kailroad
Portland. .Saco & Portsmouth It
Laconia Manuf. Co

firm. The stock market closed very dull but firm
at or near best prices of the day.
Tiie transactions ai me Stoca Exchange aggi·»gated 159,876 snares.
xne ionowing arc to-day's quotations o* Guy fixaient securities :
100V4
United States bonds, 3s
125%
New 4s, reg
126V*
New 4s, coup
110Va
New4%s, reg
llOVe
New 4yas, coup
114%
Central Pacific lsts120
lsts
Κ.
Gr.
Denverjà
115
Erie 2ds
106%
Kansas Pacific Consols
110%
Oregon Nav. lsts
114Vé
Union Pacific 1st..,
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is re-

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me;
140
106

Adams Express
American Express

44%

CentraUPaciiic
ChesapeaKe & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington &v;Quincy

8
141
160

136%
100*4
131 Vs
ao%
331/2

Dei. & ilud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den &Kio Grande
Erie..
Erie preferred·**··.
Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Mich lean Central
Minn, ûi St. Louis

do^pref.

ΛΛβί

88%

45%

1373/4
88%
20 V2

44%
1123/e
55%

28%
61

116%
...

141 %
llla/8

9%
217/e

ucuiiai

Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Oreeon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panaiui
Pullman

...

Palace

Koek Island
St inouïs & San
αυ

«16%

pref

Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
ao pref
Ν orthwestern
Ν orth westernfcpreferred
New York Central
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
CIIUU

76
134 y2

Fran

f.ref

1st pre!
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pan., jvlinn. & Man
St Paul t >aiaha
do pre
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. s. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pre!

Western}Union Telegraph
Alton λ Terre Haute
dopref

Boston Air Line
Purlin rtoii & Cedar Itapids
Canada Southern
Canton
E. Tenn
do uref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El....
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav
Wells. Panro hxpress
Mobile &
Central l<>wa
Port Wavue
Pacific 6s oi
Lone island
Con. Coal
Morris & Essex

igVe
1^4
67%

"g
1γ"./
oST4
,JJ}%
113
I 963/s
J23Vé
114

493/e
112%
14%
57V±
«2

20%
37V±
67%
85
101
Co

473/8
ο

14%
32%
35

106%
12»·,

I8V2

47 y2
]126^
20
I40

oiu nui, auiia

Koyal
PHILADELPHIA
Hunt, Baker, Boston.

riot*

By Telegraph.]

New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 10th, schs G
W Collins, Stratton; Lizzie L Mills, Hammond,
from Providence for New York ; Emma McAdam.
Young, do for Philadelphia ; Herbert E, Perkins,
do for New York; Harmona, Pendleton, Warren
for do; Corvo, Averill, fm New York for Boston ;
Trenton, Stanley, Hoboken fordo; Jos G Stover,
▲rev, New York for Bucksport, (and sailed.)
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 10th, sch Ida,
Strout, and Hattie Godfrey, Strout, Providence
for New York.
NEWPORT—Sid 10th, sch Angola, Foss, Providence for Bangor: Ella Clifton, Strout,New York;
Florida. Carl. Rockland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, schs Win Deming, Weeliawken for Boston; Carrie L Hix, Roudout for Portland; Albert Jameson, New York
for Portland; A S Jameson, do for Portsmouth;
Ann Eliza, Elizabethport for Lincolnville ; Ida A
Thurlow. Weeliawken for Lamoine.
Ar 10th, schs Ann, fm Port Johnson for Boston ;
Sadie Willcut, Hoboken for Neponset; Mary Ε
Oliver, Perth Amboy for Cainbridjreport; Douglas
Haynes, do for Salem; Helen, Weeliawken for
Hyaunis ; Willie L Newton, Amboy for Portsmouth; Alpha, Baltimore for Biddeford ; Loduskia, New York for Bangor; Marv F Pike, Weeliawken for Eastport; Redondo, Calais for Newark ; Leonora, Gouldsboro for Roudout.
Sid lOtli, schs Albert Jameson, Alpine, and Wm

.■

nf Cf

IaIi..

Manhattan

inct

inst, sch Sarah
onli

Cfanlian

Τ

Boston.

UGtated
Food

Servia
Ems

Suevia
Westernland
Edam
Nevada

Gallia

Republic

Sardinian
Eider
Vancouver

ju

y%
loVte*·*^;
in
Sold

Y.

Ν.

onTy

Royal Baking Powder Co., 10G Wall St.'
ju2dly

cans.

«

BEST THING KNOWN

™

WASHIN G*» BLEACHIN G
IN HARD OB SOFT, ISOT OB COLD WATER.
liAliOIt, TIM IE and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gires universal satisfaction,
NTo family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
i^oll designed to mislead. PEAiiLLNE is the
ONLY SAi<'E labor-saving compound, finfl
always bears the iibove symbol, and name of
JAMES Pyi-Srt NEW YORK,
SAVES

Cannot be mads

by

medi-

be strengthened and
preserved by tS»e use of
can

for Coughs,
Asthma, and all disen re

sure

Colds,

eases of the

lungs.
35
and
75 cents.
Price,
EO
cents.
Tria! Bottles,

feb&

deod&weownrmlyG

DYSPEPSIA CAW BE CUBED.

HEEBOLIHE
Is an infallable cure for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Biliousness, and all diΛ permanent
seases of the digestive organs.
cure guaranteed in every case, even though
been
restored
doctors fail. Thousands* have
to health and happiness by its use. Sold by
first-class druggists everywhere.
Chief of Police Tompkins says:

SEPT. 13.

sets

Length

of day
Moon rises

...

5
J2 38

«,Ai_ht

j ueifeiu

....

11 30
(... 8 ft 5 m
8 it 8 in
j

SON,

OOK. FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,
Sole Agents for Portland, Me.
eod2m

augio

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.

NEW S.
PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Sept. 11.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberlaud, Thompson, St John, NB.
via Eastport for Boston.
Sieamer NoAelty, Joyce, Bay St Lawrence.
Barque McLeod, (Br) Fulton, Barbadoes—sugar
Vessel to Chase, Leavitt
to Geo s Hunt & Co.

j & Co.

Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J Β
Coyle.
Barque Jeanie Louttit, (Br) Hamon, Buenos
Ayres—Frank Dudley.
Sch Falmouth, Clark, Norfolk— J S "Winslow

No other food answers so perfectly in such
It causes no disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.

cases.

By the the use of this predigested and easily assimilated Food, fatal results in this dreaded disease can be surely prevented.

A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to its great value.
will be retained when even lime water and milk

It
is rejected by the stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it lias proved the most nutritious aiid palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For an infant may be
made

150 MEALS for $1.00.

& Co.

Scli Robt G Dun, Crowell, Baltimore—J Nicker-

son & Son.
Sch Kate M Hilton, Johnson, Baltimore—W S
Jordan & Co.
Scli Mattie J Allés, Crockett, New Yerk—Portland Smelting Works.
Sch Annie D Price, Nightingale, Plymouth—Ν
Blake.
Sch Life-boat, McDonald, Port Gilbert, NS—
master.
Sch Francis Edwards, Brookings, Kennebec, te
load for New York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sell Addie J, Wilson, Millbridge—Ν Blake.
Sch lmogene. Candidge, Blueliill—Ν Blake.

Sold by Druggists—25c., 50c., $1.00
HSP^A valuable pamphlet entitled "Medical
Opinions 011 the Nutrition of Infants and Invalids," sent free on application.
Wells, Riciiakdson & Co., Burlington. Vt.
d&w2innrm
jiy20

Star.
Jordan, Nathan Lawrence, Nellie
SUNDAY, Sept. 12.
Arrived.
McCully, Boston, to
Barque Jas Kitchen, (Br)
To Ryan & Kelsey.
Buenos
for
Ayres.
load
Nova Scotia
Brig Bessie Gracie, (Br)Lovegrove,
coal G
Sch Gen S Ε Merwiù, from Baltimore—
Τ liv Co.
Sen Etna, York, Boston.
NS
Sch Willie Freeman, from Port Med way,
wood pulp to Bowdoin Pauer Co.
Sch Afton, (Br) Odell, St John. NB-lumber to
Mark Ρ Emery.
Sch Geo Η Davenport, Steele, Columbia Fallswood to J H Blake.
Sch A Τ
Ford, Rockland—lime to L C

Haynes,

Cummings & Co.
Sch May Wyman, Bunker. Gouldsboro.
Sch Allandale, Remick, Ellsworth.
Sch Sarah Franklin, Barter, Vinalliaven.
Sch Volant, Smith, Vinalliaven.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, Deer Isle.
Sch Frank Pierce, Bass Harbor for Boston.
Sch Stella Lee, Hamilton, Deer Isle for Boston,
Sch Vaudalia, Betts, Bangor for Providence.
MERCHANTS' XMCHAJiGE.
Sid fm Gibraltar Sept δ, ship Kennebec, Ford,
(from Liverpool; for Wilmington, Cal.
Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, ship Carondelet, Stetson, Manila.
Sid fm Queenstown 10th, ship Eureka. Davis,
(from San Francisco) for Hull.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Aug l»th, ship Martha Cobb,
Greenbank, Cardiff; barque Ronny Doon, Burgess, New York.
Ε
Sid fin Auckland. NZ. Aug 4th, barque Mary
Russell, Nichols, New York.
PendleAr at Baliia Aug 5, ship Win 11 Connor,
ton, Cardiff.
Ar at Valparaiso 4th inst, ship St Cloud, Patten,
FROM

PROF.CHS.LUDWIGtheVON SEEGER,

Royal University;
Professor of Medicine at
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, <êc., de., says :
" LIEBIG CO'8 COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls. It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
also worthy
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but
of the high commendations it has received in all
essence of Beef,
It
contains
world.
of
the
parts
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry."
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidney·. Beware of Imitations.
EES MAJESTY'S FAVOEITE COBKETIC CL7C22INE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the'JPrincess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping.Roughness. SI.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrup of Sareais guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

Ïtarilla,
he market.
Ν. Y.

Fishermen.
Ar at Causo 8tli, sclis Alice C Fox, from North
Bay for Portland ; 9tli, Edith Conley, do for do, or
Gloucester.
Ar
*,°rt Mulgrave Oth, schs Lucy Dver, and
G W Brown, North Bay for Portland.

Depot

38 MURRAY

All Druggists.
D. H. HAN! & CO.,
£4 Broad Street, UOSTON, SIAS8.

W,S&Mly

el>7

SKIN CURE
is

Warranted

to

Cure

liUMORS,

ECZEMA, TETTERS,

TENDER ITCHINGS

on

all

partsS

tSAND
skin white, soft<jj
Ρ of the body. It makes the freckles,
and is the
and smooth; removes tan and
WORLD.
Elegantly
THE
in
BEST toilet dressing
of
consisting
nut up, two bottles in one package,
treatment.
external
and
Doth internal
package,
per
All first-class druggists have it. $1diirmemcTn
apr8

I'liiimdelphMl
the >ev.-di aper Adverrto g>A_' tiBing Agency
of. Tvles^t5*
j
...

j

A €ar<! to Invalids.

and add
Drug remedies produce drug diseases,
which cause
to the impurities, and obstructions,
Conthe disease for which they are administered.diminis constantly
sequently, a patient's vitality
their
ished,—and acute d seases made chronic,—by
«se
The
pi ν of

living system may i«jceive its needed supstrength, and health, lrcm Nature's materia
Light, Temperamèdica. which consists of Air,
ltest. Food,
ture. Electricity, Magnetism. Exercise,
InfluDrink, Bathing, Sleep, Clothiug, Passional
or
Surgical Appliances.w
ences. and Mechanical
Therefore it is unreasonable, and absurd, to atpoisons.
tempt to restore health by administering
the sick, by
I shall endeavor to give health to
in
well
health
persons.
which
means
preserve

S. J. PLUMPER,
No.

4i> Green St.

Office hours from 3 to 0

.Ut'

·η

sepGlw*

p. m.

NOTiGE OF REMOVAL.

DR. WILSON
can now

be

for

me

In

Discount of One Per Cent.,

Remember this Fact.
If you do not like the flavor of

LIQUID FOOD,

JIliKDOCK'S

it is the natural flavor of the
articles of which it is made,) you
alter
it every time you take it.
can
Itcmcmber also it must have a
flavor different front everything
known, as it is the only Raw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
food, cooked food or extracts. It
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

GOOJ>

A

RECORD.

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re.
stored to usefulness.

With what we have been and are doing
we «hall be able, in our new Free IloMpital
that we arc now building corner of Hunt·
in^tou Avenue and Camden Mtrcet, to perforin iu the tturgical half of the Hospital,

500
Operational annually.

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS'
corner

ConsultaNo cure, no pay, only for medicine.
tion and Examination free. Office hours from
m.
8
aug28tf
to
m.
p.
a.
9

1SS0Ï™

of

copartnership.

partnership
M11.LETT LITTLE has been dissolved by
The
limitation. All debts and dues will lie paid and col&

lected by X. John Little.

C. C. MILLETT,
X. JOHN LITTLE.

shall continue the Dry Ucods business at the
stand. No. 010 Congress street, under the style of
X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
aug25dtt
August 24th. 1S86.
I

I.AIUKM. Enamel yonr
twice a year, tops
week ami
and >"··
yn;1
the linest-polislied stove 111
ai'
irg if E! the world. For sale by
and Htove Dealers.

Itauges

once
nice a

I H.

^«■■■■■^■W'^iOcei'S
H.

KiW*EH,;\Vliolesale Agent, Portland.

aulC

iMWosol*»"

payment.
10-1

H. W. Race can be found at the office of N. S. Gardiner, No. 40 Exchange St.,
where all demands due and against the late firm
of H. W. Race &Co. will be settled. 11ENKY W.
8-1
KACE.

NOTICE-

EDUCATIONAL..

man

$1,000 cast off

or

dle

St., Portland, Me.

27-3

man

to work

on

the stock
of

in
wholesale grocery store: must be
WANTED—Young
habits and willing to work. Address in
a

own

good
hand-writing, BOX 820, Portland P. O.

Ol

I'ortluud School of

Mlenograph)'.

Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
for circular.

Send

Me.
Miss. A. L. Sawyer, 537 Congress
St., Portland,
6
eodtf
jiy9

Cash prices paid for cast
MRS. CARTER'S KINDERGARTEN
off clothing also exchanges for Smyrna Rugs
WANTED—Highest
Please send postal to M. DE. GltOOT, Perry House
o-l

—A

FREE STREET.
WANTED
p.

at 128
between 2 and 3
0-1

Apply

m.

ANTED.—A Protestant Nurse Girl of experience. Address, BOX 1437, City.
0-1

w

KE-OPENS SEPTEMBER 16, 1886,

148 Spring Street.

good capable girl

further information, address
UIRS. CARTER, 148 NprinK Ml.
eodtf
sei>3
For

Home School, Auburndale, Mass.

city
8 boys under 15. Specially adapted to meet
at F. W. DEARBON.S, 381 Congress St.,
WANTED—People
of
FORthe wants
desiring unusual attenslightly damaned boots, bar- tion for their sons,parents
may be found
both in the home and school.
to know

that

a

some

good

A

gain that cannot be beat.
school boots just in.

assortment of
8-1

BIRD, A. M.

JAMES

sepSeodlm

WANTED—A

®H

by experienced dress
Address, "12. U.," Haver-

TÎyTtWiEP
>Y KoodSSlie^ili·

-Situation

an

stenographer and type wrlfl
two years experience as corresponded
Will assist in office work. Good reference
Address H., Tress Office.
to know that
FITTS & SON, 34 Oxford street,
SOIL, for repotting plants,for 50 cents per
All orders by mail or otherwise, promptly
ed to.

WANTED-Thepeople

given?
7-1

.JOHN
deliver
bushel.
attend7—1

first class plain cook, or working housekeeper. The best of references
will be required. Apply at 9G Park St., in the
7-1
evening from 7 to 8.

WANTED—A

-A first class salesman iu

retail

a

WANTED.
grocery; igust be experienced and furnish
I. &
best of references.
Co.

B. &

office,

Address this

7—1

travelling salesman acquainted with the trade in Vermont State would
like to engage with a dry goods and notion house ;
best of references from present employers ; terms
reasonable. Address J. K., Press Office.
sep2-3

WANTED—A

middle aged, capable woman,
to do general housework in a small family.
lOtf
Address, HELP, Tress Office.

WANTED—A

orders for collecting city offal
to be left at our office after this date. TeleM.
980.
G.
STAN
WOOD & CO., 2G1 and
phone
3-8
265 Commercial St.

WANTED—All

Wanted Immediately.
experienced cook at 13G FREE ST.,

AN
Β

Y

sepOdtf

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dtf

Wanted.
LUNT & CO., No. 2
seplOdlw

F. T.

Free Street.
COATMAKERS.

LET.

TO

House and small Stable on
Hartley Avenue, Woodfords, Deering.
JOHN C. COBB, 31 V-z Exchange Street, Portlana.
IjET—New

TO

IjET— 3 good Rents in Western section
City. Enquire of C. T. WALDRON, 40 Ex11-1
change Street.

TO

ΕjET—Parties in want of unfurnished
rooms would do well to call at St. Julian Hotel, as there are a few more desirable ones to 1 it
yet. single or in suites. Inquire of R. W. UN10-1
l)ERWOOD or H. 1). MARBLE.

TO

LET-Α desirable rent for a Boarding
House. Apply to JOHN F, PROCTER. Ceu10-1
tennial Block.

TO

JLET—Iu the upper part of the city, a few
furnished rooms, with good large closets, at
For particulars enquire at
reasonable prices.
0-1
106 PARK STREET.

TO

nicely furnished front

room

large
with first-class table ooard to the
TOwill be let
at 524y2
at reasonable rates.
LET-Α

Apply
CONGRESS STREET, opposite Casco.

right parties

8-1

IjET—A nice rent of six rooms, near Lincoln Park for $17.00 per month: possession
given Sept. 15th. Apply toL. TAYLOR, ά8δ Con8-1
gress street.

TO

IjET—All Gents' know the place where
cleansed, rethey can get their garments
dyed, pressed, etc., at a reasonable price,

TO
ents'
Saired,

own cloth cut and made to order in the
latest style. FRED W. GROSSTUCK, Tailor, 266
Middle St., above junction of Free and Middle
31-2
streets.

TO

LET-Α

—AND—

School for Young Ladies and Misses,

new

§aiH7(h>.v'''Liter»lure,
Hist©ryo£'T*fctfJL£^*.Nal
SSUtf?
i|llirl)
general Jyl"
alWJ* 0IT
analytical

raradî8lô^psti

composition

ialty.

Miss Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils in Instrumental Music.
and PaintSpecial rates in Music. Drawing
&c.,
ing to pupils of the school. Apply for terms,
aulédtf
at 96 PARK STREET.

Eilisli and Classical School,
502 C0NCRESS ST.

pupils of both sexes in Common and
Higlner English and College preparatory studies.
Both individual and class instruction given. Certificate of principal admits to Wellesley College.
Pall Term begin» Tuesday, September 14.
Daily sessions from J> a. m. to l p. m. (yPrivate
Lessons in English, Ancient or Modern Languages,
For further information adat reasonable rates.

;

UI.,

Principal.
eodtf

aug30
Public Schools.

next term of the public schools of the city
will begin MONDAY, Sept. 13th. It is desir
able that pupils shall join their classes the first
day of the term. New applicants for admission
will apply to the Principal of the School in the
district in which they live.
No one who has not been vaccinated can be admitted to school.
TIIOS. Τ ASH, Supt. of Schools.
6-71
Portland, Sejt. 4, 1880.

Ί1ΙΙΕ

Portland Academy.
begins Sept. 13,1886, at the Rooms
in Franklin Block, Cor. of Congress and
Brown streets. Grammar and High school courses
of study for pupils of both sexes.
A business course of study including thorough
training in English.
Private pupils received as usual. An evening
class in History and English Literature will be
formed early in October. For particulars, inquire
MISS ETTA A. FILES, Principal,
of
No. 64 Myrtle Street.
sepld3w
Term

C., KIMBALL,

WILLARD

PIANO AND ORGAN,
No. 627 Congress Street·
dim

sep2

new studio building.
145 Dartmouth Street, Boston.

nnuii re

UUfvLCO

ART SCHOOL
INSTRUCTORS

ΗΙΤβΙΝΕββ

CHANCES.

S AI^E—Ladies and gents furnishing
goods store, established 20 years; good
large living room in rear ; rent only $30 month ;
good fixtures; will take stock and sell at value;
on great thoroughfare, price about $650, accord-

FOR

ΙΟ SLOCK,

111g

ses2£

line L'ilauLC

ιυ»

ουιιι&

v/mo.

Remember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will be restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been pre-

any. Common food does not contain over one per
'ient. ι hat is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
lu nlcoholic extracts fi.97. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20,13 to 56.13 per cent,
Food
sh
These facts sTiow
why Murdock's
excels all other foods and preparations i η making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

Liquid

Τ Ε Ο—Agents for the easiest selling aron the market ; experienced canvassers
make big pay ; new beginners make §3 per day;
call or write. G. L. POND & Co., 227 Washing7—1
ington street, Boston, Mass.

make 10
A lablespoonful
day
rounds new blood monthly, and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
ANO HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

MURUOCK
Iïiy22

LIQUID
"

FOOD

ΚΙΙβΙΝΕΜ

without

board may be obtained at 42
10-1
Apply after 5 p.m.

STATE STKEET.
ROOMS

LOST AND FOUND.
last

travelling shawl

Friday
; grey
track
between the terminus of the horse
LOST—On
within the
and the cemetery
at Morrills
a

car

or

comer

limits of the cemetery. The finder
factorally rewarded by leaving the

StKEET, Portland.

PINE

band chased

will be satissame at 191
8-1

the

finder will

ring;
confer favor and be rewarded by leaving at
LOST—Gold
7-1
574Va Consress Street.
a

OUND—Rooms with board; also good table
7—2
board, at 70 Federal street.

F

BOARD.

ARDHVO—First class table-board, with

Counsellor at Law,
(LATE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,)

can

opposite

Boston.
CO., SM&Wtl

PORTLAND, J?IE.

JLunt, Counsellor at
associated with Wilbur
Law aud in Patent Cases,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
PORTLAND, ME.
eod3m
jel6

LOCIi Ε Ai LOCKË,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Three door* west of foiuier office.
Ira 8. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.
dtt
feh27

DR. G. NI. TALROT,
II. H. CI η y & §οη'β Drug Ntore. J
tion of Free aud Middle street*:

over

SALE OR EXCHAiVtiE—In the eastsection of the city, in good neighborhood,
cottage, with 7000 feet of land ; has flower
garden aud fruit trees. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va

FOR
frame

■■'

,·|

SifS&Z■·
nisi:;·.

-ν.τ

.'-'xiii

-τ

W 0 L F Ε

'

S

RINTING

WE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT WELL.

Îioses.

STREET,

YORK.
dly

9

Hl'OBTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

IN THE

ALL· KINDS,

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOK BALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST..

on

A frame

—

11-1

you.

THURSTON & CO.,

B.
97

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland,

house, containing ten

square
10-1
BENJAMIN SHAW, 481/3 Exchange St.
SALE—An old and well established
Coal trade, on the line of all railroads run-

Importers,

PORTLAND, ML

AleoGancral Managers for New Euglaud tortue

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
fbom habbiuoiv. mauve.

FOR
_Î

tl.io nlfw

onrf

r»n«

nf t.hA hpst. phancfis fi»r

elevator as the track runs through it; will be
sold for about one-half the cost to close out. Ap8-1
ply to L. TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.

Paris.

106

PORTLAND,

<ιh

OK SAIiE—2d-hand engines, boilers, circular saws,planers,grist mill, handsaw, shingle
hangers, belts and blackmill, shafting,
smith tools, anvils, bellows, drill steel, etc. Apply
8-1
to L. TAYLOK.

F

Office Hours:

FOR

ornamental trees ;

it

is

—

FOR SAIjE—Sole Agent for
the Victor, American Champion, Challenge.
Ideal Bicycles
Footes Anti
and
Boys
Safety,
Header, always in stock ; catalogues free. E. S.
23'J
PENDEXTEK. with J. A. Merrill & Co., No.31-2
Middle street, Portland.

BICY<!IjEW
WAIiE

—

Owner

leaving the country will

sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
FOR
Boston
furnished
House in nourishing city
near

;

«200 per month clear, year
complete, and paying
location: never
round; always full; low rent; good
Address J. W. FERInvestigate.
changed hands;
13-12
GURSON, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

AND

1

kITCUE\ FURNISHING GOODS.
PORTLAND ME

NARKS,

WNl. HI.

—

AND

iflaine Central

97

ι

-3 bxchangc

St., Portland,

Mcarboro',
Pine Point,
Old Orchard,
Haco,

FINK JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
atAil orders by mall or telephone promptly

tended to.

novlleoutf

ANTOINE DOR ΤΙ COS,

ARCHITECT,

TO

specialty.

price houses and seaside cottages

aug!8eocU2m

a

tions.

t·
*«£hrough tickets issued and baggagetochecked
<lesfm»wklL· jyFrelght received up 4.00 F. m.
the
Uni··
*1
For TlcketsTh»«-^lqtt;rooln*' »PPly
or for other Imor-

ExcÏÏaï!«42»^.
Office/Tro-W^d

Ticket Office, 40
ination at Company's
of State street.
nov20dtf

—LINK

Paaama,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco, Cabla
$βΟ| Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Branuan Sta,
N.
For Jnpno and rhiutt.
CITY OF RIO DE .JAN EIRO, sails Tuesday. Sept.
21st, at 2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general Informat Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
Κ. A. A DA.71* A- CO.,
115 Hinte Hlreel, Cor. If read St., Boat···
dtf
jelO

—

ONLY

—

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

CENTRÂT RAILROAD

FARE ONLY $1.00.
MtTITIIVIFR AKRAKOEnENTHi
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

and TREMONT
JOHN BROOKS
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

alternately leave
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arriving jn season for connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worce·
ter. New York, &c.
J. B. COY LE. Jr. Manager.
Je29tf

Boston I Philadelphia
DIRECT STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.

4? til

For Bangor, Ellsworth and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bruns

IfwTVm&s

From Long Wharf, Bo*ton, 9
Ρ· m· From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
insurance

one-nan ine rare 01

'sailing vessel.
West by the Penxi. R. K., aid
Freights
South by connecting Unes, forwarded free of com-

wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Water

for the

ville only.

AU other trains' timed na ftbovo from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15no»·
p. in. train is the night express with
QttQ/»ho<l and runs avf.rv nielit Sun·
but not to
days included, through to Bar Harbor to
Belfasi
on
mornings or
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

mission.

Bound Trip 918*
Meals and Room included.
or passage apply fc<»
Ε. B. MAIV1PMO*, A|ral,
7Ο liOng Wharf, BomIo··

Paaaagr *10.00.
For

freight

31dtf

Monday

OFtTm

CHANCE

Sunday mornings.
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows : The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoon trams
fromWatervtlle, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at
5.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, lirai nud *ecoud cla**, (οι
all point* in the Province* on unie nt reon

Ou nml A/ler

Ε

.Tlonday, Wept. 13,

STEAMER HAIOEE,
CAPT. II. B. TOWNMEHD,

rate*.

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND makes two
trips per week on the route between Portland anr
Machiasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Machiasport at 4.00 a
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Mauager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
je25tt
Portland, June 25.1886.

LINE.

From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

duced

;

sails Wednesday, Sept. 16, doob.
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal St., North
River, for Ναα Frnnciiico via The Inlfauau· ·!

On and after MONDAY, Sept. 13,
1880, I'lisscnct r Trains Leave
Portlauil lis follows:
For Bungor, Vnnceboro, St. John, Halifax and the Provinces, Ht. Stephen and
Arooitooh County, 12.30 p. in., via Cewistou. 12.35 and til.15 p. in., via Augn»ta; and
for Ellsworth. Bar Harbor, and Bangor
Ac Piscataquis Β. B., til.15 p. m., foi
Hkowhegan, Belfast an.I Dexter, 12.30,
12.35, $11.15 p. in.; Waterville, 6.45 a. m.,
m. ; for Au·
12.30,12.35, 5.15 and, til.15 p. and
Biunsdim ta, Ha Howell, «Jardiner
a.
tll.15
0.45
p. m. ;
12.35,
5.15,
m.,
wick,
5.15
p. in., and od
Bath, 0.45 a. m 12.35,
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m. ; Kocklaud and
Knox and liiucolu Β. B., 0.45 a. m., 12.35
p.m.; and on Salurdays only at 5.15 p. in.;
Aul urn and JLewiston at 83.0 a. m., 12.30,
5.10 p.m.; Lewititon via Brunswick, 0.45
a. m., tll.15 p.m. ; Fnrmington, IVlonmoutb,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Αηκοα,
12.30 p. m.; Fnrmington via Brunswick,
G.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

Harbor,

ΓΟΗ—

California, Japan, Chin· Central
and >outh America and Mailer

$1.50.

Skôwhegan

,ΟΙΡΑΛΪ?

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP

CO miles sail on Lake Winuipesukee, the most
beautiful lake in America, on the fast steamer
An excellent dinner can be
"Mt Washington."
Ticket»· good goin*
obtained on the steamer.
and
14
resuming Wept. 14 and Ι5ΛΝ6.
Sept.
Train leaves Portland at 8.40 a. ni., returning, arrive Portland at 8.08 p. m.
D. J. FLANDER8,«Gen'l Passenger Agent.
sepl0a4t
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.

MAIM

J. B. iX)YÎX;-JM^
Gen'l Manager,

NEWPORT

1
1

willieave Burnham's Wharf, Portland,dally (Sundays excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching at
Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 3.00 p.
ra.
Will leave So. Freeport daily at 7.30 a. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages In attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity. jel7d3m

MM STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

Itiimford Falls and Buckfield Γ lilroad

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. ni. Returning, leave Fier
38, East River, New Yo'k, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LE. Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.

INLAND HTEA.flKBM.

railway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.45 a. m.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Connection* via drnud

Trunk

Γ

and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives in Bucklield at 3.50 aud Car
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Keturuing trains leave Canton at 4.15 and y.*0
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Be,
ton.
Stage connections daily with passeuger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy ; at Buckfield foi
West Sumner, Chase's Mills aud Turner; at Can
tou for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Ruraford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jelHdtf

PORTLANDS WORCESTER LINE.
Po, mind & Rochester It. R.
ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
On and after JVIonduy, J u ne Îi8,
Passenger Trains will Lear-

For Worce*te:r, Clinton) Ayer Junction.,
Nashua, Wiudhnna and Fpping at 7.3
a. m. and 1.IO p. na.
For IVf anchenter, Concord, and points NortL
at 1.IO p. m.
For KocheMter, SpriuKvnle, Alfred, Water·
boro, aud Sato Kiverat 7.JO n. m., 1.1<|
and (mixed) at tf.tfO p. m.
For C»orhum at 7.JO n. m., I.IO, 6.20, an
(mixed) at ti.:SO p. iu.
For Snccnrappa, Cumberland ÎTlill», W> «ι
brook Juuctiou and U'ocifford'ii at 7.^·
and lo.oon. na., i.io, ;*.oo, 6.t*o .τ,·
(mixed) *0..'ί0 p. m.
For Forent Avenue ^peering) ΙΟ OO η. »nA.
Route for
Ayer Junct. with KIoohuc Tunnel
fo?
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
all rnii
New York via Norwich liine, and
Ac Ν. Κ. R. Κ.
Ν.
V.
also
with
Via Springfield,
ItONtUll «

.v.

.iiuou]

trains of Grand Trunk Kallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Portmay be had of 8. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester l>epot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PK TERS.Sum.

OF TIME.

lSi»6t
On and after MONDAY, July Λ,
train·* will run a*· followη
DF ΡΛΚΤΙΚΚΝ.
12.50
For Atiburit and FewiHtou,7.20a.IU.,
and 5.CO p. m.
For Cor-liana, 3.F0 and 5.30 p. IU.
For (ûorhaui, Montreal aud Chicago,
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. in.

9.30

35 Exchange St., and Deoot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATE
—

TO

Delightful Nnil (twenty mil») ilow· C'uaeo Bay.
On and after Sept. 13,1886, Steamer Gordon
will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily,
as follows, viz.
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jeuk's, Harpswell and Orr's Island, 0.30 a.

and 5.00 p. m.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.15
m., 1.30 p. m. Harpswell at 6.45 a. m. 2 p.m.:
Jenk'sat7.35 a. m., 2.50 p.m.; Hope Island at
7.40 a. m., 2.55 p. m. ; Little Chebeague at 7.50 at
a. m., 3.0o p. m. : Long Island at 8.10 a. ni., 3.25
p. m. Arrive at Portland at 8.45 a. m.. 4.00 p. m.
*5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to H: rpswell.
Sl^DAVS.
For Harpswell and intei mediate landings at
2.<Ό
lO.OOa. m.,
p.m. Return leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.3v,
Round trip tickets. Sundays, to
a. in.. 4.30 p. in.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
Je30dtf
m.

a.

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO,
Steamer ( ADET will leave Franklin Wharf as
follows:
For Peaks' Island C OO, 6.45, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
4.30. 6.10, 7.30 p. m. ; return 6.25, 7.15, 10.50 a.
m., 2.35, 5.10, 6.30, 9.00 p. m. ForCushing's 6.45,
10.30 a.m., 2.15,4.30,6.10 p.m.;
return 7.05,
1

IU)

aiul Soutliwrsl.

West

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage
WM. ElWiAK, (J. I". Α.,
July B, 1886.

STEPHENSON. Suol.
jy5<ltf

Ο Λ Π

1.»

η

iiA

Λ RA

ΤΛ

...

Ι',,.

/W.

m-, 2.15, 4,50 ρ nu; return 11.10 a.
m., 2.r>8, 4.60 p. m.
J. B. UOYIiE. Jr.. Manager
selSdtf
a.

WEEK DAY TKIPN.

"EXPRESS"

STEAMERS

AND "MINNEHAHA,'

On and After Sept. 11, l»se,
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45. 6.46, 9.00,10.80,
12.15, 2.15,3.00, 4.30, 6.10, 7.*0,ft.30.
Leave Portland for (ireat and Little Diamond, F.vercreen and Trefethen's 5.4Ô, 0.50, 9.00,10.30,
2.00. 4.30, «.10. 7.30, U.S.).
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30, 2.00,

Ï£l5.

4.30.
Leave Peaks' ti.lo, 7.15, 9.30, 11.00, 1.10, 3.40,
3.30, 5.00. (1.30, 7.50, 9.50.
Leave Little Diamond (i.20,7.30,9.40,11.40, 1.06.
3.10, 5.30, 0.45, 7.55, 9.55.
Leave Great Diamond 0.15, 7.25,9.20,11.35,1.00.
3.05. 5.25, 0.30, 8.00, lO.OO.
Leave Kvergretn 6.06, 7.15, 9.30, 11.25,12.56,
2.55, 5.15, (1.40.

Leave Trelethen s 0.10, 7.20, #.25,11.30, 12.6
3.00, 5.20, 0.35, 8.0f, 10.05.
Long Inland, 11.15, 2.45, 5.05.
MtfNRAY TRIPK.
Irfave Portland for Peaks', 9.00, 10.30, 12.1
3.00,
4.30.
2.15,
6.10.
Leave Portland for Little aud (ireat Diamond. Evergreen and Trefethen's, 9.00, 10.30, 12.16,
2.00. 4.30, U.lo.
Leave Portlajpd for Long Island, 10.30,2.00,4.30.
Leave Peaks', 9.30,10.00, 1.10, 2.40,3.30. 5.00.

Leave

6.30.
Leave Little

5.30,0.35.

Diamond, 9.40, 11.40, 1.05, 3.10,

Leave Great Diamond 8.20,
I,.25, 6.40.
Leave Evergreen 9.30,11.25,

11.36, 1.00, 3.06,

12.56, 2.56, 6.16,
6.46.
Leave Trefethen's 9.25, 11.30,12.60, 3.00, 6.20,
0.60.
Leave Long Island, 11.16, 2.45. 5.06.
Single tickets, 20 cents ; Children's tickets, 16
cents; sixty rides. S3.00; twenty children's tickets, $1.00: Long Island and return, 25 cents.
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.^
seplldtf

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND 0IAM0ND COVE.
Oil

Detroit, Chicago, Mil wan It
Cincinnati, Mt. 3.oui*. Omaha, NagiU«w, St. K'aul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Nan Fraucixco,
and all points In the

·.

tage 10.30

nnil

niter, llon<iu>, Mrpt.
until

further noticr,

Canada,

J.
Artistic low

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 p. *., f#r
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

road

LAKE WINNIPESAUKEE
—

—

—

—

OX

—

AND ALL PARTS OF
New Η πια* wick, Nera «colin, Prince Edward* I*»land, Mad Cape Breloa.

Centre Harbor!
—

FOB

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, K. S.

I Well» Branch,
H>Ils, (E. Dir.)
j Portsmouth,
—

Slorlhwesl,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

jiflousuai,

Biddeford,
Hennrbunk,
hfnnebuukport,
Well* Bench,

TIC KET OFFICE

Me.

International

North lier wick,
June, Cape Elizabeth.
Scarboro', (E. Dir.)
i %Vrsl Mrarboro',
|.«4aco, (E. Dir.)
Bidrict'ord, (E. Dir.)

night train aft β
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Parlor cars on day traiu between Portland aod
Montreal.

■lllJiTBKS' EXCHANGE,

«TKAMKBS.

—FROM—

Portland,

cars on

Job Printer

«HAS. H. FOYE.

Jy22dtf

aïllxcu»

ARRIVALS.

—

Mountain and

R.
PORTLAND Ai\D OGIIEiKSBlRGβ. R.
T. Α.

6.3C

From Lewbloo and Auburn, 8.25 a. n..
12.05. 3.15 and 5.40 p. m.
From Corhani, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. in.

Book, Card

—

THE

iHistftaru ttuir l.iUM
clay at 8.35 a. in.,
leaving Portland every weekCars
attached. Tickwith through Parlor Sleepinghad at Waldron's, 40
ets and all information to be
at ticket office of
and
Portland,
Exchange street,

BOSTWMAINER.R.

CHANUE

WARE

AND

—

Portland, White

P.M.

jeliOdtf

in.

—

12, EXCHANGE ST.,

the most central and desir-

able location in town ; also 14 acres on Spring St.,
6 acres on Stroud water, splendid land: also 3 lots
north side, near school house,
on Valentine St.,
each 50x200; will be sold reasonably to close an
estate. Apply to MRS. Ε. H. RITCHIE, Corner
3-4
Main and Stroudwater, Saccarappa, Me.

ME.

n... 2 to 8 p.

STOVES,™

jlOR WACK-Earm

NAI.E—Fine residence: property on
corner of Main and Stroudwafer, Saccarapof story and a half house, ell and
consisting
;
pa
stable, large open lot in front, set with fruit anu

a.

Wholesale and Ketall Dealers in

engine,

at No. Yarmouth. Walnut
Hill ; contains fifty acres, good set of buildmust be sold, owner to leave
orchard;
fine
ings,
the state, apply on the premises to L. W. SAWYER, or N. ». GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.,
7-1
Portland.

10.10

TRUM KAILWAY OF CAMADA
TENNEY & DUNHAM, GRAND

of 875,000 pel year; buildings, machinery,
FOR
boiler, etc.. all good; power and buildings

other business if desired ; price
may be used for
§8000; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
sep7-8
box 1239. Boston.

9 to 12

aus27

pulleys,

HAIiE— Or lease, grain mill, with trade

β.10

Bridgton

\cClose connection made at Wembrook J η
tion witli through traius of Maine Central 11. ΓΙ. aad
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

St.,

—

ALL POINTS WEST

12.a5
8.45
7.41
12.41)
«.15
l.eave Portland (F.&0.K.B.) 8.36
11.10
3.U7
8.6C
Arrive Bridgton
Stage connects with all trains for North Bridgton and Harrison, and with trains leaving PortUno
12.40 p. in. for Waterford.
J· A. BENNETT, Snpt.

Willi

DR. E. M. PLUMMER,

conven-

AN1>

—

Arrive Portland

for Philadelphia
("Steamer Maryland Route") and
the Mouth, in··
Ilaltiiuorr, WaNhington,

Me.

Falls !

Niagara

...

Portland:

TO DO YOUR

ience ;

As a general beverage ami necessary
correctlre of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other préparation for these pur·
A public trial of over 30 years
titration in every section of our country
of Udoluho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have Insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

iaarlO

your card and I will call

Trains Leave

Βδί·«Λϋα»·>Β51]3

WANT,

WE

FOR
rooms, well arranged for comfort and
feet ; price $2500.
size of lot 1550

SCHNAPPS.

MEW

1' one down, all first-class and must be tosold.
K.
by card or in person,
Apply at U. S. Hotel,
leave
B. WHITCOMB. All ready for occupance,
SALE

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

18 BEAVEE

ΑιΙί'Ίί—rnree nouses, two up iowA1Ti1ii(i

lai—

unc-

1ftlfid3m

,\f t«wh

ern

'"Ζ'·\'3υ<

(,'

Je25tf

Commencing June 88, 1886.

Nitrous Oxitle Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired for the painless

a
~"·

STREET,

180 MIDDLE

Ii^lOR

-Ϊ&-

removed to

have

MLE—A Provision store with licensed
Bar attached ; tenement of 9 rooms overhead, good barn, team, and paying meat route ;
large cash trade ; rent of buildings $20 5month;
miles
price of fixtures, stock, and team, $800;
from Boston; fine bargain. G. L. POND & CO.,
11-2
227 AVashington St., Boston, Mass.

"■

<Λ

F.

DENTIST.

FOR

mm-,

BATES,

Solicitor of Patents,

FOR MALE.
S A EE—Household goods; on account
of sickness and misfortune, 1 am obliged to
break up housekeeping, aud would like to sell
what household goods 1 have, consisting of tables,
chairs, mirrors, chamber set, bed lounge, sofa,
etc. ; also
spring beds, pictures, Atlantic range,one
in want
one splendid toned Estey organ ; any
them
examine
upon
such
can
by
calling
articles
of
me, at Sullivan & Osgood's, 94 Portland Street,
11-1
after 1 p. in. II. c. FKEEMAN.

VJ

eod3m

jelG

or

be found at WELLCOME S
BOwithout rooms,
8-1
Casco.
Street,

524V2 Congress

CARDS.

WILBUR F. LUNT,

S. W.

ROOMS.

will

a

sepO

ticle
WAIV

physician.

four times

Mr. BUNKER, Mr. GRAVES, Miss BAILEY.
Fourth year begins Oct. 1. Drawing, Painting;, Portraiture, Flowers and Still Life.
Classes (lay and
Life Studies a specialty.
evening. Saturday Class for Teachers. Circulars
Me. Terms
Portland.
Ait
T.
Stubbs'
Store,
at J.
moderate. Apply to or address as above.
FBANK M. COWLES, Manager.
dim

FOR

BABIES.

a

LUI» IS il

Apply to Ε. D. WOODWAKD, 339 Washington
10-1
Street, room L., Boston, Mass.
SALE—29 room lodging house in heart
of city, rooms all well furnished at cost of
nearly $3,000, insured for §2,500; will sell if
taken at once for §1,650, one-half cash, balance
easy terms. This house will net $100 per month
easy. B1UTTAN & PIIELPS, 339 Washington
8-2
St., Boston, Mass.

Am..

J. HAMILTON, 8npt
T. A.

CHAS. H. FOYE, G.
June 25, 1886.

Street, Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & Τ. A.
J AS. T. FURBEll, Gen'l Manager.
je28

lleeeives

dress as above,
Cî. H. VABNK¥, A.

p. in.,
liesorts.
and way.
5.45 p. m., Mixed train from Bartlett
7.45 p. m.. from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdeusburg and West.
„IF 4 Q

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:

Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes
Oenf«»«»LryUon. Kcwdi g. Arl History,
and Koteral
Literature. Girls
ta'e
who have already iiι
can in one year combine the si I III J n
U1®
reading
erature with the
Iliad, the Odyssey, the ^Enead,
and the Inferno, and with any two branche«r*>ic»
Art History, Architecture. Sculpture, and Paintwill meet twice a
ing. The class in
week and will begin with "Greene's Analysis," as
technicalispecial attention will be given to the will
recite
ties of English construction. Classes
four times a week each in Astronomy, Physiolstudents
4-crniau.
iimf
French
Special
ogy,
will be received in all these classes. Euglish pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as
of
the
school, the discipconsistent with the plan
line of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
in
the
family may be seday pupils and places
cured by personal application after Sept. 1st. or
will he ReIVo
Meats
time.
at
letter
any
by
nerved utile*» previously eugiiKed.
Miss H. K. Creigliton will continue her classes
in Drawing au«l Paiutiug and will also receive private pupils. China fainting a spec-

Trains will
and until further notice Passenger
JLeave Porllnad as follows:
Glen
S.3Î a. n., foi No. Conway. Jackson, Profile
House, Crawford's. Faybans, Bethlehem,
St,
Montpelier,
Kiver,
Wells'
House, Littleton,
Burlington
Johnsbury. Newport, Montreal,
West.
and
8wanton, Ogdensburg
Mt.
19.40 p. m., Express to Fabyan's, Summit
House, LittleWashington, Bethlehem, Profile
conJefferson,
and
Lancaster
ton, Franconia,
and St.
necting via Wells' River for Montpelier
This train will not
Jolinsbury same afternoon.
Hiram.
or
W. Baldwin
stop at 80. Windham,
Bartlett and In«1.15 p. in., Local, Portland to
termediate stations.
Kezar Falls, Porter,
Stages for Liminrton.lSebago,
12 40 p. m.
Denmark and Lovell connects with
with 6.15 p. in.
Stage for No. Windham connects
train.
Train* Arrive in Ρ·π1ηηφ
stations.
S.45 a. m., 'rom Bartlett and way
Mountain
Express from all White
12.&5

EASTERN DIVISION.

attention is given to the common and

15,

NEPT.

Commencing Monda;, June 28, 1886,

For Botton at 2.00 and H9.00 a.m., Tsl.00 ant
*6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. Foi
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. For Porttniouth and Newbur?port a'
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Foj
Anaeebury 9.00a. m. 1.00and 6.00 p.m. For9»
leui and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 a.
б.00 p. m. PU LiLiVIAN t'ABB on above trains
^Connects with Rail Lines for New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, Sout
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office·
wr_·

ARRANGEMENT,

SUMMER

ΤΒΛΙΝΠLKAV£ PORTLAND
For BoNton at t6.16, t8.40 a. m., tl2.40, t3.30
t5.30 p.m. Botton for Portland 7.30,8.3(9 a.m.
For Mcarboro Kcnch,
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m.
Pine Point, Old Orchard, Mace. Biddeford
and Hcnaebul 6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30,
5.30, 6.10, p. m. Well- Beach 6.15, 8.40 1. m.,
3.30, $5.00, 5.30 p. m. North Berwick, («rent
Pa IN. Dovei 6.15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, |5.00,
5.30 p. m. Exeter, Haverhill, JLavrreuce and
Lowell 6.15 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m.
Bochewter. Farmington and Alton B»)j8.40
a. m., 12.40'. 3.30 p. m. Wolf bor· and Centre
ITIanchcaier
IIarbor 8.40 a. III., 12.40 p. ID.
and 4'oncorcf (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.
m.. 3.3» p. m. via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
tConnects with all Kail Lines to New York.
South and West.
tVia Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,40
а. m., 12.40, 530 p. m. Returning leave Bostou at
8-30 a. ra., 1.00. 3.50. 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Botton 1.00, 5.30 p. m. ; for Dover 1.00,
5.30 p. IU.; for Mcarboio Beach, Pine Point.
Old Orchard Beach, Naco and Biddct'ort)
1.00, 5.30 p. m,

ISNtt.

UK.OPUN

Special
higher English Branches, Arithmetic, Bookkeep
in

IjiALL

IJiSO.

J7,

BRIDGTQN&SAG0RIVER R.R.

No. 96 Park Street,

WILL

positioîf

WA1VTKD.—A

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Classes

»'Ift'»i June

Ogdensiiiirg fi. R.

Portland and

ΤΒΛΙΛ NKKVICIÎ,

WESTERN DIVISION.

1

call on Wednesday, Friday and Saturday from half past
half
four
at
135
two to
Vaughn street, WM.
past
8-1
T. HOLT.

competent cook;

house containing seven rooms,
large closets, Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
FREDERICK STREET, within three minutes
walk of horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Station. Terms moderate.
Inquire at 1039 Con19-3
gress street.

WOLFE'S SON & 00.,
BUILDING, U00LPH0

of Caeco.

double house for the amount of his first
M. G. PALMER.

er

Clothing
buy
of all kinds, Highest cash price paid. Cal
WANTED—To
address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 07 Mid-

iu

a

10-1

A smart able bodied

ΡΛΜΝΕ.ΥβΕΚ

own

a

young
who understands pressing hay and to do othWANTED
work. Apply to 38 PLUM ST., Portland. 10-1
—

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

one

for gentleman, wife and
or
unfurnished rooms
Address Box 1396, Port-

WANTED—Board

two children,
with table board near.
land P. O.

Girls Wanted.

consulted at his

heretofore existing beetwoen

MILK CRUST,
g INFLAMMATION,
ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
I ; ALL
AND SCALP
HAIR
£ DISEASES OF
Β'SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES £

\

WAlllfil!

Congres 81.,
DR. C. \V. BENSON'S

)

will be allowed on all of said tax bills paid on or
before October 31st. 1886.
H. W. H ERSE Y,
Treas. and Collector.
sep7d2w

which lias "Ore in Sight" valued Ht S147
assays from which give
$J<tO to #250 per ton in Gold, ask for Capital to further develop the same and put it upon a
pay m? basis by the erection of suitable machinery,
&c. Will sell an equal one-half interest lor ^50,OOO. the money so obtained to be placed in trust
or otherwise secured to the purpose above mentioned. For full information, principals only adWJI. II. HPOONER,
dress
Ki iHtol, R. Ï.

STREET.
M&Flynrm

dec7

«

phia.

BURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and ICtdney
Complaints, Nervousness, IIeartui rn.Wixd
in thb Stomach or Pains in the Bowels,
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits.
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Meqicine it is quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and nil other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy an<7
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
nervous, and sickly to health, strength, and vigor.
who, from
Nightly Dissipation. —Personsfeel
the
evil
dissipating too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors In violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

BEST 1 ν THE WOJtLD. 63 SB Em F* Ο Ba
Sold everywhere.
3..y:<»et the Pennine.
ΓΙΌ ADVEHTISEKS.-Lowest rates tor a«li vertising ill IOOO a«o<l newspapers sent
free. Address GEO. i\ KOWELL & CO., 10
&&η4άΰί1&ΐ£1 m
Spruce St.. Ν. Υ.

Shanghae.

Memoranda.
WilShip Kennebec, Ford, from Liverpool for rudwhich
put into Gibraltar with and
mington, Cal,
der damaged, repaired without discharging
proceeded Sept 5.
Sell Lookout, of and from Calais for Philadelphia, which went ashere Aug 14 at Hereford Inlet. has been abandoned and will be a total wreck.
Most of the cargo sived and taken to Philadel-

NOTICE

FRAZERJ&E

Sell Pierce, Dodge, Bangor—Paris Flouring Go.
Sell Sarah, Rice, Prospect Harbor—Ν Blake.
Sell Freeman, Torrey, South-West i arbor—Ν
Blake.
Sch White Foam, Ford, Lamoine—Ν Blake.
SAILED—Barques Sarmiento, Carrie Ε Long,
Jeanie Louttit; urig Henry Β Cleaves; schs 11 G
Duu, Bertha Warner, Falmouth, Kate M Hilton,
Addie

City of Portland,
Treasurer's Office, Sept. 6,1886.
is hereby given that the tax bills
the year 1886, have been committed to
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a

question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14*10 percent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain

The BEST FOOD to be used in

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

prepared to let pleasant sunny rooms connected
and single, furnished or unfurnished with board,
at reasonable prices. Can accommodate a few
table boarders. Reference required. J. 0. SHIR10-1
LEY, proprietor.

The

connection with Partial Nursing.

PREVENTIVE and CURE for

seplldlw

TAXES FOR 1886.

scribed by

It may be used with confidence, when the
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a safe and
natural substitute for mother's milk.

A SURE

}
I
on
f Laying out
New Streets.
j

WHITMAN SAWYER,
ANSEL G. DEWEY,
HENRY P. COX,
PATRICK O'NEIL,
Portland, Sept. 10,1886.

New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 15,1885.
To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCEBN :
I have suffered severely for years from Dyspepsia, so badly that it was impossible for me to keep
anything-on my stomach. I commenced taking
Herboline about July 1st, have used three boxes,
Can recand can say that I am positively CURED.
oinmend it to any one troubled with this complaint.
ISAAC
B.
TOMI'KINS,
yours,
Respectfully
Chief of Police.

—

M1N1ATUKE ALMANAC

bé&hm«££

Liauid Food was given before and after the operations

Η. H. HAY &

The Most Saccesssnl PREPARED FOOD

WHEREAS,

(and

a

having leased the McFree Street, 1 am

in this

Hearing.

a

the Trustees of the J. B. Brown
Hat at.*» and others have netitioued the City
Council1 ÎCl?v out new Streets or Public ways in
at the corner of Ellsworth
said city,
Street, and now called £ûj?treet and "Wescott"
referred by
and
whereas said petition
Street;
unthe City Council, September 6th, 1886, to
act trp^rand
for
to
consider
them
dersigned,
therefore, Notice is hereby given to all parties
interested, that the Joint Standing Committee of
the City Council on laying out new streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
way 011 the eighteenth day of September, 1886, at
three o'clock In the afternoon, at the corner of
the said Ellsworth and O. Streets, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this 10th day of Setember, Α. I)., 1886.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor, 1
Committee
VIRGIL C. WILSON,

cines, or the ski Π of physicians; but the old ones

Price, 50 cts. and $1.00. Mailed on
receipt of price. Prepared by
The Herboline Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

..

Saratoga
City of Chicago

Sun

intl,

Spoken.
Aug 8, lat 37 N, Ion 37 W. barque Annie Keed,
York
for Kosorio.
from
New
Warren,
Aug 5, lat 30 N, Ion 40 W, barque Itachel EmNew
York
for Buenos Ayres.
from
Wyman,
ery,
Sept 8, lat 42 46, Ion G1 29, ship Louisa Walsh,
Pendleton, from Havre for New York.
No date, fifteen miles W of Sand Key Light,
barque Leventer, Gerry, from Apalachicola for

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.

Cephalonia

Mil

Proteus, Peter-

Watts. Donovan. Salem.
Cld 10th, sell It F Hal t, Wyman. New York.

LONDON. Sept. 11, 1886.-Consols 1 00 13-16.
LI VEKPOOL.iSept. 11, 1886.-Cottou marketfirm ^uplands at 5 3-16d ; Orleaus at 5!/4d; sales
8.000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.

KiiOM
FOB
Bostou
Liverpool. ..Sep j 16
New York. .Hav&VCruzSept 16
New York. .Hamburg .Sept 16
Quebec
Liverpool... Sept 17
Ν ew York.. Laguayra
Sept 18
New York..Havana
Sept 38
...New York.. Liverpoo
Sept 18
New York..Livernool...Sept 18
New York..Bremen
Sept 18
New York..Hamburg...Sept 18
New York.. Antwerp ...Sept 18
New York.. Amsterdam.Sept 18
New York..Liverpool... .Sept 21
Boston
Liverpool... Sept 22
New York..Liverpool. ..Sept 23
Quebec
Liverpool.. .Sept 23
New ϊork.. Bremen
Sept 25
Liverpool.. .Sr pt 30
Quebec

auiu

uc

urumnry kiiius, ami
competition with the multitude of
weight, alum or phosphate powders.
uittii uie

Notice of

Barclay St., Ν. Y.

WANTED—Hoarders:
Cobb house. No. LI 2

CITY OF PORTLAND.

strength

WARREN—Sid 9th, sch Harmona, Pendleton,

Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Havana 8th inst, barque
son. Brunswick.
Cld at Hubbard's Cove, NS, 2d
Eaton, Crowley, New York.

j

Pure.

nevfci-vtfH&i. A marvel of purity,
powder
and wliolesomeness*.^ More economical

This

New York.

Foreien Ports.
Ar at Valparaiso Aug 3, barque Vesuvius, Marshall, Boston.
Ar at Ehnina, WCA, Aug 13, barque Nineveh,
Crook, Boston.
Ar at Demarara Aug 9, barque Lillian, Wiley,
Havana, (and sld 19th for Turks island.)
In port Aug 24, sch Anita, Jewett, from New
York via New Amsterdam, ar 16th.
Sld fm Caibarien 1st iiist, sch Scotia, Shearer,

/mint-il

European Markets.

GardiSnow,

boro.
Sid llth, sell Geo M Adams.
SALEM—Ar 10th. sch Enterprise, Robinson,
Millbridge for Fall River.
DOVER—Ar loth, scli Abbie S Walker, Dobuin,
New York.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 10th, schs Lugano,Clark
Hoboken; Laura Robinson, Matthews, do.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 10th, schs C V Minot, fm
Machias for Boston ; Chalcedony, Calais for do.
MILLBRIDGE-Ar 4th, sell Mabel, Strout,
Portland.
Ar 7th, sch Wigwam, Drisko, Portland.
BOOTHBAÏ—Ar 9th, schs Victory, Snow, from
Camden for Portland ; Arrival, Stewart, do for do.

[By Telegraph.]

Absolutely

Augustus

Deming.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, schs Thos R Pillsbury, Gilchrist, Georgetown; Kenduskeag, Lawson, Hoboken; G M Brainard, Tollman, do; Exchange,
Buckmaster, New York.
Ar llth, schs A Κ Woodward. Lord, and Franklin Nickerson, Scott. Amboy; Wm Deming, Hodgkins, Weeliawken; Ellis Ρ Rogers, Moore, and
Hortensia, Sanborn. Hoboken; Μ ΕEidridge,Kelley, do; Billow, Wallace. Calais; Oceana, Moore,
Orland; Ripley, Pressey, Rockport; C Β Kennard. Freeman, Elliot.
Cld llth, brig Mary Bartlett, Thompson, Hills-

HAVANA, Sept. -12.—Sugar—Owing to the
firmness of buyers the market has ruled quiet
but at the close a better feeling was shown and
in the last important sales were made.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
nr.

sell

"Kit]!?

PROVIDENCE—Sid 10th, schs Emma McAdam
Young. Philadelphia; Andrew Peters, Warren,

I

Havana Market.

ΚΛΏ1

Ar

sonville.

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,I Sept. 11,1886.—Flour dull; sales
9,700 bbls; State at 2 15@450; Ohio at 'Z 6δφ
4 75; Western at 2 15@5 00; Southern at 2 85@

*1

—

GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
sep4dtd
Portland, September 4th.

Jamaica.
Ar llth, sch Charlotte Τ Sibley, Bartlett, Jack-

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Sept. Π, 1886.—The print cloth
market steadyjaiul firm—Production for the week
175,000 pieces; deliveries 158.000 pieces; stock
50,000 pieces ;sales 218.000 pieces ; spot 35,000
pieces; futures 183,000;price—6ux56sat 3c; 64χ
64s at 33/sc.

State at 16

POWDER

ιααχι.

for Washington.
NEW YORK-Ar 10th, schs Wm Β Herrick,
Chase, Amboy for Portland; Ella Pressey, Nash,
do for Portsmouth ; Zeila, Hallowell.do for Salem ;
Dora M French, French, Boston; St Croix, Handy
Bridgeport; Helen McLeod, Strout, do.
Ai lltn, sclis Jas Β Jordan, Martin, Pensacola;
R D Spear, Farr, Port Koyal.
Cld 10th, sch Thomas C Kennedy, Sproul, Vera
Cruz.
Passed the Gate 10th, schs A Ρ Emerson, and
Joe Carlton, from New York for Boston; Georgietta, do for do; A Kicliardson, do for do; Lizzie
M Eells, Hoboken for Camden.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 9th. schs Peiro, Kelley;
Sinbad, Emery: Zeila, Hallowell; Ella Pressey,
Nash, and J H Eells, Greenlaw, New ïork.
NEW LONDON—Ar 10th, brig Hattie, Coembs,

higher.
Eggs—Neai by*20c; Eastern extra at 18ya@19;
Eastern firsts 16Vfe@17c; Ν Η and Vtermont extra 18@18Vac: New York extra 16Va@17c; Western choice 15c; Michigan choice 16@16VaC; Mova Scotia 16ya@17.
Jobbing price lc higher.
«eans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked pèal 65@
1 70 ψ bush; choice New York large hand picked
do l 50^il CO; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 75ίζ1 80.
Hay—Choice prime at §18@$19; fair to eood at
$16 50@$17 50; Eastern fine $13@$15; poor to
ordinary $12@$ 15: East swale $10@$11. Rye
straw, cnoice, 15 00@15 50; oat straw $9@$10
ψ ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New 'Brunswick ψ
bbl 1 50@1 62%.

Muscovado, fair to good refining, 85 to 90 degrees polarization, in lihds, bags and boxes, at
1 50@1 81V*.
Centrifugal sugar, 92 to 96 degrees polariza
tion. at 2 25@2 56*4.
Stocks in the warehouses at Havana and
Matanzas, 30,000 boxes. 511,000 bags and
boxes,
9,200 lihds ; receipts for tlie week,
2400 bags and 1800 hlids ; exports during the
week, 789 boxes, 41,500 bags and 2500 hhds, of
wblch 38,500 bags and 240υ hhds were to the
United States.
Freights nominal; ^hlid of sugar loading at
Havana at 2 00@2 25 gold ; ρ lihd of sugar from
(outside ports) for the
ports on the north2 coast 50.
United States at 25(δ)2
Exchange quiet but lirm.
Spanish gold 2 28@2 28V2.

jl'

Rowe, Palatka.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 9th, sell Nellie V
Rokes, Thompson, Jacksonville for New York.
Sid 10th, sch Nellie F Sawyer, (from Fort Spain)

Cheese—JNortliern,choice to extra, 10Vi«; sage
at 11c; ^Western choice to extra at ®9yac;
lower grades according to quality; job lots

12@23yac ;

.uiuum

iuuutugue,

Cld 10th, sells Mary Ε Morse. Crocker,
Luella A
ner; Norman, Smith, Boston;

l@2c higher.

Butter firm ; Western at

iicicu

The polls 011 said day of election will remain open
until four o'clock In the afternoon, when they
will be closed.
I also give notice to said inhabitants, that the
session at the
Aldermen of said city will be
Aldermen's Room, In City Building, from nine till
twelve o'clock in the forenoon, and from two to
live o'clock in the afternoon, on each of the four
secular days next preceding such day of election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered on the lists of qualified voters in and fortlie
several Wards, and for correcting said lists.

inopen

Arch.

and

Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ lb.
butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
23@23V2C: some special marks higher ; do extra
firsts at 20(&22c ;do firsts at 18@19c; do imitation
creamery, choice 14@16c; do good at 12@lSc; do
fresh factory,choice ί 2 Va @ 13c ; do fair to good at
10@liyac; do common lots 9c; Northern cream
ery, extra, nominal at 24(a24Y2c; do extra firsts
22@23c ; Eastern creamery .choice to extra atj22
23c ; Vermont cmry extra at 24@25c ; do dairy at
20c; do extra firsts at 17@18c. Jobbing prices

@24c.
Sugar steady. Molasses steady.
Coffee firm.
Petroleum firm. Rice is steady.
Freights dull. Spirits Turpentine steady. Rosin
steady. Tallow quiet.
CHICAGO. Sept. 11.1886.—The'.Flour market is
steady; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 15@4 50;
Wisconsin 3 90^4 15 ; Michigan do at 4 00@4 50 ;
soft Spring Wheat 3 50(0,3 75 ; Minnesota bakers
3 50®4 10; patents 4 4ug4 80; low grades 1 75
@2 75 ; Rye flour 3 25@3 50. The market opened
with prices generally lower on grain and higher
on provisions. At tne close, grain had still further declined, while pork and ribs were higher
than the opening, with lard lower. October wheat
puts closed at 76%@76V4 ; calls 77M»c; curb
77Vsc bid. Oct corn puts closed at 40%c.
ST. LOUIS, Sept 11, 1886.—Flour is steady;
XXX 2 30(rt2 40 ; family 2 55@2 65; choice 3 15@
3 25 ; fancy 3 45^.3 65 ; extra fancy 3 70®3 85 ;
patents 4 00@4 40. Wheat weak : No 2 lied at
76c cash. Corn closed weak ; No 2 Mixed at 37c.
Oats firm ;No 2 Mixed at 25%c.
DETROIT, Sept. 11,1 «8(i.—Wheat-No 1 White
78VaC; Mich lied 79c; No 2 Red 79c.

ers.

White, Kennebec.
Cld 10th, ship Cyrus Wakelield. Morton, for Sai
Francisco; schs Morris W Child, Torrey, Boston
Chas Κ Morrison, Smith, do.
Ar 9th, sch Geo Bird, Gray, Calais.

ΐΛ7Ζ«ιου.

ceipts 117,400.
Corn lower; mixed Western spot at 50@51c;
do futures at 5o®50yaC; sales 528,000 bush;»receipts 51,000 bush.
Oats lower; State 34@37c; Western at 32@40c;
sales 150,000 bush, including No 2 for Sept at
3lV«c; October at 32ye(g;321,4c; November 33y«
(a3314c: December 37c;receipts 107,300 bu.
Beef unchanged.
Pork firm. Lard stronger.

Representative

Baltimore; Nellie Τ Morse, Baker, Uarleu.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 9th, sells H A DeWiti
from Charleston.
Sid 9th. sch Kuth Darling, for Curacoa.
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 10th, sch Bogei
Moore, Gilkey, Barbaboes.
RICHMOND—Ar loth, barque Henry Warner
Paine, Portland.
Ar 9th, sch Alfred Keen, Portland.
Sid 9th, sch KUa M Watts, Stevens, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar Uth, sch Albert W Fisk
Lee.

9c in 3-lb nails.
Hams at 12Va@13c $>ib, according to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 8V&@9c: pressed hams at

5 00.
Wheat *4c lower; sales 1.472,000 bush No 2
Red for October at 87 Ye @88 *4 c ; 496,000 do November 89Mnoi89yac; 824,000 do December 91@
913/ec ; ge.OOO'bush do for May at 98@98Hc ; re-

to Warrants from the Mayor and
of the City of Portland, 1 hereby
inhabitants of said City of
according to law, to meet at
qualified
Portland,
their respective Ward Booms. 011 the Second Monday in September, A. 1). 188Θ, being the thirteenth day of said month, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon, then and there to give in their votes for
Governor of the State, four Senators and five
of this State, a
Representatives to the Legislature
to Congress, a Sheriff, a County
Treasurer, a County Attorney, a Clerk of Courts,
a Register of Deeds and two County Commission-

Aldermen
PURSUANT
and notify the

warn

BEAUFORT—Ar 10th, sch J M Thomas,Weeks
Baltimore, (mainsail split.)
CHARLESTON—Sid loth, eclin Edward Waite

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Sept. 11,1886.—The following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Tork—Long cut 14 00®14 50; short cuts 14 21
J 4 75;backs 14 50^15 00; light backs at 13 50^
14 00; lean ends 14 00@14 50; pork tongues al
13 00 « $13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50; ex
tra prime at 10 50a£#ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; dc
new at 11 50@$12.
Lard—choice at 7Ya@73/ic pib in tierces; 8&
8i/ic in 10-lb pails;8Va@8%c in 5-lb pails; 8

λ

New York Stock and Mcnoy Market.
Γ By Telegraph. J
«NEW YORK, Sept. 11. 1886.—Money on call
is easy, ranging from 5 to 6 per cent. Prime merExchange uncantile paper at 4<3>5 per cent.
changed at 4 81% (£4 82 and 4 84%@4 84%.
Government bonds are dull. Railroad bonds are

ao

& Va

Biennial State Election.

lOtli, sch L A Burnham

SAVANNAH—Sid

16

scp9|law4wM

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Harding, Boston.

2M
1^
2%

445

*£x-dividend.

Haiin, New Haven.

will

one or

re-

a

use

OF THE

—

—

m

Savaee
Bulwer
Con. Cal.

Sarmatian
Caracas

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

dopref

Ophir

Rlieatia

Boston Stock Market.

f>(
8/
0(
0Σ
7i
0(

I

house cheap.

CHANCE—to obtain a

Intelligent Earnest Man to A sell
two double houses for 25 per cent
ΙΑΟΕ. WANTED—An
represens, in his
locality,
large
tenement
cash, and will accept the amount of
sponsible house. A remunerative salary to right
rent until the balance is paid, thus giving the purReferences
exchanged.
party. Steady position.
and
interest
to
of
rent
chaser
the
his
THE
pay
ELECTORS
TO
Am. Manufacturing House,
few years he will have
taxes. So that in
own

Β A ll< KO A De.

RAILROADS.

MWCELIiAWEOÛ».

WANTED·

OF

STATE

Domestic PotfS.
SAN FBANCISCO-Ar lOtli, ship Servla, Oil
more, Sau Francisco.
Sid 1st, baroue Ο () Whitmore, Thompson, fo:
Port Townsend.
Sid 3d iust, sliip Wm G Davis, (.ilkey, Havre
Nanaiiuo.
barque Ferris S Thompson, for
GALVESTON—Old lOtli, sch Warreu Adams
Colcord, Pensacola.
Ar 10th, sch Annie Β Hoffses
MOBILE
Hoffses, Galveston.
Sid lUtil, sch Canton, for Cardenas.
JACKSONVILLE Ar 10th, sch Ringdove
Marston, Kocklaud.
Cld lOtli, sch Penobscot, Carter, New York.
BRUNSWICK— Ar 10th, sell Mary J Cook

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Scpt.ll, 1886.-The follow
lng are closing official quotations of niiuing stocki
to-day :
Hale & Norcross
114
Bodie Con
2s/t

\l astern extras ..17^18
0011 ilaud.

18
2
25
2
1
2

Homestake
Con. Cal.;&*Va
Ontario
North Belle Isle
Horn Silver
Iron Silver

CITY ADÏBBT1SKMENTS.

miiGELLANEOUS.

Boothbay.

NEW YORK, Sept.11,1886.—The;following ar
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day :
28 50
Colorado Coal
Quicksilver
J> 5<
-23 5(
do preferred
11
Standard

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. IS.

Customer

iron) Nortl
Passed bv 9tli. sclis Hattie Maud,
H Kntglit, do to
Bay for Portland; Ambrose

New York Mining Stocks.

I3tk, »■<·

THE STEAMER ISIS

will run as follows: (Sunday» excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf. 0. 7, 10 a. in., 12.80,
3, 5and 6.15 p.m.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.46,10.25 a. in., 1.30, 3.25. 5.45. and 0.45, p. in.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the Island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing
be made with the Captain on board.

can

parues

THE PIŒSS.

TICKET.

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 18.

FOB GOVERNOR,
JOSEPH R. BODWELL.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

For

ABVERTI«E«IEI»TH

NEW

TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Stockbridge Course—Season of 1880-87.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Iil»nkets-X. John Little & Co.
Found—A l'urse.
Valvable Presents—Morrison & Co.
Wanted—Tenement.
School Books—Lorlng, Short & Harmon.
Lust—Pocket Book.
Waterproof School Bags—W. Ε Pluinmcr.
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
School Slates, Bags. &c.—Chas. Day.
Wanted—The People.
Seelev's Selected Delaware (i rapes.

Rcpiewntnlire to €φο|;ι-γμ,
THOMAS B. REED.
For

GEORGE P. WESCOTT,
DAVID II.

COLE,
JOSEPH DENNELL,
JOHN C. KENDALL.
For C

For

For Clerk of

Returns—Burleigh.

For

County Treasurer,

JAMES M. WEBB.

WINSLOW'S
Mother*.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
Vowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
oauses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
fanld
from '· The St. John IMUy Xeiet," March 23,
to

For

tho cure of coughs and colds, and all affections of
the throat and lungs as Adanison's Botanic Cough
Balsam. Many persons In this city have no hesitation in recommending it to the suffering."

Kcgietvr

C. Cranston, floor walker for Stem BrothWest Twenty-third street, New York, together with his wife, was troubled with malaria
for upwards of two years. They were both entirely cured by taking one or two Brandreth's
Fills every night for three months, without interfering with their labor or household duties.
eod&wlw
sept 13
A. B.

ers, 32

Mrs. Clias. Smith of Jimes, Ohio, writes: I have
used ever}· remedy for Sick Headache I could hear
of for the past fifteen years, but Carter's Little
Liver Pills did me more good than all the rest.
Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re-

ceived by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

U.

S.^IHSÎRICT

court

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
(Reported for the Press.)

Bath, Sept. 9.
The Grand Jury came in today noon and reported the following indictments and upon which
was

taken:

James Campbell of Aroostook, who, not answering to the charge, default was entered.
John E. Hoyt, not answering, his default was
declared, as also was Corbiu H. Smith, his

surety.

Thomas Hughes not appearing, was defaulted,
likewise his surety.
On motion of the District Attorney tlus process
of scire faciès in the two last named was ordered
by the Court.
In the case of Armauda Bedott of Houlton, who
is indicted for selling liquor without United States
license, the defendant, on being arraigned, pleaded not guilty, and Wednesday of next week was
assigned for lier trial.
Kx-U. S. District Attorney Lunt of Portland,
was present in court today.
This afternoon Court adjourned to Wednesday
morning of the coming week.
as was

MUNICIPAL COURT.
I3ÉLFOKE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday—James Welch, Michael Farrell and
Martin Carey, Jr. Intoxication ; each It» days in
county jail.
Mary Ivers. Intoxication, 2d offence; sixty
days in city house of correction.
Harriet Douglass. Common drunkard; fifteen
days in county Jail.
THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BRE AD.—WILL IAM
II. CLIFFORD AT NORTH BERWICK.
AND

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
There were 31 arrests made by the police
last week of which 10 were for drunkenness.
Chandler's band gave a fine concert at
Greenwood Garden yesterday.
The Bar Harbor business of the Maine
Central railroad increased over 40 per cent,
in August over the corresponding month of
last year.
Mr. H. W. Ripley will give one-half the
proceeds of one hundred copies of his History of the White Mountains for the Charlestun ouucioi».

χ ne

uvon.

may

uuihuicu «ι

uc

Brown, Thnrston & Co.'s, 974 Exchange St.
entrance to J. F. Moses
blacksmith shop on Plum street Friday
night, but accomplished no more than the
wrecking ol a desk and scattering the papers all over the establishment.
The foreign exports for the week amounted to only 817,164. The expo.rts consisted of
lumber, consigned to Montevideo and
Buenos Ayres. Imports for the week were
831 bales of rags, 35,000 feet of lumber, 17
cords shingle bolts and 9,177 railroad ties.
The Harpswell Steamboat Company change
their time table today. The 10.20 a. m. and
2 and 6.05 p. m. trips from Portland will be
discontinued. The 9.30 a. m. and 5 p. m.
trips will be run as usual through to Orrs
Island.
The trustees of the Chicago University
have resolved to terminate the corporate existence of that institution, as the claim of the
Union Mutual Life Insurance Company of
Maine, amounting to $301.^", cannot be
raised.
Before the winter several improvements
are contemplated in St Paul's church,
A
new furnace is to be put in and the system
of ventilation is to be improved.
If practicable the walls and ceiling will be replastered
and tinted, and a new -carpet will replace
the present one.
Internal
Revenue Collector Redman
will remove his office from this city to Ellsworth about the middle of this week.
He is
now sending the books there.
W. A. Cromwell, who has just been appointed deputy
collector, will assume the duties of his office
TUierea jrrcctea.m

at once.

Peaks Island was brilliantly illuminated
Saturday night to celebrate the closing of
the season. Wright's band headed a procession which passed among the illuminated
cottages at the first of the evening, and afterwards the Wilkinson
Opera Company
gave a final performance in the Greenwood
Garden Opera House to a large audience.
G. M. Stanwood &, Co., have recently
shipped to Bagnall & Loud, Boston, a block
machine weighing five tons.
The dies for
this machine, made by this firm, weighed
This firm have lately re13,000 pounds.
ceived an order from Austria for a set of
Russell pumps and pipe for the same.
Edward Fletcher was the inventor of the ma-

For

County CouiuiiHvioiirre,

JOSEPH B. HAMMOND,
JAMES II. TOLMAN.
For

Kcprroeiilatirea

AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR TnEIR
BREAD.-WILLIAM
JJ. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.
Star Line Steamers.
The fall time table of this line will
be
found in another column this
morning. It
will be a great gratification to the
patrons of
this excellent line to know that
thougli the
rush of travel is over to the
islands, there is
still excellent facility left for
visits during
the beautiful days of autumn. The
Cadet is
a universal favorite and will
no doubt re-

ceive a generous

patronage from ttfkse whose
pleasure calls them to the

business
islands.

or

SEE

THAT

RETURNED
JORITY.

THOMAS B. REED IS
BY A
ROUSING MA-

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the
city for
week was 14, from the
st

following

auses :
""

Diseases.
I right's disease
isolera Infantum·.

Congestion
Consumption

Total

to

the

I.rvinliilnrr,

FRED M. DOW,
HORACE II. sIIAW,

JAMES Γ. HAWKES,
JOHN H. FOGG,
WILLIAM H. LOONEY.
FIRE AT MORRILL'S CORNER.
Martin Best Loses Two Houses and
a

Stable.

Mr. Martin Best, proprietor of the provision market on Free street, resides at Morrill's
Corner, l)eering, as does his bookkeeper, Mr.
Thomas Malonc. Their houses are at the
head of Kichardson street, a short street
running narallel with Central Avenue to
Evergreen Cemetery. Mr. Best owned both
houses and a stable. Shortly before twelve
o'clock yesterday Mr. Best's house irv
covered to be on fire by the
the
people living in both
being acajou κ visit for the
origin of the fire
is
to be from a defect
in the ehiinjjfey, the flames
being ,first seen

neMjilBfS^ll

<lNJ^JWgs

dapS^rhe
unknown^bjj^Supposed

oBJfeÇToûf

near the chimney.
Quickly as possible the hand engine Niagara was procured from Woodford's,
and a
stream got on from a Sebago hydrant up-

wards of eOOO feet distant.
Meantime all
worked with a right good will in removing
the furniture from the two houses, and it
was nearly all saved with but slight damage.
A steamer was sent from this city and Machigonne No. 1 arrived about ene o'clock. Fortunately the wind was in a favorable direction as concerned neighboring buildings, and,
with plenty of water, the Niagara had the
fire under control before the arrival of Machigonne. Tho fire had spread to the hedge and
dry grass of the cemetery but the steamer
quickly subdued that and also what was left
of the flames on the two houses and stable.
The structures were all levelled to the ground
and the loss ou buildings was total.
Mr.
Best'» house was a neat story-and-a-half
dwelling, and that occupied by Malone of
similar size. The stable was a good one.
The loss 011 buildings was estimated at $:!000,
upon which there was insurance to the
amount of $2200.
A VOTE FOR SAWYER IS A VOTE
TO
THE
NULLIFY
PROHIBITORY

LAW.
PERSONAL.
Mr. and Mrs. James 1'. Baxter have arrived home from their European tour.
Payson Tucker and a party of friends are
at the Kineo House, Moosehead Lake.
Rev. D. W. LeLacheur of Portland, addressed an enthusiastic meeting in Clark's
Hall, Caribou, Thursday evening last, showing that the Republican party of Maine is a
temperance and prohibitory party, and that
there is no need of a Third Party to enforce
the liyuor laws. It was a most telling speech
throughout, and was received with great) enthusiasm.
G. H. Bartlettjand wife, F. P. Russell and
wue, alias Harris, win. Binuer, Jioston;
Jos. Olïenheimer, W. Lindenmeyer, New
York; K. R. Perry. Washington; C. A. Rogers, Lynn ; L. H. Barker, Baltimore ; R. A.
Barlow, Detroit; J. K. Arrnsby and wife,
Chicago ; J. C. Wyman and wife, Philadelphia; A. K. Paul, Norway; W. B. Howard
and wife, Tennessee ; A. S. Hosmer, England; Wm. McKinley, Canton, Ont. ; H. W.
Plummer, T. H. C. Reynolds, Banaor ; were
among the guests at the Falmouth Hotel last

night.
AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BREAD.— WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.
School Committee.
A special meeting of the School Board
was held Saturday morning, for the purpose
of examining such teachers as do not already
The members of the
hold certificates.
Board, except the Mayor, were all present.
Col. Merrill was chosen chairman protem.
On nomination of Col. Merrill, Miss Minnie S. Berry was appointera member of the
practice shool in place of Miss Decelle, who
has resigned.
A letter from Miss Nellie A. Roger?, a
graduate of the Female College at Kent's
Hill, applying for a position, was read and
ordered on file.
On motion of Mr. Holden, it was voted
that the matter of supplying a substitute for
Miss Warren in the High School be referred
to Col. Merrill, chairman of the committee
on that school.
Dr. Crandall, chairman of the examining
committee, reported in favor of granting a
certificate of High School grade to Levi
Turner, A. B., and Frederick A. Carpenter,
recently elected assistants in the High
School, who have just been before that committee for examination.
CAREFULLY EXAMINE YOUR
TICKET BEFORE THROWING IT.

City Vote in 1884.·
The following is the vote of Portland for
Governor and Congressman two years ago.
GOVERNOR.

Kobie.

<>
..
«
«
..

1
..

2

3

2
1
1

WAItDS
4 5 6
1
ι ι

1

1

^

1

2 3 2

1
1

4

l
4
-1
1
1
1
1
1
4
_

_

_

-----

-----

7 Total.

_

1

_

11

11

Redman.

ν

ay.ι

3
4

640
542
692
541
711

820

Scat.
25
J»
10
C
15
6
9

3,978

3,279

95

Ward 1

fifil

κ"

6.".
7

Koble's

Plurality

699

CIS
t>&3
420
667
422
382

CONGRESSMAN.

iVnrd 1
Mr. Chas. J. Walker was driving on Oxford street Friday afternoon when his horse
"uv* f»wu «ι»
corner oi VV11"
mot street, and wheeling, overturned the
team. Mr. Walker struck his head on the
curbstone and sustained several painful
bruises. He was able to attend to his business as usual on Saturday.

Paralysis

Dc«<U,

MW&S&w

sepl3

Heart
Infantile
Old age

of

STORER S. KNIGHT.

"Few remedies have acquired so
mueh fame, and grown so universally popular In

—

Courte,

BENJAMIN C. STONE.

AUCTION SALES.
Special Sale—Furniture, Piano, &c.
Pianos by Auction.

action

Nherit'f,

ISA1A1I S. WEBB.

Cloak Making—Bines Brothers.

Advice

Alterner,

ouulv

GEORGE 1TI. SEIDERS.

Wanted—Man.

Star Line Steamboat Co.
Complete and Satisfactory
School of Expression.

Srnatora,

«

«.

2
3

»

4.'

<·

7

Heed.

Cleares.

Γ>35
383
628

572
439

m

m

649

Heed's Plurality
AND THE

CLASSES;

3,822
331

Scat.
17
6
13
4

3,491

56

LABORING,

AND LOWER
THOSE PEOPLE WHO LA·

30R FOR THEIR BREAD.—WILLIAM
I. CLIFFORD, ATNOltTII BERWICK.
The Canadian

Express Company.
Portland, Sept. 11, 1886.

"o the Editor of the Press:
The item in this morning's issue of your
aper stating that the Canadian Express
ompany had Deen absorbed by the Amerian Express Company is not correct. The
anadian Express Company lines extend
rom Portland to Detroit, Mich., over the
rand Trunk and other railways of Canada
ibutary to the Grand Trunk and is the
iost direct route from Portland to all points
the provinces of Quebec and Ontario.
J as. E. Prindle, Agent.
VOTING
THE THIRD Ρ ARTY
ICKET IS VOTING IN THE AIR.
Democratic
The Democratic

Park

nturday night

was well attended, the bright
oonlight and warm weather, making the
iks a pleasant place to visit.
Music was
irnished by Merriman's band. Mr. C. II.
hase called the meeting to order, and introiced J udge Cleaves as the presiding officer,
seeches were made by Judge Cleaves, Hon.
jhn S. Holmes of Boston, and Col. A. W.

radbury.
AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
THOSE PEOPLE WHO LAOR FOR THEIR BREAD.—WILLIAM
CLIFFORD, AT NORTH β EH WICE.

LASSES;

nf nnninotitÎAn liou fnmtt/l

if

tlnu'n

Young Statesman"
Fails to Enthuse a Brldgton Au-

dience.

Bkidgton, Sept. 11.
Hon. Wm. Henry Clifford, the Democratic
nominee for Congress, was widely advertised
as the chief attraction at a "Grand Democratic Rally" at Town Hall, this afternoon.
The affair came off as advertised and proved
to be a dismal failure. Though the surround-

ing towns

evening.

LttWEtf

AND TUE LABORING, ANI)
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOB THEIR EftEAD.—WILLIAM
H. CLIFFORD;AT NORTII BERWICK.

The New

hnnpst: vnt.p.

iri

Wheelock. ss
Hatfield. 3b
Sheffler, cf

O'ltourke,

Conway, ρ
Spence, 2b
Totals

Murphy, rf.,
Hawkes.2b

Totals

9th, and Saturday inatinee, and the sale of
seats for these dates begins next Saturday.
Mr. Stoekbridge estimates that Saturday's
sales amounted to $3,500.

The Charleston Fund.

Mayor Chapman acknowledges the following subscriptions to the fund for the relief of
the sufferers in Charleston :
$137.00
Previously acknowledged
Mis.
Casli

Helen A. Gilman

Sunday Times
Total

20.00
5.00

...

15.00
§177.00

LABORING, AND LOWER
THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BVCEA.O.-WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.
AND THE

CLASSES

;

Reed and Clifford.
(Boston Advertiser.)
Mr. Reed, of course, has had to work. He
never has had a walkover ; but he always
pulls through, and no doubt lie will now.
Mr. Clifford, the
Democratic
candidate
against him, is one of the most exclusive
of the Maine bluebloods, and has about as
much sympathy with the laboring men,
whom he has been industriously patronizing
since his nomination, as a thoroughbred has
He has made awkward
with a cart horse.
work in his effort to talk down to what he
considers the level of workingmen, and tliey
will consent with right good will to allow
him to continue in the lucrative practice of
patent law. Mr. Reed was not born in the
purple, and has won his enviable position at
home and in the national councils by honorable labors and conquering talent.

34
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AT LYNX.
1 2 3 456780
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Innings
Lynns
Base

hits—Lynas, 0; Lawrences, 8.

Lynns, 6 ; Lawrences,

with the alimentary organs." The use of
alum in Baking Powders has been severely
criticised by eminent authority. There is one
process for the manufacture of a baking
powder that has received the hearty commendation of every scientist who has examined it. We refer to that of Prof. Horsford,
by which the well-known Hereford's Bread
Preparation is made. The only baking
powder in the world which leaves nutritive
qualities in the bread, biscuit, etc,, is made
bv Prof. Horsford's m-ocess. This valuable
quality is due to the presence of the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates contained in the product.
The white and fine
flour in ordinary use is deprived of a large
portion of the phosphates of the wheat by
the process of belting. The value of the
phosphate of lime to the human system is
everywhere acknowledged by the highest
scientific authorities.
This substance is
found in wheat and other cereals, and constitutes the vital or nutritive element
therein. Indeed it is the essential and vitalizing constituent of all grains. If grains are
deprived of their phosphates through t**sr
process of bolting, their li|e-gi\«t'aimng properties are withdnuKft» in the same proportion. Jrî'ôf.'Doremus, of the Bellevue Med-

JfifiAuollege,Ν, Y.,

says: ''Unless a phosphate form one of the ingredients of a baking powder, there is no residue left of nutri-

TIED FOR FIRST PLACE.

In North Berwick, Aug. 30, Charles S. Libby
and Miss Mira Β. Ford, both of Sanford.
In Livermore Falls. Sept. 1, Jones Bonney and
Miss Kmina E. Ganmion. both of Canton.
In Dixfield, Sept. l.Chas. H.Adams and Mrs.
Vesta A. Merrill, both of Kumford.

j

Lynns

i

Lawrences
Bostons

..

11
8

|

..

i)|

..

8! 8;11
5] 41 9

j 2j

Games lost...

8· 11
9

15

j

13,53,87
9j53 87

13j44

91
11 44! 91
9 38184

7

134.|3^I47

31180

Three Summer Dangers

gréai aangers menace tue lionseliold and

ni rue

As a

ravcller at every turn. Ihey are climate, food,
,nd water. To guard against them requires, judgacnt, abstinence, and Sanford's Ginger.
This unrivalled household panacea,
travelling
ompanion, and delicious summer medicine is
ure to check summer complaint, prevent indigeslon, destroy disease germs in all the water drunk,
estore the circulation when suspended by a chill,
Ad ward off malarial, contagious, and epidemic
nfluences.
SANFOKd's Ginger, compounded of imported
îinger, Choice Aromatic, and French Brandy,
onvenient, speedy and safe, is the quintessence
if all that is preventive and curative in medicine.
Beware of worthless "gingers" offensively urged
iy mercenary druggists on thoso who call for

days.

[Funeral this afternoon at 1.45, at No. 25 Hammond street.
In this c:t, Sept. 11, Franklin II., son of Albert
H. and Mabel E. Folk, agea 3 weeks 2 days.
In this city, Sept. 12, Mrs. Susan F. Clark, aged
87 years, 7 months.
[Funeral service Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 2.30
o'lcock p. m., at the residence of Chas. Henry
Chase. 157 Fearl street. Burial private.
At Ferry Village, (Cape Elizabeth) Sept. 10th,
Lewis Harvey, only child of Frank F. and Nellie
Harrington, aged 8 months 2(3 days.
In Limington, Sept. 12, Sammy B., only child of
Gliarles F. and Nellie M. Flaisted of Boston, aged
3 years 8 months. [Boston papers copy.]
In East Windham, Sept. 10, Caroline H. Hanscoinb, aged 53 years 4 months.
In this city, Sept. 11, Charles P., youngest son
of David and B. A. Quinn, aged 7 mouths 15 days.
In Cornish, Aug. 29, Dorcas Kennard, aged
8G years.
In Brunswick, Sept. 5, Almira L. Austin, aged
55 years.

School

Drawing Books,

Composition Books,
-School Paper,

School Rules,

Note and

Freshmen.
Hatfield and Conway were made the recipients of bouquets by admiring friends at
the conclusion of Saturday's game.
The Cascos defeated the Willards Saturday afternoon on the Cape grounds.
Sweeney, Chatterton and Pliinney, late of
the Belfasts, are playing with the Salems.

AND THE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES ; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LA
BOR FOR THEIR BREAD.— WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.
A Slander Refuted.
The following letter was sent to the Argus

Saturday

:

Auocsta, Sept. 11,188G.

Son. John M.Adams, Editor Aryan, Portland, Me.:
My Dear Sir :—In a special despatch to the
Daily Eastern Argus from this city, dated
Sept. 10th, it is asserted that I issued a circular letter to the rum-sellers of this city
during the present week, as follows :

TEACH MR. CLIFFORD THAT DEMAGOGISM IS NOT A WINNING CARD.

a

Prices.
to Secure

Chante

CONGRESS
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NO.

Under O. A. R.
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Ilall,

THIS MOMIR

BLANKETS
X.JOHN LITTLE & CO.

i GREAT

at $1 to $2 per pair less than they can
possibly be bonght at later in the season.

TURNS
from all

over

Yon will need them in a few weeks and
you can save money by supplying your
wants for Fall and Winter by buying them now. We guarantee the prices
named below are yery much less than
they can be purchased for again this season as there has been a great rise in wool
the past few weeks which will necessitate
a great advance in these staple goods.

the State.

GH
is elected

by

over

!
!

60 pairsl2-4 White Fleeced Wool Blankets at $4.50. worth $5.50.
75 pairs White Fleeced Wool 12-4
Blankets at $6.50, worth $7.50.
100 pairs Gilbert all Wool 11·4 Blankets at $5.00, worth $6.50.
100 pair's Gilbert all Wool 12-4 Blankets at $6.50, worth $8.50.
75 pairs California 11-4 nil Wool Blankets at $7.50, worth $9.50.
100 pairs California 12-4 all Wool
Rinnkets at $8.50. worth $11.00.
35 pairs California 13-4 all »> ool Blankets at $9.60, north $12.50.
5 pairs California 14-4 all Wool markets at $10.50, worth $14.50.

25,000

all others.
majority
returned
just
Having
over

from New York with the

X. John Little & Co.,

ηιητΗΙΝβ
W fes

I

in the

516 CONGRESS STREET 510
se>13

li III U

himself sufficiently familiar, so he addressed
his audience as "YOU FELLERS WHO
WORK FOR A LIVIN.' "

Perhaps

the funniest things in his speech
his frequent references to Mr. Reed as
"Reed, the aristocrat."
were

Lactart with water and sugar, or soda water, makes a delightfully refreshing and invigorating drink, and is a certain preventive
jf

dyspepsia. Druggi

ts and Grocers.

d3t_

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION ïmïfiïïï
tioii, voice, body or mind. Courses for SpeakTeachers, Professionals, and members of So-

city,

4M bourn η week. Work adapted in kind
and amount to individual needs, aim and opportunity. Classes for those out of town, graduates
of other schools, etc. Library; Loan Fund; Degree of A. M. to A. B.'s. Open* October 7.
Call 10-1. For Catalogues, etc., address
S. S. CURRY, Fh. I)., Freeman Place,
(15*6 Beacon Street), Boston.
Course of Readings by leading efocutionists will
open with the School for benefit of Endowment
Fund.
sepl3eod&wlm

We have sold out all of
our old goods, and have
come to the conclusion
that we don't care who
goes to Congress or the
Dther place so long as we
can sell New Goods for

LESS PRICE

people
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW, Magnetic

LOST—A

pocket

Β A.OS—Only
10 cents each, regular
25 cents.
in
should
have one.
school
child
Portland
Every
13-1
W. E. PLUMMER, 497 Congress Street.

WATEBPROOF8CHOOL
price

than others will sell their
Will say
Did trash for.
that we have

Street,
FOUND—On Congress
by paying

owner can have
PRESS OFFICE.

or

of the

*

RENT,

city.

which we will sell at less
3rices than others that
out
to kick
are trying
old
over
brains
:heir
:rash. Come and see our
Mew Goods.

I. BURLEIGH & CO.,

A GREAT BARGAIN.

SAMUEL

So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

dtf

AT LOW

1ΉΙΙΈΗ

TO

CLONE,

CHOICE GOODS.

5 TO 13 YEARS.

3P JEU

Jo·

"5Γ

To meet the wants of Dealers and Consumers derinL' FRESH, RIPE FRUIT, and to better
prel-ve tlie delicious High Flavor, all my Products

'«I Middle

THIS PAPER

S

please not

Street^

Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Str^t), where advertia»
ιηκ contracte Φν.ν ix? made for It IN Mi W
ΥΟΗϋι

516

For farther

Transportation

Middle street,

seplÎidiit

Congress

Street.

aug30dAwtf

TliKHILL,

ÎTlorrÎMon A: to.'* Hew

Jewelry M lore.
chance to secure a valuable
Every
present. MORHISON & CO., Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods, Latest
Styles. Lowest Prices. Watches and Jewelry
Watches Cleaned, $1.00;
■arefuily repaired.
Main Springs. $1.00; Case Springs, GOc.; Watch
50.5
10c.
CoagrRM) «t., under G. A*
Crystals,
jy!2dtf
11. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me.
customer lias

Playing Cards

25 cts. Pack.

a

/HOLESALEjind
Haydn Association.
Monday
usual
EVENING, Sept.
Rehearsals
DAY, Oratorio, Elijah. lull
please bring
attendance
241 Middle
requested.
RETAIL.

win

^HAS.

Street.

may be

depended upon and fair
prices gruarrnteed.

Building,

470

■

>lace.

dlw

;
j

Members will
A

sep6dtd

worth $2.50.
No. 5—Odd lots Children's Hose at
less than half price.
k

Children's
and
No. 6—Ladies'
Summer Garments at about half
price to close.
dtf

aug31

VIEWS

OF

Portland and Vicinity

Photographer.
Special facilities for fine Pliotos
of Uroups, Picnics and other par·
tics, yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, Ac., by the Instantaneous
eodtf

HEATERS!
represents a new and original system for
warming buildings have been before the public
for the past six years, during which time they
have been tested in the coldest portions of the
United States and Canada and the satisfactory
reports received from parties who are well quail·
lied by their experience to endorse them, vouch
most positively to their worth and efficiency, tho
which

substantial character of their construction which
is both scientific and practical, their power and
the fact
simplicity of management together with warm
air
that the same tire that produces the
without
extra
the
steam
fuel, are esgenerates
the
pecial features that render this
most desirable and economical manufactured ; it
possesses points of merit peculiar to itself alone,
which place it beyond the range of comparison
with ordinary steam apparatus, and any competent and impartial judge can not but admit after a
fair test that there is more common sense combined with science in this Heater than in any other
A careful examination of these Heaters is
made.
invited by the agents,

apparatus

F. & C. B. NASH,
386 & 390 FORE STREET.
sep3

HUILES IÎIîRV.

Congress St.

CLOTHING

CENTS.

same

<ltl

dît

SIZES

and;

ONLY.

FURNISHING

time.

GOODS,

d2t

·■

181 Middle Street.

L A «ν
?0 RT
ο

tfflook, Job

commence
time and
13th. at the
Mendelssohn's
is

F.H.CLOXES.Sec'y.

PORTLAND RAILRCAO.
CONGRESS STREET STATION KOUTE.

BERRY,

<md (gaid

On anil after .VIOXM.IY, Juh iMb, c«n
ronnrfling with .Vlniae
Kuilroad

$Plirdc\!

oulwitrd Irainw will Ifjirr

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS·
ICAL STUDIES

w.

8.20
Ρ- M.

12.38

12.10

12.4:1
12.48
5.19
5.24

COLCORD,

Cars will connect with all

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.
will be received until 7.30 o'clock
13,1886, for
and doing certain work In furnishing
and about
Mechanics' Hall, corner of Congress and Casco
.fleets, according to plans and specifications to
be
teen at the office of John Calvin
Stevens, Archi;ect, First National Bank building, No. 57 Hxliange street.
Also, separate nro;> >sais will he received as
ibove for materials and labor for
fitting the secmil floor of said building for the use. of
the
ind other uses of the association. Bids library
will bo
•onstrued together or
separately, as may be for
he interest of the association.
The right to reject any or all bids
reserved
Proposals should be addressed to the
"M C M
Association," and left with K. 1Î. Swift, secretary'.
So. 513 Congress street.
-Λ1- Α.
BLANCHARD, President.
Portland, Sept. 6,1886.
si pt Id2t

PROPOSALS
Monday, Sept.
μ.
in.

ill materials

P/\iMTEF\S SUfPUES
WHOLESALE

MIDDLE
62
street

^

^RETAIL

H.H HAY&SON

PORTLAND.
eo<13m

aug 4

111(1 FIWTUI.A treated with
out the use of the knife m·detention from business, also

PILES:

all other diseases oftheRectnm. Cure mia ranted.
W.M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1843)
ind ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1S70),
IIoiim·, No. 175 ΊΊ<·ιιιο:.ι M.,
References (riven. Consultation free.
Offlco hours. 11 A. M. to 4
'or pamphlet.
Office closed from Aucust Ttli to
S. B.
ion.

;Sundays and holidays excepted.)

|5o«.
Sen I
P. M.
18th

DRESS

feblacodly

Notice.
rlTHEREAS, my wife, Maggie E. Murphv, llavΤΤ
ing left my bed aud board without lust
anse. 1 lorbid any one harborinc or trusting her
m
my account, as I will pay no bills of her con
lacting after this date.
JAMES E. MURPIIY

Portland, Sept. 8,188G.

inward trains except-

~"kWMAN. Gen·. Manager.

<ltf

PAINTS4*^
>
2

8.00
Μ.

P.

4.40

145 PEARL STREET.
jan24

iollown:

12.00

p. Μ.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

aa

Leave
Leave
Connec"';K wltli
Boston steamers, Post Office trains 1 saving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at
A.M.*
A.M.
A.M.
6.15
6.20
6.49
7.45
7.50

Ho. 87 Plum iitreet.

Λ ««inure.

SiOOO GIVEN AWAY
Α

Slates; also Chestnut
ells, Playing Cards, Cilt

el3

Ready

BEST MATERIALS ANO WORKMANSHIP

dtf

particulars inquire at the store, 193
or at 191 Middle street, of
BYKOK ».

chool Slates, School
Bags,
Book Straps,
Slate Pencils, Scholars'

,

Custom and

Made

CLOTHING.

AT A BARGAIN FOR CASH.

Shipped by LIGHTNING EXPRESS

Edge

Quality

STEPHEN

THE

IALERS SUPPLIED BY C. E. MORRISON & CO,

No, 4-24 inch Silk Plush $1.50:

aug25

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.

ompanions,Erasible Pocket

150 BOYS'KNEE PINT SKITS.

—MANUFACTUKEIÏS OF—

First

Ureases, Shirts, Wrappers,

subscriber offers for sale during the next
two weeks, unless sooner sold, the entire
stock and business of the above named firm, with
or without the Maine Year Book. This business is
well established, and includes a line of trade in
which there is little or no competition in the State.
For the right parties with ready means, this is an
excellent opportunity.
The property will be sold

Grower.
SEELEY, ΒΛΙΙ.Ϊ.

ults.

sepldlm

HASKELL & J01S,

ι

HOYT, FOGG & DONNAI

IBE«H ARRIVALS

THUIM,

ail g

sepO

FRUIT FARM

e

PORTLAND, ME.

^•Telephone G4r4·.

Saeques and Children's Wear.

Vine Yalley,N.Y.
on Canandaigua Lake.

Ν. B.—Dealers and Consumers will
nfouml with Railroad Freignt

Wharf, 822 Commercial Street,

sepll

Ladies'

—AND—

Also a SeooncJ-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low Figure, if sold at onie,

Brown's

ADAPTED FOB

mm CELLARS

B.

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

at

VINEYARD

THURSTON'S.

DELIVERY,

PROMPT

Closing: Ont Sale of Electric Gossamers,
in good quality, at only 89 cents

FKOM

CAL'. AT

Î

BEST QUALITY,

SMALL

Selection of

Grape Fores! X. John Little & Co.,

LITTLE USED.

C Ο A L

JERSEY
STRIPES RINES BROTHERS.

>6Blgy'sSelect6il Delswsre Grspes

PIANO!

SUCCESSORS TO CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

SALE BEGINS THIS MORMG.

dti

*

Fall

$1.25.

MEMWMIMM

J. M. HAINES & CO.,

5©

our

Velvets

Brocade

No. 3—Black

dtf

maylO

Steeet.

We have received

No. 2---$1.25 Black Satin llhada·
mers for $1.00.

jlyl4

X. John Little & Co.,
Ladies' Gossamers
Congress

NEW CLOTHING

THIS WEEK.

Newspaper Adv'ng Agency,

my22

sepl3

'vïrfcwn rnl y· c f».

and wife a tene- I
in central part
13-1
city.

fumer Bros

Process.

C. S. GOSSE,4bost£h."

Lancaster

184 Middle Street.

PIERCE'S PELLETS
Anti.
Billons and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by drugffists.

TANT
Λ7:'·
-, S
OF
F ,i
i:n and
THIS j Λ
havo it «>;. ue at our
otticc. !-;■.<-.ι;ΰ ;.o.i desire
to adverti.se lu any papers,
it will pay you tc write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how loug, and where
For
you want toadvertlse.
ten cents we wiii send
complete directory of
American newspaper*»,
together with much
valuable information
for ad vert I *«·ι·β· ESTI31ATKS F Κ Κ IS·

fe-.-WouQ

rooms

516

DS.

purse which
charges, at the
13-1
a

gentleman
five
WANTED—By
ment of four
Address
this

OP

TV*

Physician,

book containing a sum of
money and some passes ; the finder will be
rewarded by leaving it at W. C. KINGS, No. 482
13-1
Coogress Street.

$25,000

fiou'-qiU'^UiViialia
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
an unequalled remedy.
Sold by druggists.

Card.
Having disposed of our business as above, and
for
you
thanking
past favors, we cheerfully recommend tlie new firm to your patronage. Mr. G.
H. Foster, the proprietor, has liad an experience
of thirty years in the manufacture of Leather Belting and will give his personal attention to tne
wants of the trade.
Respectfully,
H. AV. IIACE & CO.
sepldlwteod3w

of Portland to know

Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Ofllce hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10 p. m.
13-1

iJAKTER MEDICINE CO.,

t'ni".

Portland Belting: Co.
Telephone Connection.
Portland, Sept. 1st, 188G.
Dear Sirs—Having purchased of Messrs. H. W.
Race & Co. the Leather Belting business, lieretotofore carried on by them at No. 135 Middle
Street, we beg leave to state that we shall continue the business at the old stand, and by strict personal attention to the details ot our business we
intend to produce the best grade of work, and our
prices will be as low as is consistent with the cost
of manufacture.
We respectfully solicit your pationage and as*
in want of Leather Beltsure vou that when youar
ing, Lacing, Rubber Bef ing, Packing or Hose
All orders
yon cannot do better than to try us.
and inquiries will receive our prompt attention.
Yours Truly,
PORTLAND BELTING CO.
P. S.—Special attention given to repairing beltand
covering
pulleys. Satisfaction guaraning
teed in price and workmanship.

ciety.

ALL NEW GOODS.

Thoroughly cleanse

Baker's Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pains(internal or external)cuts, burns,
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price 50c. Maurice Baker &
au24eodtf
Co., Prop'rs, Portland, Me.

ers.

preventing

Wow York

PRELIMINARY SALE.

500 Pairs Blankets

Ι

Kick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such a*. Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, &c.
While their most remaritabl-2 eucccea has been shown in curing

O'lroo

IVlc.

Portland,

OF

Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Ifip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery curcs Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifving, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly

It is out; of the best medicines
that we have used. Any one suf·
fori··;; with colds, sore lungs, sore
throat, indigestion, cholera inor·
bus, teeth ache, neuralgia, rheumatism, sprains or weak eyes will
tiud this to be a sate and sure remedy. We speak i'rom experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack of
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the beuefit of others.
We know of many of the best citizens of Portland who will indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.

EDITOR OF EXPRESS,

Clifford Mots.

turned out to be a drunkard and a gambler."
Speaking of the tax the laboring man has
to pay on commodities in consequence of the
tariff, he inquired, "WHAT IN THUNDEK
do you care where it goes to so long as you
have to pay it?"
Once he descended to the sacreligious. He
accused the Republican party of appropriating hundreds of millions of money for a
navy, "but where the monev went," ho said,
"GOD ONLY KNOWS AND HE WON'T
TELL."
Towards the end Eof his speech he evidently began to fear that he was not making

STREET,

Near City Hotel.
MW&Ftf

STOCK

the blood, which is tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold·,
en Medical Discovery, and
pood digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all linmors,
from tho common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing

!

Wnlchuinker.

Jeweler.

IIOSTO-\, MAWS.

Store.

Valuable Preneut.

AT—

No. 1— Colored Satin Khadamas in
36 shades, at $1.00 per yard;
worth $1.25. These soods are
superior to any that hare been
offered at the price.

AVENUE,

380 ATLANTIC

Fine Watches and Jewelry repaired by workmen of ability anil experience. No apprentices
employed. All work warranted.
JOHN E, SARGENT,
ARTHUR B. MORRISON.

d&wlynnn

la the banc cf so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Cur pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Piils are very small and
mry easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They arc strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
so them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for$l. Sold
y 'Iruggiste everywhere, or sent by mail.

u

—

—

Hie Rogers Itaufactiiiii Co.,

$1.00; Main Springs $1.00; Case Springs 50.; Watch Crystals 10e.

Watclics Cleaned

Largest and Best

1·*

(Biddeford Times.)
Mr. Clifford lias evidently been studying
"English as she is spoke," for the purpose of
getting his language down to the level of the
LOWER CLASSES. We extract a few of
his choicest mots :
He apostrophized Mr. Blaine as "YOU
DEAR, DELICIOUS OLD HUMBUG!"
and again, as a representative of the Republican party, l,You dishonest old cuss; you've

Jewelry

PREPARED BY

aug2Geod2ni

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver anil Plated "Ware, New Goods, Latest Styles, Lowest
Every Customer has

C. W. A I,I.IN
dtf

F. Ο. HA If.FY.
marl4

by All First-Class Pharmacists.
—

VALUABLE PRESENTS GIVEN AMY EVERY MONTH.

Augusta, Sept. 7,1880.
please call at
headquarters Wednesday evening, Sept. 8th,

as every gentleman who was present at my
office on that evening can testify.
The circular letter was issued to such pronounced
Republicans as: Hon. Chas. E. Nash, Orrin
Williamson, A. C. Otis, George F. Hawes,
P. C. Dolliver, Alden Sprague, George E.
Macomber, George E. Weeks, S. S. Brooks,
A. S. Bangs, E. C. Burleigh, J. S. Ilobbs,
A. G. Andrews, W. H. Bigelow, Ira H. Kendall, J. Manchester Haynes and many others
of like character and standing in the party.
I trust you will do me the favor to publish
J. H. Maxi.ev.
very truly yours,

For Sale

d3t

*

septlS

Is a Peculiar SViedicine

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
enfler from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in bo many ways that they will not De willing
to do without them.
But after all sick head

—

Do not confound the Tonic wit): -'Bitters", but
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the read» of all.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

Teculiar in the confidence it gains among all
classes of people, one bottle always sells another.
Peculiar in the originality and effectiveness of
its advertising, its methods are continually being

lie •aduche.yct Carter's Little Liver Pilla are equally
valuable iu Constipation, curing and
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

FOB

uie iuaiKeu

For Sale at Lowest Prices.

My Dear Sir:—Will you

between 7 and 8 o'clock.
We desire a consultation of some Republicans.
J. H. Mani.kv.
Yours,

Spelling Books,

mm KUDoers, rencns, fens ana noiaers.

Notes.

Saturday at Waterville the Colby Freshmen's nine played the Sophomores and defeated them- Frank King of last year's
Portland Iligh School nine caught for the

CO., AUCTIONEER*·
by Auction.
15th, at 12 M., one Wm.
Sept.
TyEDNESDAY,
τ τ
Bourne & Son Piano, Rosewood case, carved
in perfect condia
line
1-3
octave,
Piano,
7
legs,
sepl3d3t
tlon, been used but a short time.

A sure relief for Distress after Eating; will rein a few days; contains all the
store Lost
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
from Fever or other sickness
Convalescents
form;
will find in this an invaluable companion ; Aged
in
a debilitated condition will find this a
People
mild Tonic and gentle Stimulant ; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
raiifnmla A nffftlioa Willi», it is the best: TonU· in

Blocks,

School

55

Errors—Washingtons, G;

m.,

Parlor Suits In Plush and Walnut, Easy Chairs,
Room
Sofas, Lounses, Stoves, Carpets, Diningo'clock,
Furniture. Plated Ware, &c., &c. At 12
one fine Piano, nearly new, and one organ.
U3t
sepl3

Appetite

Writing Books,

Peenlinr in its nhenomenal record of sales abroad
other preparation lias ever attained such popuIt really
so short a time.

Lowell, Mass100 Doses One Dollar.

a.

we

the Most Eminent Physicians
in New England.

Schoci Siates,

Bags,

larity in

Prepared only

15th. at 10 o'clock

Sept.
shall
at Salesroom 18 Exchange street,
WEDNESDAY,
Black Walnut Chamber Sets, Painted Sets,

Used with Great Success by Many of

NEW, FRESH, CLEAN AND LAST EDITIONS.

At Chioago—Chicagos, 14; Détroits, 4.
Base hits—Chicagos, 19; Détroits, 5. Errors

7.
3.

—

SCHOOL BOOKS !

no

Sarsaparilla

AUCTION.

sell 2

Condition of the Stomach.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Hood's

BY

F. Ο. BAILEY A
PinuoM

jy22

rilla

copied by competitors.
l)o not be induced to buy other preparations.
But be sure to get "the Peculiar Medicine,"

SALEÎ

—

Furniture, Piano, &c.

(ANGELICA TOMC).

young children, and the aged.
For the nervous, sleepless, and mentally and
physically overworked or worn out, Sanford's
Ginger is a pure and safe invigorator. It eradicates a craving for intoxicants in those addicted
to their excessive use, allays nervousness, assists
digestion, ana promotes sleep, and builds up those
reduced by disease, debility, and dissipation.
Avoid spurious "gingers" said to be as good as

OF

—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
and all DisorSANFORD'S GINGER, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
GINGER,
and Commission .Merchant,s
Auftioiieers
ders Resulting from an Abnormal
The D« licieus Mummer Medicine*
Sold by Druggitttii, (irocerx, nod D<*alerN.
MTh&w-nrm
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street·

In many important points, Hood's Sarsaparilla is
different from any superior to other medicines.
Peculiar in combination, proportion and preparation of ingredients, Hood's Sarsaparilla possesses the full curative value of the best known remedies of the vegetable kingdom.
Peculiar in strength and economy—Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only medicine of which can truly
be said," 100 doses one dollar." Medicines in larger
and smaller bottles require larger deses, and do
not produce as good results as

Feculiar in its medicinal merit, Hood's Sarsapaaccomplishes cures hitherto unknown, and
has won for itself the title of "The greatest blood
puriiier ever discovered."
Feculiar in its '-good name at home"—there is
more of Hood's Sarsaparilla sold in Lowell, where
it is made, than of all other blood purifiers.

SPECIAL

ANGELIQUE!

wholesome, palatable,

en

Other Cames Saturday.

Philadelphia»,
Philadelphias,

TONIQUE

waicr, ππικ,
and

lemonade, effervescent draughts

iced wa er,
mineral waters, it is the best.
Mothers worn out with the care of maternity or
the household, or when weak, nervous and hysterical, should take a dose of that delicious iuvigoris so
ant, Sanford's Ginger. No other remedy
and safe for delicate wom-

Peculiar

.609
.609
.484
.484
.4*2
.360

—Chicagos, 3; Détroits, 8.
At Washington—Washington?, 4; Philadelphia?, 3. Base hits—Washingtons, 6;

wnu

healthful summer απιικ,

BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0.

SANFORD'S

Dealers in

In tliis city, Sept. 11, Nellie, youngest child of
Peter B. and Elizabeth lleed, aged 11 months.
In this city, Sept. 12. Charles 1\, youngest son
of David and P. A. Quinn, aged 7 months, 15

apl

Haverhills
Portlands
Brocktons

AUCTION

ADVEBTIME.TIENTM.

]TIORRISOi¥ &, CO.'S Sîcw

DEATHS

Sold by all druggists, $1 ; six for $5.
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries,

Clcbs.

NEW

tive value."

Errors-

7,

The Portlands and Haverhills are tied for
first place in the New England League, and
the contest from now to the end of the season
promises to be exciting. The standing follows:

AND

TIIE LABORING, AND LOWER
CLASSES; THOSE PEOPLE WHO LABOR FOR THEIR BREAD.- WILLIAM
II. CLIFFORD, AT NORTH BERWICK.

1
5
Ο
2
1
2
2
1
0

8
7 24 21
1 2345G789
Innings
4 OOlOOllx— 7
Portlands
2 0000000 0—2
Haverliills
Earned runs—Portlands, 4 ; Haverliills, 2. Two
base hits—Kearns, Shoeneck.
Three base hit—
Kearns. First base oh balls—Portlands, 1 ; HaverFirst base on errors—Portlands, 4;
liills, 1.
Haverliills, 6. Wild pitches—Conley. 5 ; Conway,
1.
Struck out—Portlands, 4; Haverliills, 3.
Bases stolen—Wheelock, Hatfield, Foster. Double
play—Wlieelock, Spence and Shoeneck. Umpire
—Lynch. Time of game—lh. 40m.
AT BOSTON.
1 2 3 45G789 10
Innings
Boston Blues.... 0 00002130 1—7
Brocktons
0 00300300 0—6
Base hits—Blues, 11; Brocktons. 7. ErrorsBlues, 6; Brocktons, 11.

MLLE. Ι1ΠΕΑ.

The sale of seats in the Stockbridge Course
opened lively Saturday, and was conducted
by auction, the highest bidders getting first
choice, but being limited to six tickets each.
When the bidding in City Iiall ended, seats
were selected at Stoekbridge's music store,
and the board is thickly pegged, though desirable seats are still obtainable. The course
consists of twenty entertainments, and is
very attractive. The Ideal Opera Company
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AMUSEMENTS.

THE STOCKBBIDGE COU1Î8E.
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BE SURE AND SEE THAT ALL THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR REPRESENTATIVES ARE RETURNED.

This evening, the Wilkinson Opera Company, which has been so'deservedly îpopular
at Greenwood Garden, opens at City Hall
under the management of Capt. C. II. Knowlton. Every evening this week and on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons they will
sing popular operas. The rates of admission
are low and the performances should be well
patronized. The Pirates of Penzance will
be the attraction on this and tomorrow evenings. Tonight the election returns will be
read from the stage.

c

Shoeneck. lb

dance with your conscientious belief. There
is no occasion to turn back to the prejudices
New events
of tlie last twenty-five years.
hare come upon lis ; a new era has dawned,
and we should readjust ourselves to them,
we should make our votes express our satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, with the way in
which he have been governed for the past
two years. (Applause.) That is the plain
and simple problem.
Now, I have no long or eloquent sentences
with which to close. I have given you, so
for as I have been able, a fair, candid statement of facts, upon which your judgment
must be based, and the matter now rests
with you. (Great applause.)

THE OPERA AT CITY HALL.
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Tonight Mile. Rhea, (the famous French
actress, appears at Portland Theatre, and a
large and brilliant audience is already assured for her. There has been a great demand for seats, but there are still good places
to be procured. In tho character of Helene>
in "A Dangerous Game," Mile. Rhea has won
words of praise from the critics and the admiration of the public wherever she has apMr. Forrest and the supporting
peared.
company are excellent. "A Dangerous Game
will be presented this evening and "FrouFrou" tomorrow.
Mile. Rhea arrived in Portland on Saturday night's Pullman from the east and, with
her manager, Mr. Owen Ferrie, Mr. Arthur
Forrest, the leading man, and other principal
members of her company, is at the Preole
House.

England League.

PORTLANDS, 7; UAVERIIILLS, 2.
In Saturday's game here the Haverliills
put Conley in the box again, and he weakened considerably and was batted hard.
Conway also pitched again, and was too
much for the visitors. The Portlands played
a fine game all around.
Irwin played brilliantly. The attendance was about 2500.
The score follows :

the road said to me, "l)o you see that rail
there?" I said, "Yes." Said he, "That has
been there six years, and that is the hardest
place upon the road ; that is a steel rail, and
when we used iron rails we used to place a
new one there every six months. This one
has been there six years, and it leoks like a
new one now, and we are going to have upon
our railroad steel rails throughout." Said 1,
"You ought to save a lot of money." Said
he, "We can do our business for 50 per cent,
less. That is, we take a dollar, and with 50
cents we will pay our expenses and the other
50 cents will go to our stockholders. It now
costs us 70 per cent, for expenses." Said 1,
"That is good luck for stockholders, is it
not?" said he, "yes; we will give them some
Did they? Why no; the
more dividends."
next railroad alongside put in steel rails,
too, and the manager of that road said, "now
we are making 50 per cent, and if we take
business
off 5 per cent, we will get more
from the other road," but the other road
said, "we are making 50 uer cent, and we
will take off 10 per cent." and then the other
took off 15 per cent., and the first one took
off 20 per cent, and that left them just where
they were before, with only 30 per cent, of
their earnings left to go to their stockholders
and their bondholders. What became of the
20 per cent. ? Was it lost? No. It all went
It lowered
for the benefit of the people.
freights instead of raising dividends.
There can be no invention, there can be
no improvement made that will not in a short
time have to be disposed among the people.
1 say that is a law greater than any law
It is a law of God,
Congress can enact.
eternal, immutable, made for the benefit of
It is a practical
his creatures. (Applause.)
communism which outvalues a+1 the communism of the theorist.
1 have only a few more words to say. This
is the last meeting we shall have before the
election. 1 will not venture to say to you
what ray hopes or my anticipations are. I
only desire to return thanks to my fellowcitizens for the favors they have shown me
in the past, for the thorough support which
they have always given me in my native
city. As to the rest of ticket I believe that
it deserves and that it will have your support. (flreat applause.) 1 believe you will
stand united upon it all ; that yon will give it
your strength, and I believe that when we
get through you will find all the men upon it
elected to the offices for which they have
been nominated. (Applause.) Now to that
end you must address efforts which will be
more powerful than mine, for, after all,
where is this country governed? In Washington? I have never thought so since I
have been there. This country is governed
right here ; it is governed in proportion to
and
his
size
and
sense,
capacity
by every man in this audience. You have,
therefore, duties to perform. Occupying the
position of governor of this country, what
sound
do you owe to it?
You owe good
sense. You owe a careful examination of
nwpnn

Dangerous Baking Powders.
Too much care cannot be used in the selection of a baking powder, where there are so
many brands freely advertised that are deleterious to health. Some contain cream of
tartar, the use of which is condemned by
many, ar.d of which the late Dr. Samuel
Jackson, Professor of Medicine in the
University of Pennsylvania, said: "It is not
a nutritive
principle, and often disagrees

MARRIAGES.
BASE BALL.

: I was standing one day
Michigan railroad, and the manager of

vnn

there were less

what the Democratic orators have to say for
themselves. There was a positive lack of
enthusiasm.
The young statesman, who
really believes that be is to be allowed to
rattle around in the seat in the next Congress, now occupied by the recognized leader
of the Republican minority in the National
House, appeared ill at ease and spoke to
great disadvantage. He made a sorry attempt at the close of his speech to conciliate
the labor element by an explanation of the
Isorth Berwick "lower classes" sentence but
instead of helping the matter he simply
strengthened the conviction on tiie part of
the laboriDg men present that the speech
was correctly reported. He said that the lying Republican newspapers had misrepresented him ; that he was speaking of the labeling clashes" and they supposed that he
meant "lower classes." But it was noticeable that he took great care not to deny the
"And
use of the lancuace imuuted to him.
the laboring and Lower Classes, tliose people who labor for their bread!"
The Democrats were so chargined at the
dismal failure of their meeting that they
called upon MeGillicuddy to come to the
rescue, and he is announced to speak this

carting.

tho fupte·

represented,

were

than'one hundred in the hall, including quite
a number of
Republicans, curious to hear

«■""Another instance
a

"Rising

The

go on forcing it down, a result bénéficiai' to
the people. Why, it lias cost tegs the past
vear, almost, to transport j barrel of flour
from Chicago than t'.Ye cost of trucking it
from the de£2Îi^5)~
your house, a thousand
miles ο£- railroading against one mile of

by

FAILURE.

A DISMAL

and will

β
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Rally.
rally in Deering

[COÎÎTRÎUKD FlioM FOIST FUI.]
The result of the uniting of capital and
labor is profit, and thequestion is what is a
fair share for each? Iïow can you find out?
Only by discussions between those who
furnish the labor and those who furnish
the capital, and if each has a thorough
knowledge of the others' business and the
others' wants, they will reach some fair conclusion in regard to it. But the conclusion
you reach today is not the conclusion that
will do for tomorrow.
Sometimes business
is prosperous, and sometimes it is not, and
the question is of a division of large profits
today and of Ismail profits tomorrow, and
there has got to be perpetual discussion,
each thoroughly understanding the other,
and when they do that, the result has got to
be fairly just.
Now, if men combine, and can manage to
get fair justice done better that way, if they
have the approval of the community, they
will work out their own salvation. But these
questions are questions that are settled, for
the most part, outside of legislation. Whenever the community becomes satisfied that a
piece of legislation, like the ten hour law,
ought to be enacted, it is just as sure to be
enacted as you and I are to live. We are all
governed by law. and we have all got to be
satisfied with the reasons for new things ; we
have got to discuss those matters, and when
the community discuss them and understand
them, don't you believe they will act reasonably? I think they always do. Letme give
you an illustration of the laws of nature,
which I claim are superior to any laws of
Congress. In looking at the annual report of
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Kailroad the other day, in a newspaper, 1 found
these astonishing results. Twenty years ago,
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad got for every ton of freight that it carried a mile the sum of 4 11-100 cents ; iu 1875,
ten years ago, it only got 2 10-100 cents ; last
For twentyyear it only got 1 28-100 cents.
years, then, steadily, the price of freight
11-100 cents to
was being reduced from 4
1 28-100 cents, all of which is for the benefit
of the community, for if a farmer can transport his grain cheaper, he can afford to take
a less price for it, and you and I get the benefit of it, and he can afford to add something
to hisfown profits beside. J3o you suppose
this railroad would not rather carry the
freight at 4 11-100 cents per ton per mile ? I
am sure it would. Why doesn't it? Bebecause the law
cause it cannot help itself :
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JIIAKING.

Having taken the

rooms at No. 511 1-2

street, lately occupied l>y Miss
L. K. Stanley, 1 shall open them for
lui*,
! ness 011
1
Sept. *20th, where I shall lie
(leased to serve
and
patrons
all
othmy
;rs desiring anything in tlie hress
Mak·
line.
n«
MISS JULIA M. HIQGINS.
:

onçress
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